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Unleash the Power
ofyour ATARI SLM804 Printer with

TM

AT LAST,

you can add PostScript® Printing Capabilities

to your Desktop Publishing System
• UPGRADE YOUR ATARI MEGA 2

AND MEGA 4 PERSONAL COMPUTER
SYSTEM WITH POSTSCRIPT
LANGUAGE PRINTING CAPABILITIES

» ACCESS A WIDE VARIETY OF
POSTSCRIPT APPLICATIONS
WITH ULTRASCRIPT ST

• ACHIEVE THE PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET LOOK YOU WANT BY
CHOOSING FROM THE SAME
TYPEFACES OFFERED IN MOST
POPULAR POSTSCRIPT PRINTERS

• ADD POSTSCRIPT COMPATIBLE
FONTS AS YOU NEED THEM

IMAGEN Corporation, a QMS company, has teamed
up with ATARI to bring you UltraScript ST on the

Atari Mega 2 and Mega 4 Personal Computer Systems.

• BREAK THE POSTSCRIPT PRICE
BARRIER; ULTRASCRIPT ST IS

AVAILABLE FOR JUST $229.95

Available at your local Atari

dealer or order direct from:

IMAGEN Corporation
P.O. Box 58101
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8101

Or call 800/635-3997
or 408/986-9400
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MarkWilliams Raises
C Programming TbANew Level.

New source level debugger, csd,

cuts development time

in half!

$>
AUn

Now, on top of the

world's best C compiler,

Mark Williams brings you

csd, the world's only

source level debugger for

the Atari ST!

With csd, you actually

debug in C. Forget about

trying to find bugs in clunky

assembler and struggling

with long dumps, csd gives

you the interactive advan-

tages of an interpreter plus

the speed of a compiler. An
indispensable companion for Mark Williams C.

Reviewers have been raving about the IBM version

of csd for years:

"csd is close to the idea! debugging environment...

a

definite aid to learning C and an indispensable toolforpro-

gram development" ^^ Q^^
"This is a powerful and sophisticated debugger built on

a well-designed, 'serious' compiler."

-Jonathan Sachs, Micro/SystemsJournal

FEATURES
Mark Will iams C For trie Atari ST

* New! Resource Editor includes compiler/

decompiler for direct access to

resource text

* New! Peephole optimization-taster com-
pile times and faster code

• Full access to AES/VDI libraries

with complele documentation

anrj examples

• Source and object code for RAM
disk cuts compile time in half

• Integrated edit/compile cycle:

editor automatically points to

• MicroEMACS full-screen editor

with commented source code

• Full K & R plus ANSI extensions

• Microshell Command Processor.

a powerful UNIX style shell

• Complete symbolic debugger

and assembler

^>
• Powerful utilities; make, ^\J

linker, archiver, egrep. sort,

dilf and more

• Over 600 pages of documentation

with more than 100 sample

programs

New! csd C SOURCE DEBUGGE R:

• Cuts development time in half!

• Debug in C source code not

assembler

• Provides separate source, evalua-

tion, program and history windows

• Ability to set trace points and

monitor variables

• Can interactively evaluate any C

expression

• Can execute any C function in your

program

• Trace back function

On-line help screens

MARK WILLIAMS C FOR THE ATARI ST: $179.95

csd C SOURCE DEBUGGER: S69.95

60 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

WE'VE UPPED COMPILER
PERFORMANCE, TOO!

5P^ Our new Resource Editor

makes creating window
driven interfaces with icons,

alerts, pull down menus and

dialogue boxes a snap. And its

exclusive compiler/decompiler

lets you directly access

resources, making changes

quick and easy while simph'fyingproject management.

Unparalleled compiler speed, fast, compact code,

complete utilities and outstanding documentation

have made Mark Williams C the preferred compiler

for the Atari ST Reviewers enthusiastically agree:

"Mark Williams C may be the best implementation ofC
on the Atari ST to date. . . not onlyfor the experienced, profes-

sional developer, but alsofor the weekendprogrammer."

-George Miller, COMPUTE! 'S Atari STDisk and Magazine

"... the all-around best choicefor serious software

development on the ST"
-Douglas Weii, Analog Computing

COUNT ON AN UPSTANDING REPUTATION.

Mark Williams has been producing and improving

quality programming tools since 1976. A good reason

why the Mark Williams C compiler is the one chosen by

Atari. And just one more reason you should choose Mark
Williams, too.

SPECIAL UPDATE OFFER AVAILABLE NOW!

If you already own Mark Williams C, a special

update offer is available for version 3.0 and csdhy calling

Mark Williams. If not, there's never been a better time

to ask your Atari dealer about Mark Williams C and csd.

Or you can order by calling 1-800-MWC-1700.

Mark
Williams
Company

601 North Skokie Highway, Lake Bluff, III

© 1988 Mark Williams Company

CIRCLE 021 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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If you've been reading START for any length of time, then you know thai we cover

a wide variety of online activities ever)' month in our Online with START column.

The guiding hand for Online with 5TART has been Assistant Editor Gregg

Pearlman, so it's only appropriate to turn the rest of this page over to him. Gregg,

the floor is yours.

GUEST EDITORIAL
It's about time we had a telecommunications issue. The ST community has always

been active online and sometimes our Online with START column just can't cover

all we want to cover. Yet even avid modem users don't go online all the time. Hence

START'S first "ST: Online (and Off)" issue.

When the ST was first designed, Shiraz Shivji and his talented crew were careful

to build in facilities that would simplify online communications. They included

not only an industry-standard serial port to make hooking up a modem easy, but

they also bundled a simple VT-52-like telecom program with each ST shipped.

That VT-52 emulator, while serviceable, was hardly sophisticated enough for

most telecommunications buffs. A flock of telecom programs soon hit the market.

Out of the group, one-Flash! from Antic Software-soon became the standard

against which all others are judged.

In the years since that first version of Flash! was released, other programs have

matched, and in some cases exceeded, the standard it set. We asked Jerry McBride

to compare the four top telecom programs. His Buyer's Guide to Telecommunica-

tions Programs in this issue gives you an in-depth analysis of their features and

usability.

Cyber Paint authorjim Kent took a rare moment away from designing superb

graphics programs to write Space Wars, a nice single-computer game. We asked

David Ramsden, author of Cyber Texture, to convert Space Wars into a game with

built-in telecom features so that it could be played over the phone lines. The result

is Space Wars 2400. If you want to see how to manage telecommunications in

your own programs, take a look at the source code on the START disk.

Of course, you can't spend all your time online, so we've included a good sam-

pling of off-line activities in this issue. Procrastinators, take heed: it's time to do

your Federal income taxes. We've tried to make it easier by including a spread-

sheet overlay written by Tom Chandler It's on your START disk; for instructions,

see Time for Taxes! in this issue

We've finally had the chance to put Calamus, ISD Marketing's landmark desk-

top publishing program, through its paces and, not surprisingly, it excelled. Check

out our review by Dan Fruchey.

Remember GFA BASIC 2.0 on your January disk? Well, the response was so

good that now you'll find GFA Object, a commercial 3D modeling tool, on your

START disk this month.

That's not all there is in this issue, of course. You'll find the latest news about the

ATW, the Hotz Instrument and pc-ditto II, It's another issue that's full-to-bulging

with the features you've asked for most.
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Zero to Sieve in 5
SeCOnds! Because LaserC is fast.

Really fast. Infact, so fast it can compile and

link the popular sieve

benchmark in 5 sec-

onds! Spend more
time programming
and less time waitin.

on the compiler.

Whether you're an

amateur or a profes-

sional, LaserC is the

right C language
development system

for you. LaserC has

everything you need

to develop commercial grade applications or

desk accessories for the ST.

LaserC is the only integrated C environ-

ment available for the ST. Program entry is a

snap with the multi-window mouse and

keyboard editor. Compile and execute your

programs directly from the editor with a

single keystroke!

Perform disk operations such as file copy, or

run any program with just a few clicks of the

mouse —there's no need to leave the editor.

In addition to the large compliment of

UNIX™ compatible library routines, LaserC

allows complete access

to the ST ROM routines

—all documented in

the 650 page manual.

Introducing
LaserDB -the
)werful source level

debugger! Now you
can view your source

code while it runs.

Monitor C variables,

set breakpoints with

the mouse, and evalu-

ate C expressions interactively. Multiple

windows and easy command structure

make debugging fast and efficient.

Get LaserC and LaserDB— the ultimate C
development system for your ST.

"We convertedDungeon Master to Laser C
and doubled or tripledourproductivity. We

now use Laser C exclusively for our ST
Development,

"

—Wayne Holder,

President, FTL Games

One-pass generating relocat-

able code. Absolute addressing

of globals allows program's

code and data to be as large as

memory allows. Ultrafast linker

accepts both Laser C and DRI

format object files.

msusmsssB
Integrated editor and develop-

ment shell. Cut,copy, and paste

between riles. Pull-down menus
and dialog boxes to control edi-

tor and run compiler. Past

scrolling and text entry— sup-

ports large files. Special window
can be used as a command line

interpreter. Built-in dynamic

disk cache and facilities for

RAM resident compiler and

other Laser utilities.

Resource Construction Pro-

gram, full-featured Make util-

ity, linker, dissassembler,

archiver/librarian accept Laser

C and DRI objects files.

Laser C Mark Williams C v3.0

Compile/

Link Run Error

Compile/

Link Run Error

Hallo.

c

2.43 - _ 15.98 - -

Apskel.c B.B8 - - 26.5 - -

Sieve.

c

4.59 2.45 - 33.9 2.77 -

AES 35.6 - - 103 - -

Savage 6.31 36.4 1.73x10-" 30.32 33.0 1.18x10"'

Source and assembly level

debugger. Evaluate any C

expression to print or set vari-

ables. Source and assembly

mode allows interaction with

compiler output, Disassemble

or dump memory. Set break-

points with the mouse on C
lines or machine instructions.

Watch C variables or machine

registers. Multi-window user

interface. Simple command
structure.

All times in seconds.
AES consists of nine source files totaling 1142 lines of codi

AES is built using Make.
Mark Williams C using RAM disk.

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

Box 851521, Richardson, Texas 75085-1521

(214) 699-7400

::i'ML'g;Hiia;\, Int. 19SS, LaserC and LascirDB sold separately.

If you currently own Megamax C for the ST, update to LaserC

for S20. Call for details. (2141 699-7400. Now available

through distributers. UNIX™ is a trademark of AT&T.

CIRCLE 024 ON HEADER 5ERVICE CARD



TERRIFIC SOFTWARE PRESENTS

TWO NEW, SENSUOUS GAME TITLES

Look out, Indiana Jones!

Step aside, Bogie!

Crash Garrett's in town!
Don't wait 'till Sunday to catch-up on

your favorite action comic— play

CRASH GARRETT instead!

No other adventure game is quite like

this...

Let ace flyer CRASH GARRETT escort

you through Hollywood in the '30s to

rescue sultry, sexy gossip columnist,

Cynthia Sleeze, from the sinister Nazi

mastermind Baron

von Engel Krul

and his cronies.

Help CRASH stop

this perverse Nazi

spy-ring from kid-

napping glamor-

ous, American

beauties to use as

breeding stock for an Aryan race of

superhumans. Be the voice in

CRASH'S head as he encounters ad-

venture after adventure with a whole

group of wacky, depraved characters

including Caleb Thorn, psychoanalyst

to the stars, and Lotta

Linebacker, a female

wrestler who knows what

she wants from a man!

CRASH GARRETT is

style and pizzazz—an

animated comic book

with a slick, continential

look. It's about as much
terror, intrigue and suspense you'll

want from any game!

Play Stir Crazy With Bobo—
Your idea of "doing time" will definitely change!

Had a little too much violence lately?

Still want fun and action? Well, grab

your joystick and join poor Bobo in six

of the most graphically amusing

adventure games ever on disk.

Bobo's in prison—INZEESLAM-
MER—where he spends most of his

time performing menial chores and

planning his escape. Bobo's no penal

pushover!

Bobo starts his day feeding porridge

to hungry, irritable prisoners. Don't

Finally Boho makes his escape and

hurtles off into the sunset, right onto

electric train cables. Bobo needs some

pretty fancy footwork to avoid the

pulsating current!

let him get too befuddled, or else he'll

end up with the porridge bucket on
his head.

K.P.'s next. Speed

is the key here.

Don't let Bobo get

buried underneath

a pile of spuds!

An exhausted Bobo

tries to catch up on

his beauty sleep, but
wmmm

is constantly interrupted by the relent-

less snoring of his cell mates.

Available for Atari ST* and
Amiga'1

' Computers at your
favorite store. To order by

phone, call 800-234-7001.

CRASH GARRETT— s3995

STIR CRAZY with Boho— s3495

Terrific Software, 544 Second St., San Francisco,

CA 94107 (415) 957-0886

CIRCLE DCS ON READER SERVICE CARD



Letters From Our Readers

Ten Springs
Short of a Load?
Please be aware that the Megatouch kit

for [he ST does not provide enough

springs to upgrade the entire keyboard.

It is about 10 springs short. For some

reason, they decided for the customer

that several keys and all the function

keys did not need stiffening, and so did

not include the springs. How much can

10 extra springs cost? Ten cents, maybe?

Rod Bonser

Los Gatos, CA

Hie Megatouch Package explains this: "Due

to the infrequency of use and difficulty of

removal, we do not recommend that you re-

move the darkened feeys shown in Figure

1." The "darkened" keys are the spacebar,

Left Shift, Return and function keys. While

we disagree with the assertion that the first

three keys are used infrequently, we do

agree that they're difficult to remove, espe-

cially the spacebar, which requires two

springs.-START Editor.

Any Suggestions?
I have just renewed my subscription

and thought I'd write a few lines to let

you know how you are doing and to

also make a few suggestions.

First, 1 am very pleased that START

now appears every month. However 1

noticed that the programs were not of

the same quality as compared to those

in the quarterly issues. But, with pro-

grams like ST Sciplot and Pro Calendar

in the November 1988 issue, 1 see that

you are back on the right track.

The magazine is very well laid out

and informative. 1 especially like your

reviews. They seem to be thorough, to

the point and, more importantly, unbi-

ased. I also particularly like the columns

"Mac and PC on the ST' and "Small

Tools." Articles about floppy and hard

drives are also what I like to see in

START.

"For the Fun of It" and "Program-

ming in BASIC" are welcomed sections

of the magazine, but how about "Pro-

gramming in C" for the intermediate C

programmer? 1 am learning C and 1 find

the C programs in START a bit too com-

plex for me to chew on.

1 noticed that there is often space left

on the START disks. Maybe you could

put little tutorials about C with some

code in that space Or how about filling

it with little programs, pictures, clip art

or other goodies from the public do-

main? You could also put some gossip

in there or the latest news flash about

the blitter and the new TOS in ROM, or

even a mini BBS with questions and an-

swers from readers. I hate to see per-

fectly good sectors go to waste.

A few words about games. 1 like sim-

ple games; they are often the most fun

and relaxing to play. So how about a

simple pinball game, a Pac-Man-like

game, or even a primitive classic like

Pong in a future issue?

Finally, have you ever seen a thesau-

rus program to which you can add en-

tries of your own? ! think I have asked

this question to every ST dealer in

Southern Ontario and so far the answer

has been "no." Any programmers at

START interested in writing such a pro-

gram? This (yet to be found) program is

one big reason why I am learning C.

Can anyone help? I have considered

replacing the entries in a commercial

thesaurus program with my own, but

since it seems that these thesauruses are

compressed to save space, my plan

could prove too difficult to implement. 1

would appreciate any kind of informa-

tion you or fellow readers of START can

give me on this subject.

Daniel Leger

Hamilton, Ontario

Wc like to think that we arc producing a

uniformly high-quality disk every month,

but sometimes we hit the bull's-eye for one

person, sometimes for another. For example,

we've received a number of letters praising

SciPlot and others complaining because it

wouldn't run on a color monitor. We'll keep

trying to present the best software available

-there's still no better software bargain

than a START Disk

We strive for impartiality in our reviews.

We do not review every product we receive

at START, some are poor or derivative in

design, while others do have some merit.

Wc will not spend scarce editorial space on

the bombs. As to the good products, there

are so many out there that we have to

make some hard editorial choices as to

which products we will review Often, we

will collect a number of "small" products of

note and review them together. Watch for

more of this in the future. And, readers, if

you disagree with any ofour reviews, please

feel free to write and express your views.

We began our "Programming in BASIC"*

START The ST Monthly
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column last summer; aiming at the predom-

inance of BASIC ST programmers. We've

decided to rotate the column among a

number oj languages. Since BASIC is the

most common ST programming language,

we will continue to emphasize it, but in or-

der to serve the varied interests of our

readers, we will be rotating our program-

ming column.

We've considered filling all available

bytes on our START disks with public do-

main programs, clip art or demos, but so

far, the problems of testing, documenting

and obtaining rights have outweighed the

benefits. As an example of the potential

problems we (and you) face, we like to ex-

amine any program before we allow it to be

published on a START disk to insure that

there aren't any potential viruses or other

destructive code linking in an otherwise

helpful program. Also, START readers have

come to expect adequate documentation

with any program on a START Disk. We

just don't think our readers are ready to

trade off an empty few kbytes here and

therefor the potential problems of un-

documented software.

Another aspect of including PD software

on our disks is that no one likes to pay for

something that can be obtained forfixe

from a BBS or user's group. We are certain

readers would complain that we were "pad-

ding" our disks. Any readers out there with

views on this subject?

As to your question about games, we're

working on a wide variety of games for

1989 and will take your opinion into con-

sideration in making our decisions.

We know of no editable Thesaurus pro-

gram, but would welcome a quality submis-

sion of such a program. Anyone out there

working on one? Let us know - START

Editor

BASIC Bias?
First, congratulations for a good maga-

zine. Although I am more interested in

systems issues (forme, Charles John-

son's START Selector has been the most

useful program on your monthly disk)

and would certainly like to see more of

these, I eagerly await the arrival of

START every month.

One complaint I have is your bias

toward GFA BASIC in your programs.

Your January f989 disk gave me a

chance to try out GFA BASIC 2.0, and I

don't think it compares to True BASIC,

which is closer to ANSI BASIC, has

more number-crunching ability and has

an excellent screen editor. It also has the

advantage of portability to the IBM and

Mac, which GFA BASIC does not.

Now to my problem; 1 have learned

that some good European software ex-

ists which would be very useful for my

work. I am specifically interested in a

good DEC VT-100 and Tektronix 4014

terminal emulation package and the

TeX/LaTeX word processing package. Is

there any painless way for me to get

hold of this and other interesting Euro-

pean software? 1 am sure that many of

your readers will be interested in your

Steven M. Moore

Chelmsford, MA

The languages used for START disk pro-

grams naturally reflect the languages oj

choice of our contributors. The number of

GFA BASIC program submissions we re-

ceive is higher than that ofany other ST

programming language. Because the pro-

grams we publish come from this pool, they

reflect this percentage. This high number of

GFA submissions also indicates that GFA is

a language our readers are interested in

learning about, so our Programming in BA-

SIC column provides much more support

for it.

This is certainly not to say we ignore

other BASICs. For example, when De/mar

Searls demonstrated his proficiency in True

BASIC in his See Sorts program {December

1988), we asked him to begin writing True

BASIC tutorials for our Programming in

BASIC column. His second installment ap-

pears in this issue. START welcomes pro-

giwri submissions in various languages to

give our readers a sample of what's

available.

As it happens, the TeX/LaTeX word

processor you mentioned is now available in

the United States; see this issue's News,

Notes & Quotes for details.

Atari Corp. sells a VT-100 tenninal

emulator; you can order itfrom them

directly for $39.95- Atari's address is 1196

Borregas Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94088, (408)

745-2000. We will ask our European Re-

port columnist Andre Willey to try and

track down the Tektronix 4014 emulator

you mentioned and to address the issue of

the availability of European software in

general.-START Editor.

Dialog Box
START
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

Or leave us a message on
CompuServe using the

Antic Online Mailbox—just

log on and type GO ANTIC.

SUBMISSION INFORMATION

START Welcomes submissions. Please include

both hard copy printouts of articles and pro-

gram listings as well as dishjiles on ST com-

patible disks. Media will be returned if

self-addressed, stamped mailer is supplied.

START assumes no responsibility for

unsolicited editorial materials.



Cci/cunus

*The NEXT Generation

"There is no question that this version of Calamus blows its Atari
competitors out of the water. .

."

"In fact, Calamus, in my opinion, competes neck-and-neck with
all page layout programs on the Mac and the IBM."

Personal Publishing, September 1988

At a suggested retailpriceof USS299-95, Calamus is setting anew
price performance benchmark for the desktop publishing industry.

For more information or to place your order, call or write to:

ISD Marketing, Inc. 2651 John Street, Unit #3 Markham, Ontario, L3R-2W5, Canada.

Tel. 416 479-1880, Fax: 416 479-1882.

All computers and software are tradenames and/or trademarks of their respective manufacture

CIRCLE 030 ON READER SERVICE CARD



UnleashYour
Imagination!
Design the game of

your dreams...

Move and animate up to 15 sprites at

once - with full collision detection

between each sprite

Add a musical soundtrack which plays

on interrupt or use one of the pre-

defined sound effects to add that professional touch

Define up to 16 different types of scrolling areas

Create pull-down menus with one command
Grab the sprites from your favorite games
Compact Neochrome or Degas screens - or even sections

of screens

Convert your ST into the ulti-

mate game writing machine.

STOS revolutionizes BASIC. Its

simple-to-use interface and 320
commands give

you the power to

create fast, exciting

games. Whether
you're a competent
programmer or
have never written

a game before,

STOS is the tool

you need to create

your own master-

piece (or edit some-
one else's).

In one impres-

sive package you
get: STOS Basic, sprite editor,

room designer, character set

editor, icon editor, music editor,

screen compacter

—

PLUS,
three free games which show
you just what can be achieved

...Let your adventure
creation begin!
Adventure game
writing made
easy! Produce
your own profes-

sionally illustra-

ted adventure
games with
STAC, the ST
Adventure Crea-

tor. STAC is a
unique, easy-to-

use program that

lets you produce
exciting, top
quality, graphic-

ally illustrated adventures.

STAC is a compact pro-

gram under 100K long. This

leaves 300K on a basic

520ST and a whole lot more

on Mega STs.

This 2-Disk
package includes:

STAC, Quick
Start File, Small

Demonstration
Adventure, Vari-

ety of Character

Fonts, a Slide
Show of Sample
Adventure
Screens and a

very comprehen-
sive 70 page
manual. PLUS

SHYMER- a complete 150K
adventure.

LET YOUR CREATION
BEGIN !

with this unique package.
There's Zoltar, Bullet Train and
Orbit - and each game is written

entirely in easy-to-understand

STOS Basic, which

means you can
modify or custom-

ize each one to your

heart's content.
Change the music,

the sprites, the
difficulty level.

Design some new
screens... And by

examining the pro-

gramming you'll

learn how to create

your own games
from scratch.

This is the Game Creation

program that hit the top of the

European best seiler charts

within one week of launch—now
Terrific Software brings this

English Best Seller to the U.S.!

"A Superb Accom-
plishment"

—Atari ST User

"An Excellent

Product"
—Atari ST Update

Graphic Editor/

Designer

Character Font Editor

Printer options

LINK feature enables

adventures of unlimited

size to be created

Over 120 different

conditional actions

Loading screen option

Music in messages
Print text anywhere,
even over graphics

Look tor these game and
adventure creation tools at

your favorite store, or call

m 800-234-7001 to order by

Inquiries: Terrific Software, 5

94107. (415)957-0886

CIRCLE 004 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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lews, Iotes& ((notes

What's Happening in the Atari World

Atari and Hotz Team Up!
Last month, START featured an exclusive interview with record producer Jimmy

Hotz about his revolutionary MIDI musical instrument. At that time, we reported

that he was negotiating with Atari for the Hotz Instrument to be produced by them.

Negotiations have now home fruit: Sam TramieL president of Atari, has confirmed

that they will produce the Hotz Instrument.

Atari featured the Hotz Instrument in their booth at the Winter NAMM (Na-

tional Association of Music Merchants) Show in Anaheim, California in January.

Hotz was on hand to demonstrate his creation throughout the show and was

joined at various times by such rock luminaries as Mick Fleetwood and Mike

Lawler, keyboardist for Steve Winwood.

The odd couple?

Som Tramiel, Presi-

dent of Atari, and

Jimmy Hotz, crea-

tor of the Hotz

Instrument, to-

gether at the

NAMM Show. Atari

featured the Hotz
instrument in its

well -attended

booth.

"-

mtim

yff —

i

The Atari booth was jammed during the demonstrations by music professionals

eager to see where the good sounds were coming from- They heard Fleetwood

describe the Hotz Instrument as ".
. .an answer to (his) dreams" and saw surprising

performances by people new to the Instrument. Other musicians were more care-

ful in their opinions, most wanting to spend a few hours playing it before making

up their minds.

Ramie! confirmed that Atari would be selling the entire line of hlotz Instru-

ments in a projected price range from $400 to $10,000. Atari already claims a 30

percent share of the music market and Tramiel confirmed that they were not going

to let that slip. Said Tramiel, "We intend to pursue this market in a big way."

Next month, START will present a full report from the NAMM Show.-ANDREW

REESE

Atari's Plans
For 1989
"My goal is to sell 25,000 computers a

month in 1989."

So said Sam Tramiel, president of

Atari, in an exclusive interview at the

NAMM Show in Anaheim, California in

January. And how is Atari going to

achieve this?

"We're going to begin an aggressive

advertising and marketing campaign in

the third quarter and on into the fourth

quarter. We'll be competing aggressively

on price, as well."

Tramiel also reported on the state of

the newest Atari's. "Tooling for the Lap-

top should be finished in March and it

will be shipping in April. The TT (the

68030 machinel is running about a

month behind, but it should be ship-

ping in the second quarter."

START will report on these new

machines as soon as they're available

Watch for complete reviews in the sum-

mertime issues.-ANDREW REESE

Emulator
Updated
Atari's Diablo 630 Emulator is being up-

dated to fix bugs and address other

complaints. WordPerfect currently does

not fully support the Atari Laser printer

because ol problems they cite in the

emulator. The German Laser Brain Ep-

son emulator works perfectly with

WordPerfect and the Laser It may be

available in the United States very

soon -STEPHEN MORTIMER

START The ST Monthly 11
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UNIX Derivative
Prentice-Hall has released a version of MINIX for the Atari ST. MINIX is almost

completely call-compatible with UNIX V7 and lets the ST operate in a multitasking

UNIX environment. Included with the MINIX operating system is a Kemighan-

and-Ritchie-compatible C compiler, system shell, screen editor, over 90 utilities,

over 100 libraries of procedures and full source code for the operating system and

utilities. MINIX can read and write TOS-compatible disk formats and will work

with certain hard disk drives. An extensive user support system exists on Usenet.

Although MINIX is copy-protected, a limited number of copies may be made in

educational and research environments. The MINIX program does not include

documentation, but complete manuals will be made available directly from

Prentice-Hall. The ISBN number for the Atari version of MINIX is 0-13-584392-8

and it retails for $89.95. For more information, contact Prentice-Hall at Englewood

Cliffs, NJ 07632, (201) 767-5937.-STEPHEN MORTIMER

Antic Software
Obtains Rights to GFA
Antic Software, a leading developer of 3D graphics animation software for the ST,

has just signed a major agreement with GFA Systemtechnik of Dusseldorf, West

Germany. Antic will now be the exclusive distributor of GFA products in the

United States and Canada and will conduct all marketing, production and product

support there Antic will also distribute GFA products in Australia.

GFA, formerly marketed in the United States by MichTron, is one of the best

known publishers of languages, graphics and utility software for the ST and Amiga

computers. For more information, contact Antic Software, 544 Second Street, San

Francisco, CA 94107, (800) 234-7001.-TOM BYRON

At the NAMM Show, the Hotz Instrument took center-stage in the Atari booth. This is the

top-of-the-line set-up, which is projected to sell for around 310,000 and will beor both the

Atari and Hotz names.

Turbo C Nears
Release
Turbo C is in the final stages of beta-

testing in West Germany. The software

is in English but the documentation

and help files are in German. It was

used to compile the new desktop pub-

lishing program Calamus, giving users

more room for documents since Turbo

C compiles very tightly. The package

follows the ANSI-standard protocol and

includes GEM and UNIX-style calls. The

product supports the MEGA 68881

math co-processor board. Turbo C pub-

lisher Borland has no plans to release

its powerful programming language in

the.United States at this time.-

STEPHEN MORTIMER

Dot Dot Dot. . .

Sources at Atari say that several new

versions of the Mega 2 will be arriving

in the United States in 1989. More on

this story next month. . . . TeX is now

available in the United States. The high-

powered desktop publishing system ar-

rived here through international net-

works. It has several megabytes of as-

sociated files and can be downloaded

from software library 15 of Com-

puServe's Atari ST Productivity Fo-

rum. . . . Reports from Taiwan indicate

that Atari has dramatically increased

production of ST computers, by as

much as four times. (Editor's note: Word

from Atari components suppliers supports

these reports, also.). . . . According to the

public relations firm of Winston &
Winston, Atari now commands 30 per-

cent of the MIDI market. The ST's tech-

nical superiority and relatively low price

are cited as the main reasons for Atari's

success.-STEPHEN MORTIMER

12 May 1989



WANT THE

MANUAL FOR

GFA OBJECT?

When we offered the GFA BASIC 2.0

manual in ourjanuary 1989 issue, we

were overwhelmed by your

response-we sold every manual we

were able to lay our hands on. Now,

through a similar arrangement with

MichTron, Inc. we're able to offer you

the original GFA Object Manual to go

with the program on the May 1989

START disk.

GFA Object is the perfect partner

for GFA BASIC 2.0. To get the original

manual complete with tutorials, refer-

ence section and GFA BASIC code

examples, call (800) 234-7001 and ask

for Product #TH0002. The manual is

just S12.95, plus S3.50 for shipping

and handling. (Only Visa and Master-

Card orders can be accepted for phone

orders.)

To order by mail, send a check or

money order for $16.45 to:

GFA OBJECT MANUAL #TH0002

544 Second St.

San Francisco, CA 94107

We have only a limited number of

manuals, so be sure to place your

order today to make sure you receive

yours.

Be sure you make a copy of your

START disk before you send us your

original. We don't want you to miss out

on the rest ofjanuary's fine programs.

If deals like this sound good to you,

become a member of the START fam-

ily and subscribe today to keep them

coming. One year's subscription-

complete with twelve value-packed

START disks - is only $79.95. Just tear

out one of the subscription cards

bound into this issue and include it

with your GFA Upgrade order. Well

take care of the rest.

THE ULTIMATE ACTION & ADVENTURE...

TIME is ticking away as a merciless robot force has

invaded Akaron. Overwhelming odds are stacked against

you. Put on your seat belt and Warp into battle...

n 1UL1 1

^j-jra?^

««$«{

y

—MBMB
r.-i::;mmi

Hnn

SENSATIONAL GRAPHICS & SPECIAL EFFECTS
TEN STUNNING & CHANGING LANDSCAPES
SPECTACULAR SOUND EFFECTS

^SACCUSTAR
P.O. BOX 0457-S, ROCHESTER, Ml 48308-0457

CALL 1 -800-777-1 690 TO ORDER, or visit your retailer. To order by mail sand

money order lor S39.95 plus $3.00 lor handling. Please allow 3-5 weeks lor delivery,

CIRCLE 002 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MOVING?

Fill in coupon and mail to:

START Subscriptions

544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

MAY ADDRISS



dBMAN V
All the power of dBASE 111+ and more for your Atari ST!

dBMAN V, in a package of three

separate functions: Database Manage-

;nt, Report Printing, and Program

Development, is Ihe only database

management program which has all

the power, flexibility, and capacity

that you'll ever need!

At the Database Management
level, dBMAN V allows you to

structure, enter, retrieve, and modify

data. At home, dBMAN V can keep

track of your recipes, address book,

video tape library, and more. In the

office, dBMAN V can be programmed

to manage your entire business

including inventory control, payroll,

invoicing, and billing.

At the Report Printing level,

dBMAN V has an integrated,

high-powered, and fully

relational report writer that 8

allows you to create reports in a

flash with absolutely no

programming!

Report layouts are

designed by placing

fields at the desired

locations on the screen.

This can easily be

accomplished with

the built-in cut,

paste, and copy

functions. The

finished

screen -layout

reflects the printed

output. From

simple personal

reports like recipe

cards, mailing list,

and video tape

libraries, to

complex business reports such as

inventory count sheets, packing lists,

employee payroll reports and

customer billing statements arc easily

created.

At the Program Development

level, dBMAN V is the only database

manager for the Atari ST that is

compatible with the dBASE III Plus

language. With this awesome

programming power, you can develop

and customize any programs to fill

your home and business needs. For

your home, create a check book

program, with complete bank

statement balancing to manage your

personal finances. For your office,

customize a complete accounting

system to fit your business needs.

Also available for dBMAN V is the

high performance Greased Lightning

compiler. This compiler fully

supports macros, and executes

dBASE programs up to 16 times

faster than dBASE III Pius.

dBMAN is also available on

Novell Netware, IBM PCNET,
PC DOS, SCO Xenix, UNIX on

NCR Tower, NEC ASTRA XL,

Motorola 8000, Altos, Microport

286 and 386, Apple

Macintosh, and

Commodore Amiga.

dBMAN V's features: Report Writer features: Specifications:

/ dBASE Hand dBASE III / 9 group levels / Held types: Character,

Plus compatibility / Up to 255 columns and 255 Numeric. Date, Logical.

/ Easy-to-use, pull-down lines per page Memo
menu interface to create. • Page headers, page footers. / Max;mum characters per

add. edit, and report group headers, group field: 254

database Information footers, titles, summaries. • Maximum number of

/ 320 programmable and body lines records per database: 2

commands and functions • Print labels up to 99 across billion

/ P as sword p rotection and / Conditional printing of any / Maximum number of index

daia security at field level items files: no limit

/ Easily transport your / Compute running sums, / Maximum record size: 4000

dBASE III data files and counts, averages, minimums hytes

programs between Atari ST and maximums / Numeric precision: 17 digits

and PC's

/ Extensive data validation

/ Relate and report from up to

9 database files with lookup System Requirements:

including range checking (one to one) and scan (one / Atari 520, 1040, or MEGA
/ Single command menus: to many) relations. And ST with one floppy drive

vertical, horizontal, and480K free RAM.
scr^Uihk' and pi. II dov.a

/ User defined pop-Up
windows

/ Create a GEM pull down Uj3B= VersaSoft Corporation

menu, mouse menu and file SJ^ 4340 Almaden Expressway .Suite 250

selector —=^s— San Jose. CA9M1K
/ Run GEM application from

dBMAN
VERSASOFT Phone: 408-723-9044

Telex: 650-2()35K06

S Program debugger/edilor. Fax: 408-723-9046

:LE0d7ON RS-AUbR StKV'CE CAK3



Products Update

New ST Software and Hardware

Compiled by Tom Byron

START Assistant Editor

New Gamesfrom Microdeal,
Sierra and Mindscape
In Jug. the latest arcade adventure from Microdeal, you're a shape-changing huma-

noid composed mainly of Titanium fleximetal. Within the living core of the planet

Spiraeus is a deadly virus that causes its brain to malfunction and all the living or-

ganisms to die as the planet's life force is sucked dry. You must find and destroy the

deadly tumor before the planet becomes an empty shell drifting in the lonely

depths of space and time Jug, $39.95. Microdeal (MichTron), 576 S. Telegraph,

Pontiac, MI 48053, (313) 334-8729.

Jug, the latest creation from Microdeal re Suit Larry II.

Who else but Leisure Suite Larry Laffer could win the Lottery, a dream date on

"The Dating Connection" and a romantic cruise on "The Love Tub" - all in one

day? In Leisure Suit Larry II: Looking for Love (In Several Wrong Places), Sierra

On-Line's sequel to the popular 3D animated adventure, it seems Larry gets lucky

this time-but wait! Behind this beach blanket of fun and frivolity lies a ballyhoo

of espionage and intrigue. With foreign agents, the Hairy Krishnas and Dr.

Notoonyt and the Henchettes on his tail, Larry's good fortune could vanish quicker

than his hairline. Leisure Suit Larry 11, $49.95. Sierra On-Line Inc., P.O. Box 485,

Coarsegold, CA 93614 (209) 683-4468.

In Sega's smash arcade hit After Burner, you pilot an F-14 Tom Cat through a

variety of rescue missions. Feel the power and the rush of being airborne as you

control air speed, flight direction and weapon selection. You're outnumbered but

that's okay-your ability to maintain Mach 2 speeds and use your state-of-the-art

battle computer, guided missiles and Vulcan cannon has already earned you the

nickname of Ace. After Burner, $49.95. Mindscape, Inc., 3444 Dundee Road,

Northbrook, IL 60062, (312) 480-7667.

Alternative
Desktops:
NeoDesk 2.0,

VDOSProQueue
Gribnif Software announces the latest

rendition of their ST "Desktop alterna-

tive." NeoDesk, version 2.0 includes al-

most all the changes suggested from

users of the original version.

Among the many upgrades, NeoDesk

2.0 lets your Desktop show files as text

with multiple text sizes and columns,

place a picture in the background and

edit background patterns. It provides

support for "twisted" formatting and

the ability to move files or folders. Neo-

Desk 2.0 takes up as little as 24K of

RAM. NeoDesk, version 2.0, $49.95.

Gribnif Software, P.O. Box 350, Hadley,

MA 01035, (413) 584-7887.

Another alternative to the ST's built-

in Desktop is VDOS ProQueue from

Marathon Computer Press. VDOS Pro-

Queue will keep track of your ST's vi-

tals, catalog and execute your programs

and give you much of the utility of

UNIX through its numerous resident

and distributed disk utilities. You

shouldn't confuse VDOS ProQueue with

the classic command-line-interpreter

style of shell that accomplishes assigned

tasks in a non-graphical mode. Pro-

Queue brings you the best of both

worlds, and presents it in a graphics-

based Desktop that is far more user-

friendly that its ancient predecessors.

VDOS ProQueue, $69.95. Marathon

Computer Press, P.O. Box 68503, Vir-

ginia Beach, VA 23455, (804)

460-5227.

START The ST KAonthiy IS



Subscribe to START magazine with disk!

Tutorials on START Disk brings

the expertise of top ST program-

mers right into your computer.

Manage the power of your

ST and make your computing

more enjoyable with utilities

on STart disks.

Outstanding animation and

graphics from the best ST artists

around, from START Disk right

on to your screen.

Stimulate your imagination and

your reflexes with games on

START Disk! How-to tutorials

show you how to write your

own pulse-pounding games.

mure than just a magazine Subscribe today! Call 800 234-7001 use jonr Visa or MasterCard



Professional FD-1

I
FD-l 720K disk drive.

PCM Industries announces their new Professional FD-1 720K double-sided,

double-density disk drive for the ST. The FD-1 is housed in a compact metal case

with an extra-long cable that makes it easier to position the FD-1 along either side

of your computer

The Professional FD-1 will read up to 83 tracks, steps as fast as two milli-

seconds, has an Epson mechanism and is compatible with all ST software. Profes-

sional FD-1, $199.95 PCM Industries, P.O. Box 5772, Arlington, TX 76050, (214)

660-4780.

Scenarios
from Rainbird
Rainbird Softwares Universal Military

Simulator brings to life the great battles

of military history. Now, recreate the

legendary struggles of the American

Civil War on three-dimensional, con-

toured landscapes with The American

Civil War: Scenario Disk One With

the Scenario disk, you can design your

own maps or re-enact three of the most

memorable battles of the War Between

the States-Shiloh, Chattanooga and

Antietam.

Also available from Rainbird is Viet-

nam: Scenario Disk Two. Written by

historian Edward Bever, author of

Conflict in Vietnam and a number of

strategy simulation programs, this Viet-

nam scenario brings to your screen the

reality of this devastating war. Vietnam:

Scenario Disk Two includes three

significant fire fights from the battles of

Dak To- Hill 823, Ngoh Kara Leat and

Hill 875. The American Civil War and

Vietnam scenario disks, $19.95 each.

Rainbird Software, P.O. Box 2227,

Menlo Park, CA 94026, (415)

322-0412.

Fontsfrom Magnetic Images
Magnetic Images has just released a major update to their font series, plus an

entirely new series of fonts for GDOS programs.

The new GDOS fonts are compatible with programs such as Publisher ST, Easy-

Draw, WordUp, DEGAS Elite and Fleet Street. The GDOS fonts are identical in style

with the original series of Magnetic Images fonts. They come in various point sizes

and include printer fonts for Epson-compatible printers.

The upgraded line fonts are now compatible with Page Stream as well as the

original Publishing Partner Each disk contains three fonts (scalable line fonts) with

files for either program, Line Fonts, $34.95; GDOS Fonts, $34.95. Magnetic Images

Co., P.O. Box 17422, Phoenix, AZ 85011, (602) 265-7849.

IEEE-488 Interface
The IEEE-488 Interface from Vivitro Systems plugs into the cartridge port of the

ST and provides full talk/listen/control capability to the IEEE-488 bus through a

standard 24-pin connector.

The Interface turns the ST into a low-cost programmable controller or data log-

ger for IEEE-488 instruments in applications not requiring a hardware interrupt fa-

cility. Also, a standard clock/calendar circuit with battery backup has been incor-

porated into the module.

Software supplied with the module includes sample driver programs written in

TDI Modula-2 and GFA BASIC to send and receive character strings to and from

instruments on the bus. IEEE-488 Interface, $478. Vivitro Systems, 1900 Fort

Street, Victoria, BC V8R 1J8, (604) 595-9578.

Do you have a new ST product? If so, we'd like to hearfrom you. Please send any

press releases and product photos to Products Update, START, 544 Second Street, San

Francisco, CA 94107. I
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ENHANCE YOUR IMAGE WITH THE

ST SCAN IMAGE SCANNER

*<*%*'

Att»
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The flexibility

to introduce

art into desktop
publishing.

When you want to enhance your image, our ST-

SCAN image Scanner can transfer your line art,

photographs, logos and other graphics into your

computer.

Capture any image sharp and clear with resolu-

tions up 300 dots per inch and with 32 shades of

grey.

FOR YOUR ATARI ST OR MEGA SYSTEM

it takes iess than 15 seconds
to scan in your image.

Once digitized, you can use

graphic programs like

DEGAS™ and EASYDRAW
with Supercharger™ to

edit and crop your image.

Compatibility with desktop

publishing programs:

You can put your image into final documents

with PageStream™ by Softlogik, Publish-ST™

by Timeworks, Calamus™ by ISD, Fleet Street

Publisher™ by Mirrorsoft, or save in PostScript to

allow direct printing on PostScript devices such as

the Linotronics 300™ , Apple LaserWriter™ , or

QMS PS 800™.

Navarone's high

speed interface.

Navarone combines the

CanonIX-12orIX-12F™

Image Scanners with its

own High Speed Interface

that plugs into the cartridge

port of your Atari ST or

MEGA™.

NAVARONE

Sophisticated, but easy to use software, allows

scanning in both line art and half tone mode. The

ST SCAN program operates under GEM™ with

easy to use click on menus. "Setting up and be-

coming familiar with the (ST SCAN) system is

simplicity itself (Frank Kofsky, ATARI
EXPLORER ).

The ST SCAN Image Scanner comes com-

plete with Canon Scanner (flatbed or

shectfcd), high speed interface, cable, soft-

ware and manual.

ST SCAN Flatbed

ST SCAN Sheetfed

NAVARONE

$1779.00

$1239.00

CIRCLE 050 ON RFADHR SF KVICC CARD

To order, call (oil free

1-800-624-6545
or in California

408-378-8177
or send M.O. plus shipping (cull for

rales) to Navarone Industries,
4S4KLMiJii:[hAvc..C;mi|>lvll.CA <-)if!(!S.

VISA, M.C., C.O.D. welcome.
("aliform;] nrsitk'nls add T'A sales tax.

Prices andavafeh lity are s.Cenl :r. rr-iiroe \'i\V-j
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of Migrapti.; Canon IX-12 and IX-12F is a register

is a registered trademark of Quality Micro Systetl

irior notice Postscript is a trader]..]' ( of Anobi.r PPGAS ;;. a r(-gisro rorl I r;: eeri.uk. ~.\ Raaencs I'clucee. no. Sol (log < L-.'d Publish nt: Partn

itared trademark of Timeworks.; Calamus is a registered trademark of ISD Marketing.: hasyiaawanriSuperciKrnerare'eriisteredtrademar
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The European

Report

Atari U.K. Software On
The Move—And The

Latest Transputer News

Here in the U.K., Atari has always

tended to maintain a fairly low profile,

preferring simply to let their hardware

sell itself. More recently they have been

paying more and more attention to con-

sumer computer shows and exhibitions,

much the same as Atari US. has always

done.

Back in the good old 8-bit days they

also marketed a small range of software

under the AtariSoft label, mostly in the

form of game cartridges -but this has

dwindled since the ST was released,

and no new titles have been released for

some time.

All that is now set to change as Atari

finally makes a concerted effort to enter

the software market with the announce-

ment of five new ST labels. I spoke to

Atari's software development manager,

Robert Katz, who told me how he sees

the market:

"There are two principle sources of

software within the Atari Corporation:

The U.S. is trying to support software,

but because of the size of the market,

they are tending to major on the 8-bit

formats -they're doing a lot of work on

XE, 7800 and 2600 software and they're

BY ANDRE WILLEY

A prototype Atari

Transputer Worksta-

tion (ATW), shown
at the Fall COMDEX
in Las Vegas. Don't

expect to see this

product in the

United States much
before Christmas,

anxious to get hold of whatever they

can. The U.K. is trying to do the

reverse-we're majoring on ST software,

while still doing a lot of other 8-bit stuff

as well. We are aiming to publish across

five labels, the main one being Atari it-

self, which is really the one that has al-

ways been around as AtariSoft, but now

we're just calling it Atari Action Games."

Katz went to say that the new label

will cover arcade and fast action shoot-

em-up type products mostly, and any

new submissions to the company will

tend to be considered mainly for this

range. Although ST versions will be the

first to be released in all cases, most

other major formats except Z80-based

machines will be supported. These in-
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elude the Atari XL/XE, 7800 and 2600

consoles, the Commodore Amiga, PC-

compatibles and, possibly, also the

Commodore 64.

The first games include the re-release

of the classic Star Raiders, followed by

such titles as Grand Prix, Mario

Brothers, Heartache, Tiger Attack, Speed

Hawk, Super Soccer, Megapede and Star

Flight-all priced at around £19.99

($35.40 at current exchange rates).

Frames, Battlescapes and Mindgames

The second label, which is described by

Katz as being "possibly the most in-

novative and exciting," is to be known

as Frames. It has been set up by Steve

Cain and Graham "Kenny" Everett-the

team responsible for a whole multitude

of excellent ST games including Star

Trek, Black Lamp, Miami Vice and Pla-

toon. They are under contract to Atari to

produce six titles across six formats

over the coming year. The first three,

now about halfway to completion, are

called Prince, Star Breaker and Hell

Raider. All Frames titles will have their

own logo and separate identity, but the

Atari name will remain on the box. It is

hoped that Frames will soon become a

top arcade label in its own right.

The next range is Battlescapes-a

new wave in war games. Battles are dis-

played in 3D-view and they're very ac-

curate geographically. Historically, they

have very strong Artificial Intelligence

influences. These titles will be pub-

lished across the ST, PC and Amiga for-

mats. The first, Borodino, is out now

and Armada (which recreates the inva-

sion of the Spanish Armada) is now

complete The next, to be released in

April, will be Arbela, which delves fur-

ther back into warfaring history.

Still another label is to be called

Mindgames, and will feature computer

versions of classic board games -largely

developed by David Levy of Bray Re-

search. The first one, Go-Moku/Renju

(the Japanese board game) is already

out, to be followed by Backgammon,
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Bridge Master, then Go proper and

Bridge Tutor. A very advanced version of

Chess featuring 2D or 3D graphics and

an interactive tutorial mode is also

planned for April/May release.

Each title will be GEM-based and

fully monochrome compatible-rather

like many Macintosh titles-and avail-

able presently only on the ST. In many

cases, the playing code has migrated

down from some of the big, semi-

dedicated games-playing systems, so

they're going to be very powerful

indeed.

Ihe U.S. release of

the Atari Transputer

Workstation should

be sometime between

six and nine months

after the European

debut.

The Hyper ST

Finally there is the productivity-or

Hyper-series. Katz outlined the first

three titles, HyperDraw, HyperPaint and

HyperChart: "Paint is out now, and

Chart and Draw arc complete and we're

just working on the documentation.

Paint is an advanced pixel-based art

package, whilst Draw is a sort of con-

sumer oriented Easy-Draw, using object

graphics. HyperChart is very different.

It uses the Macintosh's HyperCard con-

cept of having a hierarchical filing sys-

tem, but instead of using text it's all

based upon objects, which could be

text, database data, spreadsheet data,

object-oriented pictures or bit-image

pictures-and anything else you can

think of!

"Other titles in the productivity se-

ries include LDW Power, written by

Logical Design Works in Poland. The

thing that hits you straight away is that

it seldom fails, unlike certain other

products. Our database is called Adi-

mens, from ADI GMBH in Germany. In

terms of power, Adimens is very much

like Superbase Professional, but is per-

haps slightly less user- friendly, since its

heritage comes more from professional

databases. There's no forms editor as

such, but it can import external files

and it's very relational, indeed. Its pro-

gramming language can link into others,

such as C and Pascal. We'll also be

releasing Microsoft Write from the

States."

Calamus, the high-end desktop pub-

lishing program from Germany is an-

other Atari productivity title from the

Hyper range. (Editor's Note: Calamus is

marketed in ihe United States by ISD Mar-

keting, Inc. in Toronto, Ontario, Canada.)

It should be available In the U.K. in

early March.

Of obvious interest to all you state-

side readers will be the likely availabil-

ity of these products in the United

States, so I asked Katz to outline the

overseas marketing concept: "All of

them will be primarily available through

Atari subsidiaries. For example, Scan-

dinavia, Australia and Canada all have

taken quantities of these titles. In all

cases, our approach is to offer them first

to Atari subsidiaries and if for any rea-

son they don't want to sell them, then

we'll approach another main line dis-

tributor in that country."

Although the final arrangements have

yet to be completed, it looks likely that

most of these products will be released

in the United States through Atari itself,

so keep an eye out for them.

More on the ATW
Development of the new transputer sys-

tem has been moving apace since I last

mentioned it- Formerly known as the

Abaq, but now re-named the Atari

Continues on p.22 . .

.



And
The Beat Goes On

$
Dr.T's
MUSIC SOFTWARE, Inc.

220 Boylston St. #206
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167

(617)244-6957

Your music

deserves software that

keeps on evolving. We have

over 25 titles for the Atari ST and Multi Program

Environment, allowing you to buy new instruments, think up

new uses for old ones, and be secure in the knowledge that

your investment will not become outdated. From our afford-

able MIDI Recording Studio and Keys!, to KCS, Prantom

Synchronizer Copyist, and our Caged Artist editors; "we de-

fine MIDI music software. " No other music software com-

pany delivers our value and power. See why thousands of

Atari users have chosen Dr.T's. circie 013 on reader servicecard

Get A Complete

Call

800-234-7001
(6 am to 6 pm Monday through Friday PST)

Get the disk in

your hands fast!

Askfor

SDS589
For same

day service

ask for the

disk desk.

W MADNESS

rM^-?pi& \VQS - l^BS - fa

^wTO,3500tSSS

For The Dealer Nearest You!

EAST COAST WEST COAST
61 5-478-5760 206-882-2009
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Order Toll Free .

800-558-0003
Order Info and Wl Orders

414-357-8181

Zoniputrflklity

Co/tiumetJjfecfto/i/cl

Order Toll Free

800-558-0003
Order Info and Wl Orders

414-357-8181

Atari ST Compatible Hardware Specials
SUPRA 30 MEG
$649 Delivered
Free Delivery to the 48

contiguous states of the USA.

Indus GTS-100

$189

IMG Scanner

$74.95

No
Credit Card

i Midi Synths
ICPS-101 349 CT-640 279

ImT-540 209 MT-240 169

Modem Specials
Supra 2400 Avatex2400HC

Rash VI .6 Software

Inditing :

Flash V1 .6 Software

$156 $165

Accessories
3.5' Drive Cleaning Kit 9.95
6 Way Surge Protector 14.95
Drive Master 34.95
Monitor Master 34.95

Video Key 64.95

CIRCLE 009 ON READER SERVICE CARD

liuropean Report

Transputer Workstation (or ATW), the

final production design is now com-

plete. Shipment of the first non-

development machines will be timed to

coincide with this year's Hanover Fair in

March, the largest and most prestigious

European consumer electronics show.

Atari has opted for a tower-style cas-

ing which sits on the floor next to your

desk, thus freeing up a good deal more

surface space. (Editor's note: See the

photo of this configuration of the ATW in

the March 1989 News, Notes & Quotes

column.) The standard configuration

provides four megabytes of main RAM,

plus a further one megabyte of video-

specific RAM. Additionally, the user in-

terface I/O port (better known to us

mere mortals as a complete Mega ST)

has its own 512K of RAM and can even

be upgraded, should you wish to run

any of the more memory- intensive ST

software. Helios, the new transputer-

oriented operating system from Peri-

Ill Europe Atari

plans a big push of

its own software.

helion, will be bundled with the

machine.

One interesting point to note is that

the system can support two monitors

running completely independently. For

example, a monitor connected to the

transputer video card might be display-

ing a super-high resolution CAD image,

while a standard ST monitor provides

the menu and control facilities. This ob-

viously opens up a whole host of com-

mercial applications, not least of which

is the broadcast video market

Development systems have been

available for some time now, and most

of the major languages have been com-

pleted already. Currently under final

testing are a number of graphic editors

and Phoenix CAD, ported from the

Fortran-based UNIX product- Software

should be relatively simple to transfer

from such systems due to the XWin-

dows environment and Helios' similar-

ity to the UNIX operating system.

Atari currently sees the ATW primar-

ily as a European project, since there is

much greater awareness of the trans-

puter environment over here than there

is in the States. The U.S. release should

be sometime between six and nine

months after the European launch, so

don't expect to see any product much

before Christmas. That will probably

give you time to consider saving up the

£.4,000 ($7,080) price tag which is cur-

rently being quoted!

Andre Willey is the Technical Editor

for Atari User, the United Kingdom's

leading publication devoted to Atari

computers.
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A Buyer's Guide to

TELECOMMUNICMONS
vyvyvAyvAyv/xyv/x/x/x/N/^v/A/A

If you own a modem,

you need telecommu-

nications software

that you can tailor to

your specifications.

ST users have several

packages from which

to choose. Reviewer

Jerry McBride com-

pares four of these:

Flash! and Shadow

from Antic Software,

Interlink ST from In-

tersect Software and

ST Talk Professional

from Quantum

Microsystems Inc.

BY JERRY McBRIDE

Before you buy a telecom program, ask

yourself a few questions. Do you need a

program that is very easy to use? Do

you want advanced programming fea-

tures? Do you want to download or up-

load files while running other pro-

grams? Perhaps you want a balance of

all these features, so you won't outgrow

the program as you develop in knowl-

edge and experience. Some of you will

have very specific needs (you know

who you are), such as VT-100 emula-

tion so that you can interface with the

computer at work.

1 hope this comparison helps you

find a telecom program that's right for

your needs. In the following pages 1 re-

view Flash!, ST Talk Professional, Inter-

link and Shadow.

Definitions

Some telecommunications terms are

confusing to the beginner. Here are a

few definitions:

Capture Buffer: a text window that

can store all discourse between the two

computers. Buffers also have word-

processing features and may be used for

creating messages or script hies.

CompuServe B Protocol: B protocol

is fully automatic: you tell CompuServe

which file to download and it tells your

computer exactly what to do and when

to do it. It's fast and reliable

Script: A series of commands that

can be executed automatically (similar

to macros for a word processor). A

script mimics keyboard-entered com-

mands and may have some program-

ming or decision-making commands

not available from the keyboard. Flash!

uses a script language to automate com-

mon tasks.

Program: A series ofBASIC-like

commands that include "wait" state-

ments, IF/THEN and other program-

ming commands. ST Talk Professional

uses a programming language to auto-

mate common tasks. It's more powerful

than a script language, but also more

complex and significantly harder to use

Protocol: Error-checking method

used during a file transfer.

Recording: A method of memorizing

your actions with the keyboard and

mouse that can later be repeated auto-

matically. Used by Interlink to automate

common tasks. This is not a script or

programming language, but a fully auto-

matic task playback feature

Terminal Mode: This is the "mode

of speech" between two computers

when no file transfer is occurring.

Type-Ahead Line (or Buffer): Lets

you compose an entire line (or more) of

text and correct any errors before trans-

mitting the text.

Vidtex Graphics: A simple form of
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graphics available in certain parts of

CompuServe (weather maps, for exam-

ple) and on other private bulletin board

systems.

Xmodem (CRC or CHK): The most

common transfer protocol. It checks

transmitted data accuracy every 128

bytes. Xmodem is recommended if your

phone lines are excessively noisy. If you

have quiet phone lines, Xmodem is

slower than "Xmodem IK/Ymodem"

protocol. Most programs let you choose

between two types of Xmodem error-

checking, CHK (checksum) or CRC (cy-

clical redundancy check). CRC is better.

(Early computers only allowed CHK;

that's why you're given a choice)

Xmodem IK/Ymodem: These two

terms refer to the same transfer pro-

tocol, which transfers IK of data before

error checking. It is faster than standard

Xmodem.

Ymodcm Batch: This is different

from Ymodem. Ymodem Batch can

transfer groups of files automatically.

Now, on to the reviews.

INTERLINK ST

$39.95. Intersect Software, 3951 Sawyer

Road, Suite 108, Sarasota, FL 34233,

(800) 826-0130; (813) 923-8774 in

Florida.

QKUtlMfllVBiaramCEttM

A File Setup Extras Buffer Editor Finder Recorder

TELEPHONE DIALER/EDITOR

Interlink ST's Tele-

phone Dialer/Editor.

•Report Card*

Category Grade

Manual Operation: A
Automatic Operation: A
Documentation: B

Overall Observations

Interlink ST is nothing short of incredi-

ble. It is a full-featured program, stand-

ing head-to-head with ST Talk Profes-

sional in most categories (see the

comparison table). Interlink's advantage

is that it has somehow integrated great

power with unmatched ease of use, even

in its automation features. Interlink has

an auto log-on feature that is so simple

a child could use it. It can also memo-

rize an entire online session and repeat

it automatically at any time. Interlink

also has background transfer capability

and even a built-in mini-BBS! And you

know what? Even the BBS is easy to

use!

No special installation is required,

but Interlink does let you define sepa-

rate pathnames for upload and down-

load files.

Manual Operation

Where should I begin? Interlink uses a

Terminal screen and a GEM screen with

drop-down menus. You can open the

Capture Buffer window from the GEM
screen, but it is normally not shown.

The bottom of the Terminal screen can
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switch between a type-ahead line and a

status line. The GEM screen shows a

wide variety of information in a status

box.

All Interlink features are controlled

by drop-down menus and handy dialog

boxes. While in the Terminal screen the

dialer and transfer dialog boxes are a

mouse-click away A minor feature that 1

really like is the quick-draw mode,

which kills the lines GEM dialog boxes

make when they appear or disappear.

The boxes snap on and off, speeding

things up considerably

A new clipboard feature is also sup-

ported. Clipboard is a new standard for

saving data to hidden files on floppy or

hard disk. Programs that support the

clipboard can transport data between

applications easily. Interlink saves to the

RAM clipboard until you quit, at which

time the data is saved to disk. Interlink

has Block- to-Clipboard, Clipboard-to-

cursor and Clear Clipboard functions.

Running other programs from within

Interlink is very clean and simple, but a

minimum of one megabyte of memory

is recommended.

irier Recorder
Interlink ST's main

screen.

Default capture buffer size, dialing

directory and translation table can be

set using a dialog box. You can also en-

ter the name of a recording you want

Interlink to execute immediately upon

start-up (more on recordings later).

File access with Interlink is easy due

to its improved item selector, which

supports any number of disk drives and

lets you change pathnames by clicking

drive and folder names. All telecommu-

nications default settings and function

key definitions are stored in a single file,

the dialing directory.

Text editing and file management is

very easy with Interlink, thanks to a full

range of disk- and buffer- editing fea-

tures, including text search and

place/find mark. Interlink can keep a

log of online activities and has a sepa-

rate cost calculation program.

Background Operation

Interlinks background transfer feature

supports Xmodem, Xmodem lK/Ymo-

dem and Ymodem batch. To initialize

the background transfer feature you

summon the file transfer dialog box and

double-click on "?????" (load a protocol

from disk). Then select MULTIXYTXF

from the file selector You are now ready

to use the background transfer feature.

When you want to transfer a file, tell

the BBS to begin and then go to Inter-

link's GEM screen. Do not summon the

transfer dialog boxfrom the Terminal

screen when using the background feature.

Go to the File drop-down and select

Transfer. The transfer dialog box will ap-

pear. Select the desired transfer protocol

and either send or receive. Now you can

quit Interlink or execute a GEM pro-

gram from within Interlink. Under no

circumstances should ^ou go back to the

Terminal screen until the transfer is done.

The background transfer feature

works quite well. During the transfer the

desk accessory "Interlink Waiting"

changes to show the number of blocks

transferred and number of errors en-

countered. A click announces each

block transferred and a chime rings

when the transfer is complete.

Mini-BBS

I just have to mention the mini-BBS.

This little jewel has three levels of ac-

cess. Low-level access lets you upload,

download, or leave messages in a

predefined folder The other end of the

spectrum is high-level access, which

places all drives and folders at your dis-

posal. You can move, copy and delete

files and more. The BBS is very easy to

use and has online help menus, but I've

saved the best for last: The BBS has a

mode that lets you "call" it right from

your own computer This lets you see

how the BBS works without leaving

your home!

Dialing Directory Security

Interlink has a unique feature that lets

you encrypt your dialing directory with

a password. Each time Interlink loads

the directory you must supply the

proper decryption password. This fea-

ture is important for two reasons: one,

you could have your terminal program

disk stolen or copied, and two, Inter-

link's built-in BBS can provide access to

your disk files. If an unscrupulous per-

son leams the high-level access code

they could download your dialing direc-

tory and passwords. Not a pretty

thought. . . .

Autodialing Features

Each dialing directory file can hold 20

numbers and call a group of numbers,

one after another, until one of them an-

swers. Long distance services are also

supported.

Interlinks autodialer contains the
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auto log-on feature-and one of the

most impressive features at that. Simply

fill out a two-column form. Enter the

expected prompt from the host com-

puter in the left column and the proper

reply in the right, just fill in the blanks

and Interlink takes care of the rest.

Automatic Operation

Interlink can mimic tasks you perform.

Thus you could have Interlink call a BBS

and read your mail (into the capture

buffer), or it could get stock quotes, etc.

It does this with its Record feature. A

recording can also perform simple

offline tasks when Interlink wakes up,

such as bringing up the dialing direc-

tory or setting default paths.

Using the Record feature is simple.

Just turn Record mode on with the

Recorder dropdown menu and perform

the task you want Interlink to mimic.

When you're done, turn Record mode

off and save the "recording" to disk.

Recordings are not editable, so they

aren't as versatile as a script language.

You wouldn't want to download the

same game from GEnie twice, for exam-

ple. This is the primary difference be-

tween a recording feature and a script

language.

Documentation

Interlinks manual explains most fea-

tures very well. I especially appreciated

the informative appendices, which ex-

plained Ymodem batch use, Quick B

mode, ATASCI1, IBM 3101, VT-52 and

VT-100/PC-ANSI terminal modes. The

VT-100 section is extremely thorough.

On top of all this, one appendix ex-

plains all major modem services, from

GEnie to PC Pursuit. The manual's in-

dex should be expanded because it

misses several key topics (which are

hard to find in the manual).

The documentation has a few glaring

holes. The explanation of the back-

ground transfer feature is hidden and

incomplete and there is no explanation

of how to use the cost calculation

program.
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Summary

Interlink is an excellent program and I

highly recommend it. It is reliable,

powerful-but most of all it is simple to

use. Its only caveats: you must be sure

to start a background download from

the GEM screen, not the Terminal

screen. Also, the online cost calculation

program is not explained.

The only thing missing that many

users will need is a script language,

though the auto log-on and record fea-

tures will fill most automation needs

quite well.

ST TALK PROFESSIONAL

$39.95. Quantum Microsystems Inc.,

P.O. Box 179, Liverpool, NY 13088,

(315) 451-7747.

CIRCLE 165 ON HEADER SERVICE CARD

• Report Card •

Category Grade

Manual Operation; A

Automatic Operation: D
Documentation: B

Background Use: Unknown

Overall Observations

As can be seen in the comparison chart,

ST Talk Pro is a full-featured telecom-

munications program. Non-automated

features are easy to learn and even eas-

ier to use. The autodialer, GEM drop-

down menus, point-and click icons and

full word processing features make ST

Talk Pro a joy to use

ST Talk Pro's automation features are

based on an advanced programming

language. Conditional statements, ad-

vanced keyboard, disk and modem I/O,

logic functions and advanced string/

array manipulation are supported. Pro-

grams can also be chained together

In sum, there just might be something

ST Talk Pro's programming language

can't do, but it'll take you a long time to

find it.

There is a drawback to all this

power: it's much harder to learn and

use than Flash! and Interlink. In fact, it

may be too complex for many users to

use effectively. Case in point: though

the programming commands looked

proper, I could not get the sample auto-

matic GEnie log-on program to work.

Installation

ST Talk Pro lets you select different

pathnames for various file types. Files

for uploading, downloading, your favor-

ite ARC program, ST Talk Pro "Autopi-

lot" programs and more may be stored

in separate drives or folders. This pro-

vides a great deal of flexibility when

storing information. Choosing these

pathnames is the only installation re-

quired by ST Talk Pro. "Why is a path-

name provided for an ARC program?"

you ask; because ST Talk Pro has a

drop-down menu selection for ARCmg
and Un-ARCing files- for which you

supply the ARC program. ST Talk Pro

has to know where to find them.
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Manual Operation

ST Talk Pro switches between a

Telecommunications screen and a Cap-

ture Buffer screen. The Telecom screen

is powerful and easy to use. In addition

to full GEM drop-down menus, ST Talk

Pro has point-and-click icons which

perform common tasks instantly. On

the bottom of the Telecom screen is a

status line that shows baud rate, remain-

ing system memory, time online, ac-

crued online fees and more

The Capture Buffer screen has icons

for selecting one of the 10 available cap-

run an ST Talk Pro program automati-

cally and show statistics such as total

calls made, total cost, cost this month,

etc. Do you call bulletin boards that are

always busy? Well, select all your favor-

ite boards in the dialer menu and ST

Talk Pro will call each one until one of

them answers.

One bug! found is that the autodial

directory refuses to dial after you edit it

and save the changes. You must quit

and restart the program to get it to work

again. But a unique dialing feature per-

mits you to install 10 of your favorite

<iir.;i far choosing liEnii

if!\FLHSN\D£NIEl,TXT

Melcane Gerald U
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ST Talk Profes-

sional's Capture

Buffer screen.

ture buffers. ST Talk Pro has full-blown

word processor features, invoked using

Alt-key commands. Another plus for ST

Talk Pro is that it provides all common

disk functions such as director)', make

folder, format, rename, view (text file),

copy and delete. ST Talk Pro provides

an improved item selector that supports

drives A through].

ST Talk Pro uses a fair bit of memory.

If you have one megabyte or more, you

will be able to run GEM programs from

within ST Talk Pro. If you have a 520ST

you will not have this option.

Autodialing Features

ST Talk Pro's autodialing directory pro-

vides a wide range of features. Baud rate

and dialing options can be selected for

each entry and hourly costs can be en-

tered for online services. The dialer can

BBS phone numbers directly on the

Dial drop-down menu, which is im-

mune from the bug I just mentioned.

Since installation to the drop-down

menu is temporary, your installed BBS

numbers go away when you exit the

program

In sum, manual operation is very

easy and is packed with great features.

Background Operation

ST Talk Pro does not supply the back-

ground transfer program with the prod-

uct. You must send in your registration

card, plus $3, and cool your heels until

they ship it to you. As of this review,

there was no evidence that it existed.

Automatic Operation

Automating ST Talk Pro requires the use

of a powerful but complex programming

language called Autopilot. 1 found this a

serious disadvantage. Why? The most

common use of automation occurs

when logging on. All users would like to

have account and password sent auto-

matically when the host computer asks

for them. This is easy to do with Flash!

and Interlink. Unfortunately, ST Talk Pro

forces you to use their programming

language, to perform this otherwise sim-

ple task.

1 feel that only those who have

significant programming skills (and

some luck) will be able to write their

own ST Talk Pro function key or com-

mand programs. 1 feel that non-

programmers may be overwhelmed by

its complexity.

Documentation

ST Talk Pro's manual explains operation

very well and includes many illustra-

tions. It also has a complete glossary

and index. Its organization is its major

drawback Here there are two problems.

One: it's organized by drop-down

menu-fine for cover-to-cover reading

but a nightmare for finding specific

topics. It needs bleeder tabs (or any-

thing) so that you can find the start of

each description. Two: tutorial and in-

depth information for any given subject

are spread across the manual. It's hard

to find things unless you use the index,

which isn't always accurate.

Summary

ST Talk Professional provides advanced

and easy-to-use auto-dialing and point-

and-click operation. Offsetting this is

the fact that you must use a program-

ming language to perform a simple auto

log-on or to set up function keys. Also,

there's no simple script capability, so

again you must use the programming

language. Finally, this programming lan-

guage, although powerful, does not al-

ways work as anticipated and has a long

learning curve.
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The Flash! Terminal

FLASH!

$29.95 Antic Software, 544 Second

Street, San Francisco, CA 94107, (800)

234-7001

• Report Card*

Category Grade

Manual Operation: C +

Automatic Operation: A

Documentation: C
Background use: None

Overall Observations

Flash! requires no installation or special

setup. You just load and go. But it was

not as easy to leam as I would have

liked. Part of the reason is the

documentation, which consists of a

not-so-great manual and a 19-page

addendum-on-disk. The other part of

my confusion was due to the user-

interface and the many ways any given

command can be executed. Once I got

the hang of Flash!, however, it was easy

to dial, log on, go to a specific area of a

BBS, upload, or download-all with the

press of a single function key (Editor's

note: We have it on good authority that a

new version of Flash! will be available by

the time you read this.)

Manual Operation

Flash! uses two main screens, the Ter-

minal screen and the Capture Buffer

screen. The Terminal screen allows ac-

tual telecommunication and is con-

trolled by a command-line (or Alt-key

combinations). The Capture Buffer

screen lets you change modem

parameters and edit text-all using GEM
dropdown menus. The drawback to the

Capture Buffer screen arrangement is

that all telecommunications are sus-

pended while you are using it. The Ter-

minal screen has an informative status

line that shows the current baud rate,

duplex mode, etc.

The command line/Alt-key user in-

terface is harder to learn than a point-

and-click user interface. I found it

difficult to remember Flash! commands

at first-it takes perseverance. Fortu-

nately, there are GEM drop-down menus

(in the Capture Buffer screen) for up-

loading and downloading-but they're

only available for Xmodem and ASCII

transfer types, not for Ymodem batch.

There is also help available from within

the program, which you access by

pressing the Help key
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Flash! lets you execute other GEM
programs without quitting. However,

this works best if you have a full mega-

byte or more of memory. Also, you must

change Flashl's default directory to the

drive and folder containing any neces-

sary resource (.RSC) file If you don't,

Flash! will give you an error and refuse

to nan the other program.

Autodialing Features

Flash! has an excellent automatic dialer

which can custom set the baud rate for

each individual phone number, access

private long-distance services such as

MCI or Sprint and even execute a script

file automatically

Automatic Operation

The same two-letter commands used on

the command line are used in Flashl's

script language and function keys. Once

you become familiar with the com-

mands, automating Flash! is a breeze.

This is just the opposite of ST Talk

Professional, which is very easy to use

manually but a nightmare to automate.

Flash! macros are also more versatile

than Interlink's command recorder. In-

terlink can memorize any task you per-

form and repeat the same task later.

This is a fantastic feature, but you can't

edit it. A script file can be written to

perform a certain task and can be

modified as needed. But Flash! scripts

are created by stringing commands to-

gether in a text file You don't have to

The Flash! Capture

Buffer screen.
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know how to program or leam a

specialized programming language. A

simple script can log on for you, upload

or download files, or dial for you. Flash!

also has basic programming/decision

making commands not available on the

keyboard. These allow conditional

branching, nested routines (three deep),

jumping, labels, string variables, etc.

A series of Flash! commands can be

placed under one function key. You can

also place one or more script files under

each function key! 20 function keys are

lash! lets you

execute other GEM

programs without

quitting.

provided (Fl through F10 and Shift-Fl

through Shift-FlO).

Flash! displays a 24-hour format

clock, but does not track online costs.

Documentation

I've already mentioned a few problems

with Flashl's manual. It should be re-

written. The biggest problem is its lack

of an index, which makes it very

difficult to find specific information.

(Editor's note: There will be an entirely

new-and extensive -manual with the new

version of Flash.')

Summary

Flash! is a little hard to get used to at

first, but it is still a very good, reliable

program. Flashl's main strength lies in

its versatile function keys and script

files. If you plan on using script files a

great deal, my suggestion is that you

consider Flash! rather than the other

programs mentioned. However, Flash!

does not itself have background transfer

capability.

Telecommunication Program Feature Crass-Reference

Feature

Autodioler capacity

Automatic log-on

capability

Automatic log on

ease of use

Automation

{type of)

Automation

ease of use

Rename file

View file

Flash Shadow ST Talk Interlink

60 per file 60 pet file 372 20 pet file

yes na yes yes

script

language

ARC/Un-ARC ability: no

Background operation: no

Reset-proof n/n

BBS features no

Security levels n/a

Disk functions n/a

Message base n/a

Upload/download n/o

Clock yes

Capture buffers 1

Cost tracking '13

Dialer features

Auto-redial yes

Call statistics no

Call list of BBSs no

Directory encryption no

Different baud rate

for each number yes

MCI, sprint, etc yes

Online cost

statistics no

Run automatic file yes

Disk functions

Copy file no

Create folder no

Directory yes

Delete file yes

Delete folder no

Disk space yes

Format disk no

n/a

n/n

language

difficult very, very easy

programming Recorder

n/o difficult VBI

yes

yes no

unknown ye:

yes no no

no no yes

n/o

n/o

n/o

n/o

3

yes

n/a n/a yes

n/a n/o yes

no yes yes

none 10 1

no yes yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

no

no

yes

no

yes

yes

no yes yes

yes yes yes

no yes no

no yes yes

no yes yes

no yes yes

no yes yes

no yes yes

no yes no
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Telecommunication Program Feature Crass-Reference

Feature Flash Shadow ST Talk Interlink

Function keys 20 10 40 20

User-definable? yes no yes yes

Help screens yes no yes yes

Manual quality fair very good very good fair

Programming

features basic none advanced n.n t

Protocols

ASCII (no checking) yes yes yes yes

CompuServe "B" yes yes yes yes

Fmodem no no yes no

Quick B no no no yes

Xmodem CRCor CHK yes yes yes yes

Xmodem IK/Ymodem yes yes no yes

'/modern batch yes yes yes yes

Uploadable Protocols no no yes ;K

RAM disk, reset-prool no yes no no

Status line yes yes yes yes

Terminal modes

ATASCII no no no yes

Quick B no no no yes

IBM 3101 no no no yes

TTY no no yes no

Vidtex yes no yes no

VT52 yes yes yes yes

VT100 yes no yes yes

VT220 no no yes no

Uploadable modes no no yes

yes

yes

Translation yes no yes

Type-ahead line yes no yes yes

Vidtex graphics

Graphic buffer no no yes no

Load from disk no no yes no

Print graphic no no yes no

Save as DEGAS yes no yes no

Save as Vidtex no no yes no

Upload graphic no no yes no

View filenames in

archive

Ward processor

features n/o

n/a = not applicable

SHADOW
$29.95. Double Click Software, dis-

tributed by Antic Software, 544 Second

Street, San Francisco, CA 94107, (800)

234-7001. (Upgrade $10 with original

disk. Or, do it yourself with the patch

program on CompuServe's SOFTEX-

type GO ANTIC and select Antic Soft-

ware Catalog for SOFTEX information.)

• Report Card •

Category Grade

Manual Operation: C

Automatic Operation: N/A

Documentation: B

Background use: A

Overall Observations

Shadow makes uploading or download-

ing hies as easy as calling a desktop ac-

cessory. It's also the only background

program that can be initiated from

within any compatible GEM program.

(The other programs require you to start

from the main telecom program.)

Shadow can be used either as a stand-

alone desktop accessory for dialing, up-

loading, or downloading- or as a com-

panion to Flash!

Like all background programs,

Shadow works with most GEM pro-

grams, but is not guaranteed to work

with all of them. Shadow can be espe-

cially finicky with certain desk accesso-

ries. (Fortunately, it works well with

Universal Item Selector II and Super-

boot, my favorites.) A software compati-

bility list is supplied on disk, but is not

all-encompassing. If you need compati-

bility information on a specific pro-

gram, contact Antic Software.

Reset-Proof RAMbo

The most amazing diing about Shadow

is that it will reliably survive a system

reset or screen resolution change and

still complete a file transfer with ease. In

fact, you can punch the little reset but-

ton as many times as you like, Shadow

will still finish the job and come back

for more!
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Installation

Shadow comprises a desktop accessory

and a program that you must place in

an AUTO folder. At initial power-up,

Shadow entrenches itself firmly inside

the memory of your computer; then it

proceeds to reset the computer-your

computer actually boots up twice. The

second time around, Shadow is ready.

Manual Operation

To use Shadow you use the desk acces-

sory drop-down. The main selector box

appears (after a title box) -letting you

set transfer protocol or RS-232 settings,

or move to the Terminal screen. Once

you start the transfer you can leave

A File Edit Ofltions Page StylE Tent Graph

save the file to disk. The upshot of all

this is that 520ST owners will not be

able to run memory-hogging programs

and download War and Peace at the

same time.

Shadow uses a subset of VT-52 ter-

minal mode and supports Xmodem
(CRC or CHK), Xmodem IK/Ymodem,

Ymodem batch and CompuServe B

protocols-as well as straight ASCII

transfers.

On bootup, Shadow reads the RS-

232 baud rate from your ST's Control

Panel accessory. Shadow does not have

any other terminal modes other than

VT-52 and does not have auto log-on,

script capability or a capture buffer

Shadow and do other work.

As a stand-alone program, Shadow is

the Volkswagen Bug of telecom pro-

grams. It's not fancy, but it is simple to

operate and gets you from point A to

point B. Shadow supplies typical users

with all they need to autodial, upload,

or download. (Its dialing directory is

compatible with Flashl's directory and

vice-versa.) One minor drawback with

Shadow is the way it downloads.

Shadow stores your downloaded lile(s)

in a temporary buffer, not directly to

disk. The default buffer size (which you

can change) is 100K, but the buffer must

have enough space to hold the entire

download or else. After the download is

complete you are asked if you want to

Shadow can be used

either as a desk

accessory or as a

companion to Flash!

Function Keys and RAM Disk

Shadow uses the 10 function keys for

predefined purposes (duplex toggle,

linefeed, abort file transfer and protocol

selection).

The program also has a reset-proof

RAM disk. You must use Shadow's RAM

disk-or none at all; Shadow does not

work properly with other RAM disks.

Shadow and Flash!

Shadow and Flash! combine to create

an integrated telecom program that has

the power and advantages of both pro-

grams. Shadow gives Flash! background

operation and friendly point-and-click

selector boxes, while retaining Flash!'s

capture buffer, auto log-on, script capa-

bility and extra terminal modes. Nor-

mally, Flash! only has drop-down me-

nus for X-modem and ASCII file

transfers (Y-modem is available only

from the command line). With Shadow

behind Flash!, all transfer types are

available from the GEM drop-down menu.

Using Shadow With C, Assembly-

Language, or GFA BASIC Programs

Shadow's manual explains how to make

C or Assembly-language programs inter-

act with Shadow. Also, GFA BASIC

"bindings" have been programmed into

Shadow, so you can access Shadow's

features from your own GFA BASIC

programs.

Documentation

Shadow's manual is very good. It clearly

explains basic operation first, then pro-

vides an in-depth reference section.

The lack of an index makes it hard to

look up specific information, however.

Summary

Shadow has fewer bells and whistles

than other programs and has only one

terminal mode-but it has strengths

found in no other program. It is the

only reset-proof background program

and the only background program that

can be initiated while in any compatible

GEM-based program. It can also be in-

tegrated into Flash! or into your own

programs.

Jerry McBride is a technical writer

for Hewlett-Packard and the newsletter

editorfor ST-ACE in Santa Rosa, Cali-

fornia.
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WARS
The OnlineAdventure IsJustBeginning

ARTICLE BY DAVID RAMSDEN

PROGRAM BY DAVID RAMSDEN AND JIM KENT

Space Wars 2400 is a uniquely customizable

space game that can even be played over the

phone lines. Now, if your brother refuses to

play anymore, you can call up a friend in

Nome or Tallahassee and blast him or her

from afar. Space Wars 2400 requires a color

monitor.

Destroy the Romuian invaders! Files

SPACE.ARC and SPACESRCARC on
your START Disk

At the beginning of the 25th century,

the uneasy truce between the United

Federation of Planets and the Romuian

Empire was suddenly shattered when

an enormous star was discovered in a

disputed area of control. Back on Earth,

Federation ambassadors gathered at Star

Fleet Headquarters to decide what ac-

tions to take about this potential threat.

Just a few miles from Star Fleet head-

quarters is the main office for Antic,

InC, (Interga lactic Corporation), which

has now been supporting Atari products

for over four centuries. Rather than

sending out expensive star cruisers and

endangering hundreds of crewmembers'

lives, the ambassadors voted to use a

new type of ship (codenamed: "Cyber-

ships") designed by Antic and controll-

able by a starship captain from Earth.

This is your mission as a starship

captain: Destroy any hostile invaders

who approach the star. The fate of the

universe is in your hands.

Starting Up

Un-ARC the file SPACE.ARC, following

the Disk Instructions elsewhere in this

issue. Set your computer to medium

resolution and double-click on

SPACE.PRG to start the game. (The files

SPACE.RSC and SPACE.INF must be in

the same directory as SPACE.PRG; for

sound effects, you'll also need the files

EXPLODE.SND, GUN.SND, BELL.SND

and SUN.5ND.) After the title menu ap-

pears, you will see five large icons on

the left side of the screen (see Figure 1).

To start playing the game, click on the

top icon. Press the spacebar to restart

the game in the middle of play. To re-

turn to the main menu at any time

while you're playing a game, press the

Esc key.

For a two-player game on one com-

puter, you will need to replace your

mouse with a joystick. You can then

move the mouse cursor by holding

down the Alternate key while pressing
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the arrow keys; click by pressing Insert

with the Alternate key held down. Click

on Quit under the file menu to return to

[he Desktop.

Going to War

As you enter the battle, you will see

your starship and a Romulan battle-

cruiser (your opponent) hyper-zoom

onto either side of a high gravity star

Plug a joystick into port (the mouse

your ships are limited to a maximum of

ten points. The game begins to slow

down with larger ships, so it will ignore

any extra points in the extrusion (.XTR)

files.

You can also redefine the game

sounds by clicking on the loudspeaker

icon. For each type of sound (sun, laser,

etc.) you can load in a different sound

file. If you'd like to create your own

sounds, Space Wars 2400 will load files

The object of Spoce
Wars 2400 is to

blast any enemy
vessels in this region

of the galaxy. You
can play two-player

Spoce Wars at

home or over the

modem. If you get

tired of piloting

Romulan and Fed-

erated star ships,

you can create your

own ships using

CAD-3D.

port) to control your ship while your

opponent uses a joystick in the other

port. Both are armed with photon

pixels, launched by pressing the fire

button. You can move around by push-

ing the joystick forward to apply thrust.

Customizing the Game
Being the captain of a Galaxy-class star-

ship is fun, but you can also design

your own space ships for Space Wars

2400. If you have The Cyber Studio

(from Antic Software), you can use the

extrude tool in CAD-3D to draw a ship

and save it to your game disk as an

.XTR template file.

Then, while you're still on the open-

ing screen of Space Wars 2400, click on

the space ship icon and load your own

ships. Because of the time required to

draw the images on the playing field,

created with G.I. Sound Tool (also from

Antic Software).

Space Wars 2400 also lets you ex-

periment with different gravity settings.

Click on the OPTIONS icon at the bot-

tom of the opening screen and enter

any number between and 99999 in

the field labelled SOLAR GRAVITY.

Higher numbers cause the star to "pull"

more on your ship, while low numbers

have the opposite effect. The Options

Menu also has a button that brings up a

dialog box for you to enter your names

for the score display.

We've included several extra ships

and sound effects files on your START

disk in 5PACE.ARC that you can use or

experiment with in CAD-3D or G.l.S.T.

Reach Out and Blast Someone

Even if you've vanquished all of the op-

ponents in your own house, you're still

not finished. Turn on your modem and

get your trigger finger ready, because

Space Wars 2400 is also designed to be

played over the phone lines!

Space Wars 2400 does virtually

everything for you. If you're going to call

another ST owner up to play Space

Wars 2400, your friend first must boot

Space Wars 2400, then click on the

modem icon and select ANSWER
MODEM from the menu that appears

(Figure 2). Your friend should then click

on OK if the modem settings are cor-

rect. This process can be aborted by

selecting CANCEL or by pressing any

key while the computer is waiting for

a call.

In order to call the other player, click

on the modem icon and then select

DIAL MENU. Space Wars 2400 has a

dialing directory (Figure 3) with room

for five players and their phone num-

bers. To add a player to the directory,

click on EDIT at the bottom of the dial-

ing menu and select a directory entry

with the mouse or cursor keys. When

you finish typing in the name and

phone number for a player, select PICK

and choose the player that you're going

to call by clicking on that person's

name. The dialing process will begin

when you select DIAL, or you can re-

turn back to the modem menu by click-

ing on EXIT,

Once you have connected up with

the other player's computer, the program

will automatically transfer any custom-

ized ships, sounds and playing options

and then begin the gime. The game

sends custom features from the caller's

computer, so make sure that you've set

everything up before you call. You or

your friend can abort the game and re-

turn to the main menu by pressing Esc,

but this will cause the ship to go "dead"

on the other player's computer At the

beginning of each game, you will see a

message telling you that the program is

trying to sychronize the game play be-

fore continuing. If the game gets "out of
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sync" for any reason (going to the main

menu will also cause this), you will see

the game stop in the middle of play and

attempt to re-synchronize with the

other player This feature insures that

you will both begin playing at the same

time so that you won't be blown up be-

fore you have a chance to react.

Modem Settings

If you own a Hayes-compatible modem

and a tone-dial telephone line, you

probably wont have to change any of

the settings on the Dialing or Answer

menus. The only settings that you must

be sure to check are the connect strings

on both menus- Make sure that you

change them from "CONNECT 1200"

to "CONNECT 2400" if you own a

2400 baud modem.

The dialing prefix is also a con-

venient place to add "#70" if you have

call waiting and want to disable it when

calling another player. Another setting

that you might want to modify are the

busy strings—if the modem returns ei-

ther of these strings, then the program

knows to redial the phone number that

you selected. Some modems return

stnngs other than "BUSY" or "NO CAR-

RIER" and you can enter the correct

busy strings for your modem.

The RING 10N/OFF1 buttons on the

modem answering menu have been in-

cluded in case your modem cannot au-

tomatically pick up the phone and an-

swer an incoming call. When a phone

call is detected and the ring string is

sent from the modem, the program will

output the answer string that you have

entered. If your modem has an auto-

answer feature make sure that this but-

ton is turned off. Several modems have

DIP switches that must be set to turn on

the auto-answer feature, but most

Hayes-compatible modems will use the

default setting of "ATS0= 1," which an-

swers the phone on the first ring. Some

modems use other commands, such as

the popular low-cost Avatex modem.

The less-expensive version of this

lis! Fill
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Figure 1.

The icons on the

Main Menu give

you the chance to

customize Space
Wars 2400 to suit

your fancy. You con

change the shape

of the spaceships,

the sounds of your

space battle and
even the sun's

gravity.

modem is not 100% Hayes-compatible

and uses "ATAA" instead.

If you encounter any problems while

trying to call another person to play

Space Wars 2400, check the manual for

your modem to see if all of these set-

tings will work correctly. Once you have

everything working, use the Save Set-

tings button on the Modem Control

menu to save the information into the

SPACE.1NF file for later use.

Going Where No Modem Has

Gone Before

A few companies have begun to see the

potential for playing games over the

phone using a modem: Flight Simulator

II, Jet and Falcon are all examples of

commercial software that can be played

via modem. And as you've probably no-

ticed, all three of these products are

flight simulation programs. Let's look at

a few possible ways to control a plane

over the phone If you would like to

study the source code for Space Wars

2400, it is in the archive file

SPACESRCARC on your START disk.

The first problem that you'll discover

is the inherent speed limitations with

using a modem; a 300 baud modem
can send approximately 30 characters

per second (cps), a 1200 baud modem
sends about 120 cps and a 2400 baud

modem can transfer about 240 cps.

These are "best possible" transfer rates,

but in the real world of telecommunica-

tions, you can't always count on it being

that fast because of random noise in

your phone connection with the other

computer.

Creating Your Own Game

Let's assume that you just want to be

able to move your ship around on your

screen while sending the joystick move-

ments to the other player: we'll send N if

there is no movement, U for up, D for

down, and L or R for left or right. It sure

looks nice and simple, right? This

means that you could still send almost

30 moves in one second, even at 300

baud. But what would happen if Aunt

Harriet picked up the phone upstairs or

WQST Power Radio suddenly decided

to start transmitting on your phone

line? Because of the noise, the player on

the other side would probably see your

plane go into a nose dive and make a

kamikaze run on the Statue of Liberty.

Anyone who's ever downloaded a

program by modem has probably heard

of the Xmodem transfer protocol. The

computer transmitting a file sends 128

bytes, and when the other computer

receives the data, it sends back a few

bytes used for error-checking, called

checksum data. If the checksum data

sent back to the transmitting computer
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Space Wars 2400
has also been
designed to be

played over the

telephone lines. You

don't even need a

terminal program-
it's built into the

game. This is the

Answer Menu in

which you configure

the program to au-

tomatically answer

an incoming Romu-
lan'scall.

is not equal to the sum of the 128 data

bytes added together, then it sends that

block of data over again. This principle

can be applied to computer games as

well.

Instead of just sending a single byte

of information that could be lost or gar-

bled in the transmission, you can send

a "packet" of information containing the

plane movements and the error check-

ing data. If the other computer receives

the packet, adds all of the data together

and it isn't equal to the checksum data

that was sent, then it will ignore that

move Although this solves one prob-

lem, it brings up another one: What

happens when your plane starts to

move up, but the movement packet sent

to the other player is affected by noise

so it's ignored? Even if the rest of the

movement packets are correct, your

plane and the plane on the other

player's screen are now out of sync; and

if enough packets are wrong, then you

could be heading north while the other

plane is still heading south.

This problem can be fixed by slightly

changing the packet transfer method.

Before your plane can move, your com-

puter must receive some sort of ac-

knowledgment from the other computer

saying that the last movement packet

sent was correct. While this still leaves

the remote possibility that an incorrect

movement could be made, it should

work most of the time This method is

only useful in games that don't require

rapid updates for the objects that the

players are controlling. In a flight simu-

lation, the movement of the plane can

be updated occasionally by turning the

plane to correct heading and placing it

m the right position in the "simulation"

universe. For Space Wars 2400, several

of these ideas have been used.

Being the captain

of a Galaxy-class

starship is fun, but

you can also design

your own space

ships.

Behind the Scenes

After you've connected up with another

computer and started to play Space

Wars 2400, the two computers begin

rapidly exchanging information be-

tween each other. There's no time to

wait and see if the last movement was

correct, so more data is sent in the

packet. Along with the ship's heading

and speed, the X and Y coordinates of

your spaceship are sent. If you've Bred a

shot or been killed, this information is

also sent.

The packet actually consists of two

unique starting bytes which signify the

beginning of the movement data- these

bytes could be virtually anything, since

it's unlikely that the same sequence will

occur frequently during the transmis-

sion. When the other computer sees

this sequence, it knows that it's the be-

ginning of a packet and it extracts the

new ship data. Finally, two checksum

bytes are sent which are equal to the

sum of all of the data (except the two

starting bytes) in the packet. If the

checksum data that the receiving com-

puter has computed is equal to the data

sent, then it knows that everything is

correct and moves the ship on the

screen accordingly.

Now let's look at the problems en-

countered with the other methods.

Since there's error-checking data in the

packet, it's highly unlikely that a bad

packet could ever get through to the

other computer- and since the next

packet would fix any errors by placing

the ship in the right position with the

correct heading and speed, then one

bad move wouldn't make any difference

And if a bad packet is received, the ship

will already have been set to a specific

heading and speed so it will keep mov-

ing. Also, there's no waiting for the other

computer to synchronize your move-

ments, so the game is still running at

full speed. The only drawback to this

method is that more data must be sent,

so fewer moves can be made in a

second.

While Space Wars 2400 would

probably work at 300 baud, the game

will be too slow to play There is also a

slight chance that a shot could be fired

on one screen but wouldn't be seen on

the other screen because the packet was

lost or damaged. The packet tells both
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The calling player in

Space Wars 2400
uses this menu to

configure the pro-

gram correctly. You

directory of up to

five victims (friends)

and automatically

dial them with a sin-

gle mouse-click.

ity of modems it might be profitable to

create more games which can be played

with another person over the phone.

The next time you head into Zork,

someone might be controlling a grue

from their house; or one day you might

pull the lever on a wall and find another

group of explorers down in the dun-

geon looking for you

David Ramsden is the author of Cyber

Texture from Antic Software He wishes

to express his appreciation to David

Johnson and Norman Morgan for their

help play-testing Space Wars 2400. Jim

Kent is the author of Cyber Paint and

Aegis Anbnator.

players if the other ship has been de-

stroyed, so the shot would still be regis-

tered; the only drawback to this method

is that the other player might get

destroyed by an "invisible" missile.

If this happens, you will probably see

the "Synchronizing Game Play'
:

message

once or twice while the program tries to

correct the problem.

There are many different kinds of

programs that these ideas can be ap-

plied to, and with the growing popular-

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

G.l.S.T. and The Cyber
Studio, with CAD-3D
$34.95 and $89.95. Antic

Software, 544 Second
Street, San Francisco, CA
94107, (800)234-7001.

1-8D0-252-2787

1st STOP
Computer Systems Inc.

Dayton. OH

1st STOP will be your last STop for ST software,

hardware, and peripherals. Call now!

If you don't see it listed, ask!

Same day shipment on most items

We specialize in the Atari ST line

No extra charge for credit cards

HOURS:
Mon-Fri 9 am - 9 pm EST

Sat 10 am - 6 pm EST

ST Gomes
Captain Blood 32.95
Carrier Command 32.95
Chrono Quest 32.95
Dive Bomber 25.95
Dungeon Master 25.95
Elite 23.95
F15 Strike Eagle 25.95
Gauntlet 23.95
Gunship 25.95
Heroes ot the Lance 27.95

Jet 35.95
Kings Quest I, ll,lll, IV call

Leader Board Duel Pak .... 1 6.95
Leaeure Suit Larry 25.95
Leatherneck 26.95
Missile Command 16.95
Obliterator 26.95
Outflun 22.95
Shadowgate 33.95
StarGlider2 27.95
Strip Poker 2 26.95
Test Drive 26.95
Typhoon Thompson 22.95
Universal Military Simulator . 32.95

ST Productivity and Applications
38.95

CAD3D(ver2) 64.95
Color ComputerEyes 179.95
DataManager ST 48.95
dBMAN5.0 153.95
DEGAS Elite 38.95
Desk Cart 68.95
TimeWorks Publisher ST. . . 79.95
Easy Draw /Supercharger . 98.95
First Word Plus 62.95
Flash 1.6 22.95
FONTZ! 22.95
G + Plus 22.95
LDW Power spreadsheet . 98.95
Mavis Beacon Typing 32.95
Megamax Laser C 11 9.95
MIDI Recording Studio 26.95
MultiDesk 19.95
NeoDesk 2.00 34.95
PC-Ditto (IBM Emulator)... 64.95
Personal Pascal 65 95
PrintMaster Plus 25.95
ProCopy 27.95
Spectrum 512 48.95
STTalk Professional 19.95
SwiftCalc ST 48.95
Thunder! 27.95

Turbo ST 35 95
Universal Item Selector II.. . 13.95
WordUp (revised) 51.95
WordWriterST 48.95

Super Speciols
For Desktop Publishers

CRIHMUS
$179.95

PogeStream 1.5

$119.95

Touch-Up
$119.95

ST Hardware
STs call

Cables call

Disks call

Drive Master 36.95
Hard Drives call

Modems call

Monitor Master 41 .95

Mouse Master 33.95
Mouse Mat, Deluxe 8.95
Mouse Mat, Regular 6.95
Panasonic Printers call

PC-Drttol! call

Printer Ribbons call

Star Printers call

Surge Suppressors call

I Ule also carry
)

awoN
PC COPTCRS

and
Panasonic

laser Printers

ORDER INFO: No extra charge for credit card - COD $3.95 - Next day shipment extra - Alaska &
Hawaii UPS Blue Label only - APO & FPO - Canadian orders minimum $5 - Ohio residents add 6%
sales tax - Allow 10 business days for personal or company checks - Returns subject to 20%
re - stock fee - Defectives require return authorization number to be accepted for repair or replacement
Prices subject to change - call for price and availability - We check all credit card orders for validity.
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Antic Software is proud to present

The World's Most Popular BASIC Programming Language for the ST

Here's what you get with

Version 3.0:

• An incredibly powerful programming language

• Distinctiue speed and utility

• Pomer to access Atari STs innouatiue hardware

and operating system capabilities

'Over 300 powerful commands

' Built-in text editor with syntax checking

< Full access to GEM, AES, TO, and Line-A commands

• Full technical supportfrom Antic Software

Compatible with all previous versions

of GFA-BASIC program listings &
reference books.

Version 3.0 compiler and

GFA-assembler will be out soon!

GFA

$99.95 (GF9100)

Lookfor GFA-BASIC 3.0 at

yourfavorite dealer or order

from Antic Software tollfree:

(800)234-7001

Ante SoHware and Antic ar

Publishing. Inc. GFA-BASli

Systemlocrink. Germany; /

trademark of Atari Corp.

idomarksolAnlio

a trademark ot GFA
ST Is a registered

imitation

Gl\ BAslc 2.0 » GFA »
-

gFA-bas -ortflW^^ttnonisy

for $^y
'

j aneet.

CIRCLE 005 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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SportsForum on CompuServe

"Welcome to

Talking Sports.

You're on

the air."

"Hello? Am I on?"

How many times have you sports fans

heard that? The radio call-in sports

show: people from around the block

and around the country calling to

praise, pan or pontificate about hot

(and not-so-hot) sports topics. There's

always been something missing from

these shows. Callers, frustrated by busy

signals, give up. Bored hosts act rude.

Long commercial breaks add to the lack

of spontaneity.

But there's another way to reach out

and touch someone: an online forum

Y HARRY CONOVER

"Yes, but

please turn down

your radio so we

can understand

you."

for discussing sports with people all

over the country; a place to get vital

statistical information; an opportunity

to participate in America's hottest game:

Fantasy Sports.

It's the Sports Forum on Compu-

Serve, America's largest commercial on-

line telecommunications service. Gener-

ally a CompuServe Forum has three

areas of activity: the message base (also

known as subtopics); Libraries where

files can be uploaded {[orfree'.) and

downloaded; and the real-time Confer-

ence area. The Sports Forum can be

reached from any CompuServe prompt

by typing GO FANS.

"I've

got a great

idea for a trade.

What if. . .
."

P
What's New In Sports

Here's a tour of the Sports Forum's ac-

tivity areas:

SPORTS FORUM TOUR MAP

Sports Forum Message Sections

1 Forum Business

2 Football

3 Basketball

4 Hockey

5 Sport of Kings

6 Baseball

7 Other Sports

8 The Sox Exchange

9 Fantasy Sports

10 FBB Statistics

1

1

Fantasy BB Talk
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Your Turn at Bat

12 AL FBB Transactions

13 NL FBB Transactions

1

5

Fantasy Football

16 FFB Transactions

17 Sports Collectibles

Virtually every message subtopic in

the Sports Forum also has a "sister"

Final Ch&nnicn of Chrinpicn itandings as of Ucdnesddy October 5, 1R3

DHOtr 10 Code hjre
League lea
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- tha%
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*L1?2
r HL(8
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Steven Rublo 78687,3174 R8GM Rubin Begon

Oaue Shlaoak 723C7.1266 BHOt aeltHai; Ban
.en Sk;dncrc 75515,46! HIGH Knights
.1 I l.'-h;... M«>..'.Uf «N 1--.ii.-r

Roger Knight 71«7B,I?3 BBSS Rakateers
Malt rfirspeJ 76782,247 JflLl Suc.Lasi.nna

Jin Dawson 76176,1036 FLIE Sacrificial
Jin urines 73157,1552 BRIM terre Haute
Mike Meyers 71360,1361 SPP.M Span Weasel
Hike PlunKett 74620,355 HPLK Bloon Count
Steucn Levy 721165,635 HCKR Randnn Hack
Walt Kirspel 76782,247 IMLT Succasunna
John Santos 75160,3631 JSP.N Pythons

Library, making it easier for users to

navigate around the Forum.

Message Subtopics

The heart and soul of the Sports Forum

is its message base, where people in-

dulge in their passions about sports,

whether real or fantasy Messages can be

composed online using one of two edi-

tors provided through the Forum's own

software, or offline using a word proces-

sor or telecommunications program. A

typical message might look like this:

#: 190961 S6/Baseball

22-May-89 12:29:30

Sb: NY Yankees

Fm: Harry Conover

(*Sysop) 76701,220

To: G. H. Ruth 76789,714

So you think that his bat was

_really_ loaded with mercury? The

AL office sure handed down a heavy

fine for _whatever_ they found in it,

that's for sure!

Harry

Since all public messages can be read

and replied to by any other Sports Fo-

rum member, any number of people

will join in and create what is known as

a "thread," a series of messages which

occasionally remain true to the original

subject but can go off on almost any

tangent.

Fantasy Baseball is

big business in

CompuServe's

Sports Forum. Listed

here are the top

Fantasy teams for

1988.

Ihe Sports forum

has 1 6 libraries with

files for baseball,

football, basketball,

hockey—even sports

trivia.

The Sports Forum also lets you send

private messages which only you and

the recipient can view. This enables

Fantasy Sports owners to negotiate "in

secret" with other owners without hav-

ing to leave the Forum at all.

Dream On

The Sports Forum Tour Map shows that

there is a large area devoted to Fantasy

Baseball (not unlike the popular "Rotis-

serie" baseball leagues, except that in

the Sports Forum, no money changes

hands). Owners in the Sports Forum's

25 leagues can leave transactional mes-

sages in the appropriate message sub-

topic involving their teams, view weekly

standings and add to the textual history

of their teams.

Exclusive to the Sports Forum is the

presence of The Sox Exchange, which

owns and operates a Red Sox-oriented

Fantasy Baseball Camp in Winter Ha-

ven, Florida. Forum members can leave

messages for the camp liaison, includ-

ing a completed online signup form,

and receive information through either

the message board, CompuServe

EasyPlex electronic mail or regular US.

mail The overall winner of Sports Fo-

rum Fantasy Baseball is awarded free

registration to the camp, thus adding

further incentive for Fantasy Baseball

owners to participate in this burgeoning

"real-time" sports activity.

Sports memorabilia and trading card

collectors also have a message subtopic

devoted to their specialized interests.

Perhaps because of the return on invest-

ment on some cards, this is a well-read

message section on Sports Forum.

Data Libraries

The Sports Forum Library area boasts

16 sections filled with files and pro-

grams for baseball, football, basketball,

hockey- even sports trivia.

For instance, message subtopic 6,

baseball, has a sister library, also called

Baseball, containing major league

schedules, the most current end-of-year

Official Major League Baseball statistics,

even a program to run your own Fan-

tasy Baseball League.

Libraries 10, 11 and 15 contain the

most current playing rules, league

rosters, player statistics and information

files for Fantasy Baseball and Football.

Library 1 contains the Forum's Help

files to assist users with answers to their

most commonly asked questions and

tips for easier Forum navigation.



The special Forum Library menu

lists uploads to the Libraries to aid in

finding the latest and greatest uploads.

Conference Area

As if the message base, subtopics and

libraries weren't enough for the en-

thusastic fan, the Sports Forum's 18 live

online conference channels let several

people communicate, in real-time, from

anywhere.

Special Conferences (CO's) with

sports personalities and "news-makers"

are announced on the Forum's News

Flash page well before the target date

and are usually standing room only. A

recent conference with former Red Sox

pitcher Bill "Spaceman" Lee was at-

tended online by hundreds of people.

The CO area also serves as the

Forum's "neighboorhood couch"

because of its informal, spontaneous

get-togethers. Users are bound to come

across an online acquaintance in the

CO areas and are sometimes pleasantly

surprised by a surprise visit from a

sports personality. In addition to those

activities, the Fantasy Sports leagues

hold all their pre-season player drafts in

the CO area.

If you're a sports fan and you haven't

tried the Sports Forum on CompuServe,

you owe it to yourself to log on, sign up

and drop in.

Harry Conover is ChiefSysop of

CompuServe's Sports Forum (user I.D.

76701,220) and Chief Executive Officer

of Computer Simulated Sports, a

Boston-based sports database company.

His articles have appeared in BYTE,

MacVser and Computer Gaming World

magazines.

CompuServe, Compu-
Serve, Inc., 5000 Arlington

Centre Blvd., P.O. Box

20212, Columbus, OH
43220,(614)457-0802,
(800)848-8199.

OKU tU OH REtDER SERVICE CARD

HAVE A QUESTION
ABOUT YOUR

SUBSCRIPTION?

Get an answer fast:

Call:

(415)372-6002

Write:

Start Customer Service

P.O. Box 1569

Martinez, CA 94553

iil " #
There is! The I59 page Atari ST
Book, by Ralph C. Turner, begins

where your owner's manual leaves

off. "Hard copy of a year's worth o(

user group meetings run by a master

teacher." [S7~ Informer.) "Very use-

ful on every level, from rant begin-

ner to the most advanced ST
owner." [ST Business.) Covers

RAMdisks. printer codes, modems.

desktop tricks, contro panel palette

settings, and 12 other chapters.

$16.95. plus S2.00 for shipping.

Check. MO. Visa. MasterCard.

Index Legalis. PO Bx 1822-31. Fair-

field. IA 52556. (515) 472-2293.
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TAKE CONTROL
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^
VOICE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM T

_J

• Clear graphic display and control of all as]

Includes a MIDI sequencer with overdub a

• Program can be fully controlled using eilhi

s of your TXSIZ / DXII

multi channel recording
J,

lie computer keyboard or i

> Automatically loads voi

» Voices / performances t;

» MIDI options that enfu

micro tunc and effects data iviili selected performam

he slored in hanks or libraries with sort and filler fundi

c the performance of your TXSIZ / DXII

For any

Atari ST

$99.00

• Quick edit, compare, randomize and mix Tuncli

• Lasy envelope cdiiiuc using a jtrupliic tlispias

• Printouts of ,dl screen data, patch data, eic.

These reaturcs and more make this the most

comprehensive voicing program available! MUSICODE

5575 BALTIMORE DR., SUITE 105-127, LA MESA, CA 92042 (619) *
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A.
ATARI

AUTHORIZED SERVICE
CENTER FOR ALL
ATARI PRODUCTS

micrOtyme
A DIVISION OF MICRO PERIPHERALS, INC.

P.O. BOX 369 • KETTERING, OHIO 45409
A,
ATARI

HARDWARE
ST'S. ..IN STOCK!!!
Color Monitors CALL

no Monitors CALL

GTS lOODrive CALL

SF 314 Drive CALL

IBS* Drive 199

Navarone Scanner CALL

MODEMS
SX-2123D0/12O0bpl . ...CALL

Avatex1200£ 79

Supra 2400 139 . .CALL PowarStripw/Surge

KX-P1 10 Ribbon (Blk) 9.95 Deluxe Power Strip w/Surge . ..

KX-PCotorRifibons 10.95 TERMINATOR Joystick. .WOW!

.

EPYX50DXJ Joystick

WICOErgo Slick Joystick

ui r^7 P™ler Stand-Heavy Duty

Mail Labels 3.5^15/16-500 pk .

1000 pk

PAPER-1000 Shts-Microperf ..

.

CompuServe Starter Kit

Cri-Lne fcncyciopedia Kit

Primer Cable 6'

Modem Cable

Supra 64k Printer Buffer

MIDI
Midi Cables 5'

Software (Hybrid Arts etc

nate Reality-The City

Alternate Reallty-The Dungeon

America Cooks Series e>

Architectural Design

Bards Tale 1 or 2 e

Basketball (Two on Two)

Bailie Droldz

Battlszone

Beyond Zork

Biology1.2.3or4 e

Bismarck

Black Lamp

Boulderdash Construction Kit .

Brataccas

Breach

Bridge 5.0

Bubble Ghost

Business Tools

Cad 3D

Captain Blood

Carrier Command

Cen if i cat a Maker

Championship Baseball

Championship Wres I ling

Ctiartpak

Chess (Psion)

Chessmasler 2000

ClipArtl,2.3,4,5.6 e

Club Backgammon
Colonial Conquest

Color Computer Eyes

Calarburst 3000

Compufiridge

IB Man . .

Death Sword

Deep Space

Defender ol the Crown . .

.

Degas Elite

Desk Cart

Diamond MlkB,

Digi Drum

Dive Bomber

Dr. Drums (DR T)

Dr. Keys(DTT)

Draflx

Dungeon Master

Dyna Cadd

Easy Draw (Regular] . . .

.

Easy DrawW/Supercharj

Easy Tools

Expert Opinion

EZ Score Plus

EZTrackPlus

F15 Strike Eagle

Fast Basic

Fast Basic M Compiler. .

.

Fire and Forget

Firsl Cadd

Firsl Letters SWords ...

First Math

First Shapes

First Word Plus

Flash

Flash Cache

Flight Simulator 2

Scenery Disks

Font Disks (Pub Part] .. .

Fonts and Borders

Font; ST

Foundations Waste—
Fracl on Action

Frastbyfe

Gateway

Gato

Gauntlet

tales 1
!- (Molecular Mode:

GFA Basic

GFA Basic Book

SUPflAWMB CALL

ATARI SH 204 CALL

LARGEST SELECTION IN THE U.S.

GFACompanion

GFA Compiler

GFA Draft Plus

GFA Quick Reference Manual ..

Ghosltown

Global Commander

Goldrunner

Goldrunner2

Goldrunner 2 Scenery Disks . .e;

GoneFlshln'

Great Chels Vol. 1 . 2. & 3 Set .. .

Gridiron (Football]

Guild of Thieves

G unship

Hard Disk Backup

Harrier Combal Simulator

High Roller

Hippo Concept

Hollywood Hijinx

Home Accountant

Human Design Disk

Hunl lor Red October

IB Copy

Impossible Mission 2

Indiana Jones Temple ol Doom .

Interlink ST

International Soccer

Into The Eagles Nest

Inventory Manager

Jot

Juggler

K Resource

Karala Kid 2

KCSLevel2 2

KCS- Keyboard Control (OUT) . ,1

Klnderama

Kings Quest 1 , i or 3 .

knickerbockers

Lahe' Waste' F"'e

0-5i let

Paint Pro

Palntvo'ks

Paperboy

Partner Fonts

Partner ST

f:« \~f.

PC Oltto

Pertect Maicn

Fetsonai Pascal

Pnantassie1.2or 3

Leader boa' d Dual Pack

Li,-
- "-

Leisure Suit Larry

Lock On 26

Lords ol Cor quest 15

Lurking Horro' 21

Macro Mouse 25

MagicSacPius ii5

Magic Sac Boms CALL

Ma r Motion 26

Make it Move 47

Mark Williams C

CSO Scjrca Detug

Master Cad

Match 25

Mavis Beacon leaches Typing 2B

MegamaxC (Laser C) 119

Mercenary 27

MettoCross IB

Micro Kitchen Companion 26

Microieague Baseball 39

26

5

'.9

Pnbaii Wuaro 24

Pi-ateso'ineBarbary Coast 17

Planetarium 26

Flutes . 21

Police Ouesi 33

Power Plan 63

Prime Time 27

P'int Master Plus 26

Pro Copy ... 28

Publisher ST 79

Publishing Partner Pro CALL

Ban 21

Quantum Paint Sox 31

Ouink 11

Read & Rhyme 27

Renegade 14

fload Runner 26

Hoadwars 22

HocWord 22

Santa Paravia 19

Scan Ait .33
Scruples

STTaltt ....

Star Fleet 1 . .

Star Raiders
.

Stargllder 2

Stellar Crusade

Stock Market -The Game

Strip Poker 2 27

Sufi Battle Simulalor

Sundog

SupBr Base Professional .

Super Cycle

Siiijr'Svii- Ice Hockey

Swift Gale St

Tirglewood

Tau Celi-. Lost Star Colony

.

Temple a'. Apshai Trilogy . .

.

Terror Pods 27

Test Drive 27

Tune up

Turbo ST

Typhoon Thompson

!9

.46

Midi Receding Stud* (OR T) 27

Missile Command . 3

Mixed Dp Mother Goose 21

Moduia2<rjeveloper'sKI!) 99

Moebius 41

Mouse Trap 14

Music Con struct' on Set 35

Music Studio 34

N . s I 29

Shadow 22

Shadowgale .14

Shard ol Spring 27

Shuflleboard 19

Snent Service 27

Sinbad 13

Sky Fox 14

S >r 27 WHB;

Vampires Empire

Vegas C raps

Vegas Gambler 23

Video Titiemg 22

VIp Professional 141

War Snip 39

Wargame Construction Set 24

Winnie Tne Pooh is

Winter Cha lenge

SokoBi

Space Quest 1 oi

Sdb:t-.~ :<
Speed Buggy

Spe let Bee

23

.11

Sprite Factory

Spy vs Spy 3 (Arctic A-Hcsj

ST Disk Drives InsideSDut..

Wlzaros Crowr.

Word Perlect

Word Up

Word Wme> ST

World Games 26

World Karale Championship ... 19

WWF MicroleapueWreslling . . .33

Xevlous

Zork Trilogy. .

HOURS: M-F 9 a.m.-9 p.m. EST
SAT 9 a.m. -5 p.m.

NO EXTRA CHARGES FOR CREDIT CARDS! • We do not b

sh pmen' liable at extra charge • We ship to Alaska, I

tax • PlBase allow 3 weeks for personal or company checks

ieel to 15% re-slocking charge • Due to changing market

ALL 50 STATES CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-255-5835
For Order Status or

Tech. Info, Call (513) 294-6236

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
e ship * Minimum order $15 * C.O.D. -S3.50 • SHIPPING: Hardware, minimum S4; Software and most accessories, minimum S3 • Nexto

jerfo Rica [UPS Blue Label Only). APO and FPO • Canadian orders, actual shipping plus 5%. minimum S5 Ohio residents add 6% sal

• All defective products require a return authorization number to be accepted lor repair or replacement • No Iree Irials or credit Returns su

s, call toll Iree tor latest price and availability of product. FOR YOUR PROTECTION, WE CHECK ALL CREDIT CARD ORDERS FOR FRADD.
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fa and PC

in The ST

pc-ditto II: An Interview

with Avant-Garde's

Bill Teal
BY DAVID PLOTKIN

Even as you read this, chances are good

that pc-ditto II is available for purchase.

Bill Teal and his crew at Avant-Garde

Systems have been working long and

hard on the upgrade, and the results are

impressive. What's also interesting is

that pc-ditto now looks more like Spec-

tre 128, the Mac emulator What follows

is excerpted from a lengthy telephone

conversation with Bill in mid-

December.

The new version of pc-ditto is now

cartridge-based rather than disk-based,

as the original was. You still need soft-

ware on disk to make it work, but the

cartridge fulfills the main wish of every

pc-ditto owner: increased speed. Con-

sidering that it was long considered im-

possible to emulate the Intel 808x fam-

ily of Motorola chips, the fact that

pc-ditto worked as well as it did is

amazing and a testament to Avant-

Garde's hard work and dedication. But

it was slo-o-ow, because even though the

68000 in your ST is twice as fast as the

8088 built into the original PC, it still

can't emulate that chip at full speed.

As with so many other things in the

computer world, the answer is hard-

ware. Using custom gate arrays, which

Avant-Garde Software par ner Bill Teal.

are very advanced hardware devices,

Avant-Garde managed to produce an

emulator that can run at thtjull speed of

an IBM PC. Of course, it may have been

possible just to build an "emulator"

containing an 8088 chip, as well as the

attendant circuitry (essentially creating

a PC in a small box), but such a device

would likely cost almost as much as a

PC clone! By doing it the way they did,

the price of the new pc-ditto was kept

astoundingly low. At the time of this

writing, the price has not been set, but

it will be very reasonable.

The use of a cartridge makes other

things possible, including emulation of

the higher-resolution PC graphics

modes such as EGA and VGA. Unfor-

tunately, only the "base" modes can be

used (320-by-200, 16 colors) because of

the limitations of the ST monitor! En-

hanced EGA and VGA can't be used,

and this probably won't change in the

near future It certainly is an interesting

development when the Atari hardware

limits what can be done with a PC

emulator!

As you may know, the original PC

can only use 640K of RAM. To combat

this, a specification for extended mem-

ory was developed by Lotus, Intel and

Microsoft (and so is known as the LIM

specification, or more generically, as

EMS-Extended Memory Specification.)

With four-megabyte STs becoming plen-

tiful, it would be nice to use EMS 4.0

with pc-ditto. While this might not be

implemented in the very next version of

pc-ditto, it is a very real possibility and

something Avant-Garde is interested m
doing.
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Mac & PC on the ST

In our discussion, some very in-

teresting information came to light. Soft-

ware publishers must be very careful in

setting their price points; often, the

price they feel they can (reasonably)

charge for a product determines just

how much time and effort they can put

into that product.

The engineering resources of Avant-

Garde are considerable; they could

probably design almost any feature into

a hardware box that plugged into the ST.

But there are some important consider-

ations in pricing the new pc-ditto. The

Erst is that STs are not very expensive.

"Great," you say, but ST owners rarely

buy software that costs more than their

machines, so this places an upper limit

on what can be charged. Another very

important consideration is that PC

clones are available for under $600. If

the cost of pc-ditto is even reasonably

close to that, people would probably

just buy the clone. Finally, the product

should be inexpensive enough to en-

courage dealers to bundle it in a pack-

age with a Mega, as was often the case

with the original pc-ditto -which was

very good for Avant-Garde.

Since the new pc-ditto is a cartridge-

based product, it must pass FCC

certification. Now, contrary to what you

may have heard, it is not especially hard

to get FCC certification. The first step is

to submit your equipment to a testing

lab, which will run the requisite tests.

Ah, but there's an interesting rub: the

cartridges are plugged into STs-and

many of those that Avant-Garde tried to

use emit so much radiation that they

won't pass the FCC tests even without

the pc-ditto cartridge plugged in.

The final interesting tidbit has to do

with Atari's published list of dealers. In

the process of marketing pc-ditto,

Avant-Garde contacted many of the

dealers on the list and, according to Bill

Teal, found that in fact they were not

Atari dealers. They may have requested

information from Atari at one time, but

did not sell Ataris and some were quite

44 May 1989

annoyed that anyone would think that

they would. The final numbers are

somewhat disconcerting: perhaps 200

to 250 dealers in the United States, per-

haps 60 in Canada and about 700 in

Europe. 1 admit that the European num-

bers look good, but the U.S. numbers

are scary. On the up-side, Avant-Garde

also discovered that some pretty presti-

gious companies, including Boeing and

NASA, are using STs.

Advantages of Speed

The extra speed available through pc-

ditto II will permit operations that the

original pc-ditto couldn't handle. One

minor item is that PC games will now

work more or less normally, giving ST

owners access to some of the better

ones that have never been available for

the ST These games worked with the

original pc-ditto, but they were so slow

that they really couldn't be used. More

importantly, many graphics-based pro-

grams can now be used. Print Magic

from Epyx lets you make your own

cards, banners, signs and calendars.

There is similar ST software, notably

Unison World's Print Master Plus, but

Print Magic's print resolution is much

better Print Magic is easy to use and

comes with many icons, fonts and

borders. It supports the mouse and uses

dialog boxes, and herein is the problem:

when you move the mouse, you must

wait for the pointer to move, and draw-

ing a dialog box on the screen takes an

incredible 28 seconds! With full PC

speed, this excellent package should be-

come fully functional on the ST.

Contributing Editor David Plotkin is a

chemical engineerfor Chevron U.S.A.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

pc-ditto, $89.95;

pc-ditto II, no price set.

Avant-Garde Systems, 381

Pablo Point Drive, Jackson-

ville, FL 32225, (904)
221-2904.

CIRCLE 162 ON READER SERVICE UBD

NO
START
DISK?

Every issue, START features great

programs on disk. If you bought this

issue of START without the disk,

you're missing out!

START is available with the disk

for $14.95, but for those of you who

want to read START first, it's available

without the disk for $4.

If you want the^uil version of

START, you can order the companion

disk by calling the Disk Desk toll-

free at (800) 234-7001 Our Cus-

tomer Service specialists are on duty

from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Pacific

time. Or you can order your disk by

mail using the order form inserted

into this issue. Each disk is $10.95

plus $2.00 shipping and handling.

CALL (800)
234-7001

!
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The Atari ST Book of

Tips, Instructions, Secrets

and Hints
Y RON L U K S

My bookshelves are loaded with books

about the Atari ST. Some are too sim-

plistic to be of any real instructional

value and the rest are too complex or

technical to understand. Lacking any

useful manuals or tutorials, whatever ex-

pertise I've managed to acquire on the

ST came from three years of trial and er-

ror (mostly error) and lots of hair-

pulling. However, in somehow compil-

ing most of my hard-learned tricks in

just over one year, Ralph C. Turner has

managed to publish what is arguably

the best ST users' guide to date: The

Atari ST Book of Tips, Instructions, Secrets

and Hints for the 520, 1040 and Mega STs.

At one end of the spectrum of users'

guides is the type of book that rehashes

the basics of clicking on icons. At the

other end are those esoteric tomes that

discuss disk-seek rates and BIOS error

codes. The first type is insulting in its

simplicity (although if you need to read

three books to figure out how the

mouse works, maybe you shouldn't own

a computer anyway). The second type

is irritating in its complexity (you don't

always need to know how a car works;

you just need to know how to drive it).

Unfortunately, instead of falling some-

where in between, most ST books end

The Atori ST Book of Tips, Instructions,

Secrets and Hints by Ralph C. Turner.

up at one end of the spectrum or the

other.

Atari's GEM Desktop interface is ac-

tually a sophisticated and powerful pro-

gram. You wouldn't consider buying a

piece of commercial software unless it

included a detailed, understandable

users' manual. However, the basic infor-

mation from the Atari GEM manual

barely scratches the surface of what you

need to know. Digging this knowledge

out of the many technical manuals is

an awesome task and most users don't

even try. They simply struggle along,

making mistakes and learning the

hard way.

Turner's book was written for the

vast majority of ST and Mega owners

who want to learn how to use their

computers quickly and painlessly. A

new user will understand it easily and

yet it contains enough tricks and tips to

be worthwhile reading even for ex-

perienced users.

Questions and Answers

The f59-page book is presented in a

question-and-answer format. The first

10 chapters thoroughly describe all you

need to know to set up and use the

Desktop interface. Turner explains the

DESKTOP.INF file format and how to

edit this file to save any desired changes.

Turner devotes one chapter to adjust-

ing the color palette with the Control

Panel desk accessory and another to an

excellent discussion of desk accessories

in general and talks specifically about

those accessories packaged with the ST.

Here he presents the advantages and

disadvantages of these programs and

offers some alternatives.

The book discusses files and hie

management, including copy operations

and an alternative to the standard GEM
file selector. Also, many users were

mystified by the cryptic one-page expla-
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i PublicH
Domain
Software

Over 700 Disks Available for the Atari ST
$4.00 Each

Utilities, Games, MIDI, Applications

Music, Graphics, Educational, Clip Art

Same Day Shipping Telephone Support
Free Catalog Updates

FREE Disk
Receive a coupon good for a Free
Public Domain Disk with any purchase
when you Call or Write for our

FREE Catalog
(800) 622-7942

#57 - Tease Me Adult Animation [Color On -:

#145 - Five Children's Programs (Color Only)

#352 - Lost Treasure (Lode Runner Clone) Color
#374 Two Database Programs, PrintMaster

Cataloger, Print Shop to PriniMasler Convert
#390 • ST Wnli;r V2.G2 ,\ii:>i-M Checker
#393/394 - PrintMaster Graphics
#399- Degas. rii:s =rntur PM-jtrs

#400 - 7 Disk Labeling Programs
(w/100 Pin Feed Disk Labels $6.95]

#443 Intersect RAM Baby (RAM Disk/Print Spooler)

DCOPY - do everything utility

#456 - Bolo Breakout Game from Germany (1 Meg)
#470 - Two Virus Killer Utilities, Database and more
#475 • Werty's House ot Horror (Adult Game, Color)

#491 - Star Trek - The Next Generation

w/Digitized Voices
(Req. 1 Meg RAM/DBL/Color Only)

#493 - Statistically Accurate Baseball V2.0
#499 - The Accessory V1.2 - Multifunction Accessory
#500.'600 - Publishing Partner Fonts

#509 - Mark Johnson's Shareware C Compiler (DBL)
#511 - Dungeon Master Maps for Levels 1-7

#512 - Dungeon Master Hints/Character

#514 - Monochrome Emulator V3.0 and more
#533- PrintMaster Graphics/Borders

#536 - Vanterm V3.71 - Shareware Terminal Program
#551- Kid Shapes Ages 2-8 (Color Only]

#552 Kid Shapes Plus Ages 8 and up (Color Only)

#553 - Kid Publisher Ages 4-12 (Color Only)

#555 - The Assistant Chef - Electronic Cookbook
#557 - Children's Programs (Color Only)

#567 - Accessories - Disk Full of Newest DA's
#572-574,645-649 GDOS Fonts
#575 Sheet V2.0 Shareware Spreadsheet
#576 - ST Xtormer V2.3 a Bit Emulator (Req. 1 Meg)
#588 • Pac Man, Hangman and 5 others (Color Only)

#590 - Dungeon Master Utilities

#599 - PageStream Fonts, Font Converter
#601-629 - IMG Clip Art

ntroductory Offer - Above Disks Just

$2.99 Each
Dungeon Master II

Chaos Strikes Back
$19.95

Dungeon Master Editor $2 1.95

Atari ST Book
by Ralph Turner $16.95
BRE Software Dept. SRT
352 W. Bedford, Suite 104
Fresno, CA 93711

(209) 432-2159 in Calif.

Shipping:
(Per Order)

Ground $2.00

C.O.D. Add $3.00

Getting Started

nation of installing an Application in

the ST owners' manual, but Turner de-

votes an entire chapter to it, clearly ex-

plaining the feature and putting forth

some excellent arguments that changed

my views on this subject.

Rounding out the first part of the

book are chapters on RAMdisks and the

boot process (warm and cold boots).

The author puts quite a lot of emphasis

on using a RAMdisk but barely com-

ments on using a hard disk. I'm told

that Turner has a second book in the

works and, considering the potential

problems and benefits involved, 1 hope

he discusses hard disks in more depth.

Big PD Fan

The remaining seven chapters discuss

software and applications. Turner is a

big fan of public domain software,

devoting an entire chapter to it and

mentioning specific programs through-

out the book. He warns the reader

about the "uneven" quality of these free

programs, but clearly he has many per-

sonal favorites. He mentions that you

can download PD programs from bulle-

tin board systems but recommends pur-

chasing collections from various com-

panies or users groups that compile

such packages, which he says lowers the

chances of gettingpoor quality programs

I've used most of the selections listed

in the book and while they do work as

described, 1 feel that better programs are

available. And considering how high

Turner is on PD programs, he fails to

mention the largest source of PD or

"copyrighted but free" software: com-

mercial information services such as

CompuServe and The Source. My ex-

perience has shown that the programs

contained on PD collection disks have

usually been available many months

earlier on the commercial services. The

nominal hourly connect charges to

download such files are cheaper than

calling long-distance bulletin boards

and not much greater than purchasing

the disk sols themselves.

And That's Not All

While the material on modems and

telecommunications was rather weak,

the chapters on printers and word

processors were very good. Considering

all the different printers available, each

with its own peculiarities and require-

ments, the author has managed to touch

upon the common issues and problems

remarkably well.

Rather than pick the "best" word

processor, Turner devotes a chapter to a

general discussion of the typical fea-

tures found in word processing soft-

ware. After explaining what features

should be considered when shopping

for a word processor, Turner continues

with a second chapter that profiles six

popular word processors. The same

logic can apply easily to other software

application decisions.

The book ends with an extensive list

of ST-oriented magazines published

worldwide, and an unusual offer: each

copy of the book comes with a free

consultation coupon that lets you mail

in one question or ask about an ST-

related problem and receive a personal

response from the author. In times

when customer service is a rare com-

modity, this offer is quite refreshing.

In summary, I heartily recommend

this book to all ST owners, new and old.

It fills a huge educational gap between

the overly simple and overly technical

manuals now available and is a bargain

at any price. If I owned Atari Corp., I'd

make sure to include a copy of this

book with every ST sold today

Ron Luks is thefounder and manager of

the Atari Forums on CompuServe. He

has been an Atari owner since 1979.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

The Atari Book of Tips,

Instructions, Secrets
and Hints for the 520,
1 040 and Mega STs by

Ralph Turner, $16.95. Index

Legalis Publishing, P.O. Box
1822-21, Fairfield, IA 52556,

(515] 472-2293.
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Tips and Tricks for the ST Owner

Compiled by Heidi Brumbaugh,

START Programs Editor

To fhe Readers of START:
ST owners form a dynamic commu-

nity, constantly learning, growing and

increasing in size. The job of START'S

editors is to determine the needs of that

community and then respond to those

needs.

You are the most important part of

that process.

We count on you not only for ques-

tions and suggestions, but for articles,

programs and answers as well. Many of

you have developed expertise in your

area of computing. We need you to

share that expertise with us os that we

in turn can bring it to the people who

need it the most.

Send your tricks, hints and tips to

the Clipboard. Submit material to our

columns in programming, MIDI,

graphics, online or desktop publishing.

If you'd like to review games for START,

send us a sample 500-word review of

your favorite game. If we assign a review

to you, you'll get to keep the game we

send you. No matter what your interests

are, there's no better way to reach more

ST users than by writing for START.

For information on how to submit

your work, send a self-addressed,

stamped envelope to:

START Author Guidelines

544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

Finding .RSC files

If a program has an accompanying re-

source file, the applications environ-

ment service (AES) will first look for the

resource file in the same directory as

the program. If it doesn't find it there, it

will check drive A. If the resource file

isn't on drive A either, the program will

abort or the system will crash. Thus, if

you're running a program from a drive

other than A and the A light comes on

before a program crash, this may be

what is happening.

GFA BASIC programmers especially

take note: If the GFA BASIC interpreter

is in the root directory of a drive and

you loaded your program from a folder

such as MYPROGS, AES will look for

the resource in the root directory of that

drive rather than the subdirectory. You

should either copy GFABASICPRG to

the subdirectory where you do most of

your programming or move the re-

source file into the root directory.

WK1—WKS files

This issue's Tax Template was created in

LDW Power from Logical Design Works.

We wanted to publish the Tax Template

in such a form that any ST spreadsheet

that reads Lotus files could read it.

However, LDW power is the only ST

spreadsheet that reads both the old

WK1 Lotus formats and the new WKS
format. All the others can read only

WKS files. The LDW conversion pro-

gram that comes with it generates WK1
files only. We were unable to find a

public domain program to do the job,

but fortunately version 2 of Lotus 1-2-3

comes with a program that can convert

between the two types. We simply put

the WK1 file on a floppy with an MS-

DOS boot sector (courtesy of DCFor-

mat) and ran the conversion program

on a PC-compatible running Lotus.

Saving Control Panel
Settings

Previous Clipboard tips have empha-

sized that you can save the Desktop

colors you set with the Control Panel by

clicking on Save Desktop under the Op-

tions menu. Another feature of Save

Desktop is that it saves your other Con-

trol Panel settings, for example, keyclick

on or off and keyboard sensitivity. The

Install Printer options work the same

way.

Control-G + Control-G =

Great Styling

ST Writer formatting controls are in the

format Control-G (shown as a reverse

video G) followed by a number fol-

lowed by a hyphen or other dummy
character. For example, Control-G 1 is

bold and Control-G 4 is italics. If you

want a word to be in both italics and

bold simply add the two code numbers

together, eg., Control-G 5 for boldfaced

italics.

Got an ST trick or tip to share? We're

interested in tips for the rank beginner or

expert programmer, for exploring the Desk-

top orfor getting the most out of any popu-

lar ST program. Send it to the Clipboard,

START Magazine, 544 Second St, San

Francisco, CA 94107.
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Space is the Place

Create a universe with GFA Object, a commercial-quality 3D object generator.

You can load your objects into GFA BASIC or GFA Vector and animate them for

stunning special effects in your programs. GFA Object also can generate ASCII

object files and GFA Draft Plus macro-data files. Runs in medium resolution; files

OBJECT.ARC and ANIMATOR.ARC.

Be the commander of a Federation or Romulan star ship in Space Wars 2400

by Jim Kent and David Ramsden. Shoot photon pixels at the enemy as you fight

the gravitational pull of the sun. Two people can play this game on one computer-

or miles apart via modems! Files SPACE.ARC and SPACESRC.ARC; runs in

medium resolution.

Transporting files between Word Processors is finally a snap using START'S

Instant File Translator (SIFT) by Bruce Noonan of ST Writer fame. Transfer files

to or from ST Writer Elite and 1st Word, Word Writer ST and WordPerfect. File

SIFT.ARC; runs in medium or high resolution.

Delmar Searls continues his tutorial on True BASIC this month as this issue's

Programming in BASIC columnist. Want to learn more about subroutines, func-

tions and modules? Study the source code to the demonstration program that con-

verts a number from one base to another. The Base Conversion program is in the

file BASCNVRT.ARC; runs in medium or high resolution.

Tom Chandler returns once again with his annual START Tax Template. Save

time by using your Lotus-compatible spreadsheet (in WKS format) to compute

your taxes-April 15th is just around the corner! File TAX88.ARC; refer to your

spreadsheet's manual on how to load the file.

Hard drive hangups giving you

headaches? Revive it with the Hard

Disk Reviver! Originally published in

START'S Spring 1987 issue, this hard disk

tool from Dave Small and Dan Moore

will let you bypass your hard disk's

normal autobooting procedure. File

REV1VE.ARC; runs in any resolution.

NO
START
DISK?
CALL (800)
234-7001!
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Disk Insliwta

How to Get Our Programs Up and Running

Each article in this issue with a disk icon next to its title on the Table of Contents or "On Disk" on its first page has an accom-

panying file on your START disk. These files are archive files-they've been compressed with the Archive Utilities Set, or ARC, a

public domain program available for many personal computers. We use the ARC utility to squeeze the many files that may go

with a particular article into one compressed file, which may be only 40 percent the total size of the original files.

in addition to the archive files, you'll find the program ARCX.TTP, which stands for ARChive eXtract, on your START disk.

You'll use this program to decompress, or extract, the disk files we've shrunk down with ARC
All programs on your START disk are copyrighted. They are for your own private use, and are not public domain.

Getting Started

To use the files and programs on

your START disk, please follow these

simple instructions. You'll need two

blank, formatted single- or double-

sided disks to properly extract the

files.

Your START disk is not copy-

protected and you should make a

copy of it immediately to the first

blank disk. Make sure the write-

protect window is open on the START

disk at all times to insure that you

don't accidentally erase the disk.

Note: Ifyou are unsure how to for-

mat a disk, copy a disk or copy individ-

ual files, please refer to your original

Atari ST or Mega manual and study

these procedures carefully before going

on.

After you've copied your original

START disk, store it in a safe place

and label the copy disk "START

Backup."

Now, put your START Backup disk

in Drive A of your computer and

double-click on the Drive A icon to

see the disk's contents.

Un-ARCing the Files

To use START'S compressed disk files,

please follow these steps:

1. Copy the ARCed file you wish to

use and the program ARCX.TTP from

your START Backup disk onto your sec-

ond blank formatted disk. When you're

finished, label it Un-ARC disk.

2. Now you'll extract the compressed

files from the ARC file you just copied.

Insert your Un-ARC disk into Drive A. If

the Drive A window is already open on

the Desktop, you can press the Escape

key to see the new disk directory.

Otherwise, double-click on the Drive A
icon to see the director)'. Double-click

on ARCX.TTP. The following dialog box

will appear:

OPEN BPPLICBIHK

Nine: FIRCX

Paraneters:

[

,ITP

*

1
1 OK 1 1 Cancel

3. Type in the name of the ARC file

you just copied over to your Un-ARC

disk and press Return. You do not have

to type in the extender .ARC. You can

type in the name in upper or lower

case.

OPEN fiPPLICfiTIOH

Kane; FIRCX

Paraneters:
s anp I ej

I DK
I
Cancel

|

the name of the ARC file. You must type

the filename exactly as it appears in the

directory.)

4. As the program runs, it will dis-

play the names of the individual files as

it extracts them, similar to the example

below.

Archive SAMPLE, P.P.C

Extract ng f le! EXBHPLE.PRB

Extract ng f leiFILE.TXT
Extract ng f le: SAMPLE, PIC

Extract ng f le: README

(Note: If ARCX.TTP can't find a file, it

may be because you have misspelled

When ARC has successfully ex-

tracted all the files, it will return to the

Desktop and you will see the original

files within the directory window, along

with the archive file and the ARCX.TTP

program. You may now use any of the

START files as you wish; just follow the

instructions in the appropriate article in

this issue.

To use any other archive files on

your START disk, simply repeat the

above procedures. Be sure you begin

each time with a blank, formatted disk.

In addition to the runnable pro-

grams, some ARC files may also contain

source code listings or an ASCII text file

(called BREAKDWN.TXT. for example)

which describes the program's structure

You can examine such a file from the ST

Desktop by double-clicking on its icon

and then clicking on Show (to see it on

the monitor) or Print (to print it out).
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CircuitMaker II

Iliad Software is proud to present CircuitMakcr II for the

Atari ST computer system. CircuitMaker II provides many

enhancements over it's predicessor including:

* Macro devices: This gives you the ability to define your

own working devices and save them in a library for future

use!

* Separate windows: CircuitMaker II now shows the circuit

and wave forms in separate windows each relocatable on the

screen!

* More devices: More devices arc included in the standard

library including a 32x8 PROM and 1Kx8 RAM!
* Enhanced printer support: More printers are supported,

and your drawings can be reduced or enlarged to whatever

size you need! If your drawing is larger than one page,

CircuitMaker II will break it up over several pages!

* Much, much more!!

Come in and see CircuitMaker II today at your local Atari

Dealer!!

Only $149.95 ilidd
P.O.Box 1 144, Orcm, Utah 84059,(801)226-3270

CRJCH

"INVENTORY CONTROL . . .

at CASH REGISTER PRICES!'

BAR COD E + PLUS!!!!!!!!!

CRICIT is an integrated Cash Register &
Inventory Control package. For the price of a cash

register, you can own the complete Bar Code Ready
CRICIT System.

• Complete cash register functions
• Flexible inventory control for 65,500 products
• Daily, period and yearly reporting

Price/product labels with optional bar code
• Reads bar code directly from packaging
• Coupon issue and redemption(fixed or % of sale)

• Customized receipts, inventory and reporting
• Ready-to- mail purchase orders with automatic

re-order calculation

• Commission calculation for 15 sales clerks

• Mailing lists in list and label formats
• Lay-aways, auto-discounts, stock searches
• Categories, departments, non-stock items
• Between- store reporting via modem
• User-friendly error correction and training manual

$249 U.S. / $299 CDN — »- r°.^."'°™

«

Demo disk is available

for $7 U.S./ $9 CDN
Nice & Software
103 Queen Street S.

Kitchener, Ontario

Canada N2G IW1
(519) 744-7380

W.f

Dea ler and Dist- bUtOT Inquh- es Wejcorv

CIRCLE 016 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 029 ON READER SERVICE CARD

New Improved

Version

— FASTER THAN A SPEEDING BUTTER li

• Makes your 520 / 1040 ST"' outrun a Mega ST™.

• New version supports HiRes 40 and 50 line modes.

• Makes ALL versions of TOS run faster.

• Only $49.95 — Less than half the cost of a hardware blitter,

• Installs automatically — just load it and forget it.

• No soldering, no copy protection, no setup — Just speed.

Turbo ST vs The Blitter (% speed increase)

Monochrome Color

dBMan 5.0

Blitter Turbo ST Blitter Turbo ST
10% 59% 8% 60%

Data Manager 1,1 83 94 85 88

1ST Word 1.0 37 35 34 41

GFA BASIC 2,0 22 69 13 65

Interlink 1.8 53 63 46 71

ST BASIC 1.0 221 517 219 567

ST Writer 3.0 18 116 17 127
Word Writer 2,0 34 31 35 37

Results obta ned while paging through an appropriate data file.

P.O. Box 5257

Winter Park, Florida 32793

(407) 657-4611

Ask for Turbo ST at your local dealer or send $49,95 plus $2,00 shipping and handling

to SofTrek, P.O. Box 5257, Winter Park, FL 32793. Florida residents add 6% sales tax.

Visa and MasterCard phone orders accepted. Call (407) 657-4611. Upgrades to version

1 .4 are available for $5,00 U.S. plus your original disk, Offer expires 60 days from the

date of this publication.

Turbo ST does not speed up programs [hat use GDOS fonts or that bypass the GEM operating

system, such as PC Ditto, but is compatible with them. TOS, ST BASIC, ST Writer, 520 ST, 1040

ST, and Mega ST are trademarks or registered trademarks of Atari Corp.

Get In The Fast Lane — Buy Turbo ST Today!

CIRCLE 041 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Autobooting Your

Hard Disk

BY DAVID SMALL WITH DAN MOORE

Add another tool to your toolbox

with REVIVE.ARC on your START
disk.

Over the last months, we've been look-

ing into the seemingly vague science of

floppy and hard disks: the lore, the

myth and the mystery. Let's continue

with a discussion of autobooting hard

disks.

In the best tradition of "tell them

what you're going to tell them," this

column and the next column on hard-

ware should give you an in-depth under-

standing of hard disks. The column af-

ter that will begin our "troubleshooting"

series. You know now about CRC errors,

sectors, partitions, RWAB5 and how the

hard disk hooks in, plus you have some

tools to help debug your floppies and

hard disks in a variety of situations. (If

you've missed part of the series, let me

recommend getting the back issues of

START beginning with the December

1988 issue.)

Now, onwards and forwards. . . .

Autobooting Hard Disks

Not long after the first ST hard drive hit

the market, Atari and the after-market

people found out how to make the hard

disk start up automatically, without

floppies. It was more than a little tricky.

I'm going to go into this, not because

I enjoy confusing you, but because this

is the process that often fails and pre-

vents you from starting up your hard

disk. It happened to me at COMDEX a

little while ago, for instance— and only

the tools I'd brought along let me diag-

nose the problem.

Remember back to the RWABS

column (START February 1989)? I ex-

plained there how the ST "wakes up"

with only the floppy disk handlers for

drives A and B. Now, you say, how can

the Atari start up the hard disk if it can't

talk to it without reading a hard disk

handler from the floppy drive? No

floppy + no handler = no hard disk.

Well. . . the ST does have a primitive,

baby hard disk handler built into its

ROMs with the ability to read in only

the partition sector It's not a full RWABS

handler, just barely enough to read in

one sector

On power-up, an intricate dance

takes place between the ST and its

drives. Let's take a look:

1. As the ST wakes up, it polls the A

floppy drive and tries to read in its

sector 0.

If the floppy disk in drive A has an

"executable sector 0" (which means that

this sector is flagged in a special way),

then the ST goes ahead and executes it

immediately. NOTE: This virtually never

happens these days. But if you're a long-

time ST owner, you've seen it; your old

TOS-in-RAM boot disk did this! Way

back in 1985, no one had TOS in ROM;

the system came shipped with two baby

ROMs which could only read in sector

of floppy drive A on startup. The pro-

gram in sector would tell the system

to load TOS, the entire operating system

from the floppy disk.

These days, by the way, TOS 1.4 is

being beta-tested via an autoboot floppy

disk, so we're back to where the ST

started from! The rest of the "startup

process" described below doesn't apply

on an autoboot from a floppy, but again,

this is rare. (Note: This is where a

"virus" usually locks onto a floppy.)

Most floppies these days do not have

an "executable sector 0"; I'd say about

99 percent. The exceptions are some

games, TOS in RAM and the Hard Disk

Reviver program's floppy disks (more on

this later).

Let's assume that either we could not

read in sector of the drive A floppy,
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(usually because there's no disk in the

drive), or we read it in and it wasn't

marked "executable" (like 99 percent of

all floppy disks). The start-up process

then will continue

2. The system then tries to read in the

partition sector of the hard disk.

The ST handles this the same way it

handled the floppy disk; if the sector is

marked executable, it executes the in-

structions within. Yes, that means that

there's a program in the partition sector,

which can also contain partition infor-

mation for up to 12 partitions -pretty

crowded for one sector, isn't it? There's

just 512 bytes in there

If the partition sector can't be read

(the hard disk's not ready yet, not

hooked up, broken, turned off, etc.),

then the system proceeds to the next

step.

If the partition sector can be read in,

but isn't marked executable, the system

shrugs, says "Oh well," and goes on to

step three, where an "ordinary" boot

continues.

If the partition sector can be read in

and is marked executable, strange and

wonderful things happen. Let's say that

you have a particularly clever hard disk

partition sector with exactly the right

program in it. This program would self-

install a hard disk driver (into the

RWABS hook) at this stage in the system

boot, and then tell the ST to look at

drive C for things like the Desktop In-

formation. The start-up proceeds from

there.

Most likely, the next thing that will

happen is for the hard disk driver to

look at the partition sector, figure out

which drive letters it wants to handle,

and settle into the system. And now

you've done it-you've managed to boot

from the hard disk without the floppy

attached!

All of the things that I've mentioned

can go wrong-wiJJ go wrong- at some

point. If the system won't boot up from

the hard disk, one of these many points

has gone wrong; you'll have to trace

through and And out which one it is.

However, you now have a list of things to

check-knowledge is power.

3. If neither sector is executable,

then the system really shrugs, figures

it's that sort of day and starts up the

Desktop with the icons found in drive

A's DESKTOP.INF file.

If there's no such file/disk-which hap-

pens a lot — it'll say "Oh Well," and plot

the A and B drive icons as a default.

(Note; This is where you'll usually end

up with a hard disk boot problem; you

don't get a C: icon. Even if you install

one by hand, it's not hooked up

You now know

about CRC errors,

sectors, partitions,

RWABS and how

the hard disk

hooks in.

through RWABS to work.)

Timeout

It takes a long time for the system to get

through step number one if there's no

floppy in the drive-the system has to

"time out," and that takes a while.

Thus, if you turn on your ST with no

floppy in the drive, it takes a long time

for the system to reach step two and try

to boot the hard disk. This is why auto-

booting sometimes seems to take

forever.

The solution? Just keep a normal,

formatted, empty floppy disk in drive

A. Make it a formatted floppy please;

blank floppies must also time out,

which also takes a while. What you

need is for the system to read in sector

from the floppy as quickly as it can,

look at it, conclude that it's not executa-

ble and move on to step two, start-up

from the hard disk. (Note: This delay

has been considerably shortened in the

Mega and TOS 1.4 ROMs, so you Mega

owners can probably skip formatting, if

you like

)

Manual Start

U the hard disk is not spun up, reset,

and ready to go on power-up, you're go-

ing to fail on step two. I mentioned this

already; it's the Dread Power Strip Prob-

lem discussed in this column in the

February 1989 issue of START The sys-

tem then won't know the hard disk is

there unless the system is reset.

Note, however, that if you run the

hard disk driver program by hand (by

double-clicking on the driver; it might

be called AHDI.PRG, or SUPBOOT.PRG

or whatever), you can "wedge" the hard

disk driver in after the system has

started up. It will then install itself into

the RWABS hook, read the hard disk's

partition sector to see what requests it

ought to handle, and so on.

This is one very useful technique to

remember when the "autoboot" fails;

very often you can run the hard disk

driver by hand and then access the

hard disk. Also, very often, if you can't

get to the hard disk at all to find the

hard disk driver, you can run this pro-

gram from a floppy disk and the hard

disk will "wake up." Oddly enough,

sometimes that fixes the problem.

Some hard disks need to "clear their

throats" before they can autoboot. My
Hewlett-Packard drives, for instance, al-

ways fail on the first hard disk read after

power-up-they're designed that way.

(I have no idea why.)

Of course, if you do this from the

Desktop, you'll probably have no disk

icons for the hard disk, so you'll have to

go to the trouble of installing them. (Or
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you can use a command-line interface

shell program and not bother with the

Desktop at all.)

Re-Run

You can re-run the hard disk driver

program many times. There is no dan-

ger in this. All that will happen is that

you'll use up a little more memory

(where the program and tables are

stored) each time and you'll keep trying

to read in the hard disk partition sector.

This can be handy when debugging a

flaky hard disk, because you're

definitely doing something that should

cause the hard disk light to flash, as

sector is read If the light doesn't flash,

it's a hardware problem. (Even better is

to use Supra's utilities, but if you don't

have them. . . .)

The Mark

A floppy or hard disk sector is marked

"executable" by having its contents add

up to $1234. (You adjust the last two

bytes to make the sector come out to

$1234). Thus, if you do anything that

modifies the hard disk partition sector,

it will not come out to $1234 anymore

unless you make the effort to fix it. It

won't autoboot any longer and you'll

end up with two floppy icons on the

screen- making you think you've lost

your drive.

Note: Any time you change a parti-

tion to another type, as with Magic Sac,

Spectre 128, and possibly pc-ditto, this

happens.

The solution? just re-install the auto-

boot, using whatever program you origi-

nally set it up with; all fixed!

Multiple Autoboots

If you have multiple hard disks out

there (as many people are starting to

do; see also "Megabytes, Not Mega-

bucks," START, Winter 1987, on how to

install a second hard disk into your

present drive), then the system will

boot all of them that have "bootable"

partition sectors. If you see the "xxxx

Drive AutoBoot. .
." message several

times during boot, you'd best go turn off

the other drive's autoboot process, using

its autoboot utility. If not, you've got

several drivers, possibly of different

brands or revisions, using up memory

and possibly even fighting with one

another.

Multiple Drives

The Atari will attempt to start up from

LUN (Logical Unit 0) of SCSI devices

0-7 during boot. It tries to boot all eight

devices at start-up. Hence, any time you

press the reset button, you should see

eveiy LUN on the system flash its

Dave Small's Reviver!

The Hard Disk Reviver was originally

published in the Spring 1987 issue

of START, but because it's such an in-

dispensible tool we're including it

again on this issue's START disk.

Read Small Tools for a description of

what Reviver does; you only need it

in certain circumstances with certain

hard disks. Un-ARC REVIVE.ARC,

following the Disk Instructions else-

where in this issue. To use Reviver:

1

.

Turn off your hard disk so you

can boot.

2. Format a blank floppy. Single

sided, please.

3. Put in a disk with REVIVE.PRG.

Run REVIVE.PRG. It will ask you to

swap disks in A and press the Shift

key; do so.

4. It will then write an executable

boot sector out to drive A.

5. Turn your ST off.

6. Tum your hard drive on.

7. Tum your ST on. It will boot from

drive A almost instantly and ignore

the hard disk. From here you can do

all you usual things, such as install-

ing the hard disk drive.

light briefly as it is polled. When you

have five drives hooked up (as 1 do),

there's a neat rippling effect across

them. Anyway, if your drive doesn't

flash after a reset, there's hardware

trouble.

Kludged Partition Sectors

You can get into a nasty "no win" situa-

tion if the self-boot process becomes

corrupted. Let's say the partition sector's

program becomes fouled up somehow.

(Damage to AHDI.SYS or SUPBOOT in

the AUTO folder, for instance-say, ifa

hard disk write goes awry.)

On power-up, the floppy will read in

briefly, the hard disk will read in, try to

boot and the system will crash while

running the partition sector program.

Typically, you'll get two or three bombs

onscreen, but it can vary-once I saw

23! To fix this, re-install the Autoboot

driver from floppy. But you can't even

turn the system on, can you?

Hmmmm-MMMmmm.
If you turn off the hard disk, you can

at least boot. Well, great. But turning on

the hard disk when the computer is al-

ready on will crash the computer. (This

doesn't happen with all drives: it

depends on the model of hard disk you

have. The early Atari interfaces, for in-

stance, did this a lot.)

Believe it or not, there's a solution to

this logjam: the aforementioned Reviver

program originally published in the

Spring 1987 issue of START. Because of

its usefulness, we're republishing

Reviver in this issue's START disk. All it

does is make you an "executable" floppy

disk that does nothing except bypass the

hard disk boot. You run Reviver, put in

a floppy, and that floppy becomes ex-

ecutable. In other words, Reviver lets

you power on the Atari with the hard

disk powered on, but zaps the autoboot.

(Reviver is a good example of a program

written in desperation; my hard disk

had gone bad in this way. It's the only

solution I know of to this particular

method of the hard disk going bad.
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SEQUENCE, EDIT, PLAY
SCORE, SAVE, PRINT !

FOR ATARI ST $99

READ YOUR
MUSIC AT

SIGHT TODAY"

(HS
o

11 fflnr
NEWSCORE 200 S, TRYON STR

CHARLOTTE NC 28202
TEL (704) 376 3085 VISA MC

CIRCLE 02B ON READER SERVICE CARD

The MIcroFlyte Joystick: The only fully
I

proportional, continuously variable joystick

far Right Simulator II

You will be excited about the versatility and

realism of the MicroFlyte joystick tor the Atari

ST computer. It is designed lo be plugged into

the mouse port and can work in either propor-

tional Flight rnoda or regular mouse mode.

Include $4.00 shipping ot joystick orders. FSil is

a trademark of subLogic Corp. Order direct from:

I MICROCUBE CORPORATION
|
P.O. Box 488

Leesburg,VA 22075

|

(703)777-7157

CIRCLE 030 ON READER SERVICE CARD

iff
Compute
Your
Roots

The Only Complete

Marl Computer Systems

Compare ''cl.',- Hoot lor.:he_Alart.SJ Syslema

C.emuulQ Your Hoofs tor the Atari B bit Systems

|
.II3s#

CIRCLE 048 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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FOR
START

READERS
ONLY!

6FA BASIC 3.0

AT A DISCOUNT!

We here at START are always looking

for good deals for our readers.

Nowhere else will you find programs

[ike GFA BASIC 2.0 and GFA Object

available for the price of a START disk.

But now we have another spectacular

deal for you:

Through a special arrangement

with GFA and Antic Software, you can

now purchase the latest versions of

GFA BASIC 3.0 at a 30% discount! It's

normally priced at $99.95, but for

START readers only, you can get it for

just $69.95 plus $3.50 for shipping

and handling. This is the latest and

most powerful version of the BASIC

that's the standard in the ST world.

And included is a newly revised man-

ual and Antic Software's technical sup-

port that's second to none

All you have to do is send your

original January L989 START disk (the

one with GFA BASIC 2.0 on it) with a

check or money or for $73.45 to:

GFA BASIC UPGRADE #TH0003

544 Second St.

San Francisco, CA 94107

Reviver is on this issue's START disk for

you to add to your tool library.)

Then, you can start up your com-

puter with the hard disk attached, the

floppy overrides the hard disk self-boot

and you can at least get to the Desktop

and run the hard disk driver by hand.

Then you can try re-installing the au-

tobooter to fix it. Reviver is a good thing

to have; it's on my "must take" list of

utilities for computer shows, etc.

You may be able to switch on your

hard disk after your computer is turned

on and booted without it crashing. Go

ahead and try it. If you get away with it,

install the hard disk driver (SUPBOOT,

AHDI, etc.), and re-install the hard disk

autobooter. That should cure things.

(Note: The same thing applies to bad

desk accessories or Auto-folder pro-

grams. You'll crash on start-up and the

only way out of it is to boot without the

hard disk, get it online somehow and

remove the offending accessory.)

Warning: The upcoming 70S 1A ROMs

are incompatible with many Auto-jolder

programs and probably many desk accesso-

ries. Beware when you switch!

Next issue we'll take a look at some

hardware details that should provide

you with a balanced (and fairly com-

plete) picture of the entire ST/hard

drive relationship.

START Contriliurifig Editor David

Small is the creator of the Magic Sac,

Translator 1 and Spectre 128. Dan

Moore is the author of Paper Clip for

the 8-bit Atari and the never-released

Paper Clip Elitefor the ST.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Supra Hard Disk
Utilities $24.95. Supra

Corp., 1133 Commercial
Way, Albany, OR 97321,

(503) 967-9075.

CIRCLE 166 ON READER SERVICE CARD

START Back Issues, see

the Bock Issue advertisement

in this issue for availability

and price of back issues, or

call (800) 234-7001.



GFA
Object

A 3D-ModelingProgram For Use With GFABASIC
BY ANDREW REESE
START EDITOR

In the January 1989 issue of START, we

brought GFA BASIC 2.0 to the START disk

and your response was overwhelming.

This issue, we present GFA Object for use

with color monitors. GFA Object lets you

create three-dimensional objects that you

can use in your own GFA BASIC programs. If

you're at all interested in 3D, read on. . .

Into the third dimension with GFA
Object. Files OBJECT.ARC and
ANIMATOR.ARC on your START
Disk!

Most of you are aware of the power of

GFA BASIC. Version 2 of the Inter-

preter is the standard against which all

BASICs for the ST are judged.

Because of the power of GFA BASIC,

GFA Systemtechnik created a whole se-

ries of programs designed to work with

it-and many were actually written in

GFA BASIC itself. GFA Object, featured

on this issue's START disk, is a good ex-

ample. It not only shows just how cap-

able GFA BASIC is as a language, it also

is a powerful 3-D object creator in its

own right. You can use it to create ob-

jects or images for use in your own GFA

BASIC programs or as macro-data for

use in GFA Draft Plus. As a bonus, you

can use objects created in GFA Object

with GFA Vector, the 3D animation pro-

gram, coming to you soon on your

START disk!

Getting Started

GFA Object is on your START disk in

the file OBJECTARC along with six

module hies. (Modules are basic

shapes -building blocks for more com-

plex objects.) Copy OBJECTARC to a

blank, formatted disk and un-ARC it,

following the disk instructions located

elsewhere in this issue When you

are finished, double-click on the

OBJ._COLR.PRG icon to run the pro-

gram. You will need an ST or Mega sys-

tem with a color monitor to run GFA

Object and must be in medium reso-

lution.

Because it's impossible to reproduce

the entire GFA Object manual in the

pages of START, what follows is a quick

overview with some basic information

and a button-by-button and menu-by-

menu explanation of the programs

functions. However, just as we were able

to do with GFA BASIC 2.0, we have ob-

tained a limited number of copies of the

original 150-page manual. If you would

like to purchase one, see the instruc-

tions at the end of this article.

When GFA Object loads, you will

see the editing screen shown in Figure 1.

This is the screen in which you will

create and edit your objects. The main

window (the Edit Field) shows the

Front View of any object, while the two

small Help Screens to the right show the

Right and Top Views (and are labeled,

appropriately, as "From Right" and

"From Top")- The menu bar at the top

of the screen includes Desk, File, Edit,

Object, Mod+Block and Options head-

ings. Below the two Help Screens are

the Z-scroller, the coordinates box and

the status box.
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GFA Object

Diving In

If you are familiar with CAD-3D and

Cyber Sculpt from Antic Software, you

may be a bit disorientated in the GFA

Object universe at first. In GFA Object,

the Y-axis runs vertically in the front

view, the X-axis horizontally and the

Z-axis represents depth. In the Edit

Field, the origin (0,0 point) in the X and

Y dimensions is in the lower left-hand

comer of the window and the dimen-

sions of the universe are approximately

42,000 units (pixels) in all directions.

question marks will appear in the status

box. You must finish a surface by left-

clicking on the. first point you set. You

may find it difficult to find the precise

location of that first point; if you do,

move the cross-hairs near the point and

then right-dick. The cross-hairs will

move to the closest point; if it's the first

point you set, left-click and you will

complete a surface.

If you Ery out making a few edges,

you will notice in the help screens that

they are all in the same plane, i.e. at the

Desh File Edit" Object HotHBlock Optic Figure 1. GFA
Object's Edit Field,

in which you create

and modify your

objects. All func-

tions are selected

from the extensive

drop-down menus
for easy operation.

When you enter GFA Object, you

will be in Point mode, as indicated in

the status box. In this mode, you can

place paints anywhere in the Edit Field.

To create edges, you will need to select

the Edge mode from the Edit Menu. In

the Edge mode, you can create edges by

first left-clicking once in the Edit Field.

When you do so, you will see a ques-

tion mark appear in the status box. this

indicates that you have not finished an

edge. When you left-click a second time

in the Edit Field, you will see an edge

line appear between the two points. As

long as you are at the same Z-location

as an edge, it will appear as a solid line;

move away from that Z-location and it

will appear as a dotted line.

To create a surface, select Surface

mode from the Edit window and place

up to 20 points in the Edit Field; as

long as you have not finished a face, two

same Z-location. You may use the Z-

scroller to change the Z-location, Click

on the double arrows to change it

rapidly or the single arrows to change it

more gradually. If you want to change

the Z-location quickly to that of one of

the points in the Edit Field, left-click on

the "Z" in the center of the Z-scroller

The cursor will change to an open

cross-hairs. Place the cursor over the

point whose Z-location you wish to use

and left-click. The Z-location will im-

mediately change to that of the point.

Alternatively, you may left-click on

the Z location in the Coordinates box.

The Z-location will disappear and you

may then type in a new Z-location. Fi-

nally, you may use the sliders on either

of the help screens to move the Z-

location roughly To move them, you

must click and hold the left mouse but-

ton on the slider "handle" You can

then drag it in the direction you want,

NOTE: Unlike CAD-3D and Cyber

Sculpt, creating a scries of connected edges

does not create a surface. You must use the

Surface mode to create a surface that will

be shaded in the Display mode.

Coming Up For Air

Take a few minutes to play with the

program. You can create surprisingly

complex objects through the simple

techniques you've already learned. Don't

worry if you make mistakes. You can't

hurt your computer by making a

Frankenstein's monster of a mess in the

Edit Field. When you're done playing,

select New object from the File Menu.

When you click on the Yes box in the

confirming dialog box, all your mess

will be gone.

Let's run down the menus now.

The Desk Menu
• GFA-OBJECT Info-Displays the pro-

gram information and a fascinating

litde drawing routine.

• Desk Accessories-Any desk acces-

sories you have installed can be ac-

cessed from the Desk Menu.

The File Menu

Load Object- Lets you load an object

from saved in GFA Object iormat. A

bit of explanation of the nomencla-

ture is needed here. You will see the

term "module" used in the Menus;

any object can be treated as a mod-

ule and vice versa. Modules are in-

tended to be small "building blocks"

(in CAD-3D, they're called primi-

tives), from which you create more

complex objects. You may load any

of the modules that came on your

START disk directly into the Edit

Field by using the Load Object

option.

• Save Object-Saves your current

object to disk with the filename ex-

tender .OBJ.
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• Load as ASCII-Loads an object from

disk in ASCII file format. The full file

format is explained in Chapter 7.2 of

the GFA Object manual.

• Save as ASCII-Saves your current

object to disk in ASCII file format.

• Load picture— Lets you load a .PI2

DEGAS (or Doodle) format picture

file. You must be in Display Mode

first to see it, however GFA Object

uses the current color palette for any

picture you load. You will need to

have the Control Panel loaded as a

desk accessory to change the palette

to suit the picture you load.

• Save picture-Lets you save the cur-

rent screen as a DEGAS PI2 (or

Doodle) format picture.

• Delete File-Lets you make room on

your disk by deleting a file.

• Drive-Lets you select the current

disk drive that GFA Object will look

to for files.

• Memory- Displays the number of

points, edges and surfaces you have

used, the number still available, the

amount of free memory available and

the amount of free disk space.

• New Object- Clears the Edit Field of

all objects.

Quit-Exits GFA Object.

The Edit Menu

• Edit mode-Selects the Edit Field for

creating and modifying objects. Oc-

casionally, when switching from Dis-

play mode to Edit mode, the large

cross-hairs will "print" on the

screen, creating unwanted lines. Sim-

ply re-select Edit mode and the Edit

Field will be re-drawn and the lines

removed.

Display mode-Selects the Display

screen for displaying objects. See Fig-

ure 2.

Point mode-Selects Point mode for

placing points in the Edit field.

Edge mode-Selects Edge mode for

placing edges in the Edit field.

Polyline mode-Selects Polyline

mode for placing a polyline in the

Edit field. A polyline is a series of up

You can create

surprisingly complex

objects with simple

techniques.

ro 20 points continuously connected

by edges. Remember: a polyline -or

any other edge-does not define a

surface that will appear solid in Dis-

play mode with Hidden line active.

Surface mode-Selects Surface mode

for placing surfaces in the Edit field.

Delete mode -Selects Delete mode to

remove points from the Edit Field.

To remove a point, select Delete

mode and then click in the Yes box

in the confirming dialog box. The

letters "De" will appear in the status

box. Move the cursor near the point

you want to delete (you may have to

move the Z-location so that it is the

same as the point), right-click to

move the cross-hairs onto the point

and then left-click to delete the

point. NOTE: Deleting a point will also

delete all edges connected to it. To exit

Delete mode, re-select it from the

Edit Menu and click in the No box

in the dialog box.

Displace points-Lets you move a

point in any dimension. To displace

a point, select Displace points, then

type in the amount of displacement

you want in the dialog box; pressing

the Return key indicates no change

when you have entered the values,

the dialog box will disappear and the

cursor will change to an open cross-

hairs. Place it near the point you

want to displace and left-click. The

point will be displaced according to

your instructions. You will remain in

Displace point mode until you right-

click to exit.

Point size-Lets you choose the size

of the points already placed in the

Edit Field. Default is 1-by-l pixel,

but you can change this to 3-by-3.

Points added after this change will

appear as small crosses in the Edit

Field.

Blend in numbers-Lets you add in

numbers that identify the point

numbers, the edge numbers or both

to aid you in defining an object. This

is especially useful when defining an

object by entering data manually (see

below).

Smooth out data -Converts all frac-

tional point definition data to integer

data. This will, however, prevent use

of the slow mode of displaying

Hidden-Line objects (see below).

Enter data-Lets you define points,

edges or surfaces by entering numer-

ical location data manually.

Display data-Displays the location

data on the screen for the current

object.

Print data-Prints the location data

on your printer for the current

object.
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GFA Object

The Object Menu
* Rotate object- Lets you enter values

(in degrees) to rotate the object in

the Edit Field.

Displace object-Lets you enter

values (in pixels or the currently

defined unit of measurement) to

move (displace) the entire current

object in the Edit Field.

Change object size-Lets you change

the size of the current object. Values

of less than one reduce the size of

the object in that dimension, while

values of greater than one increase

its size.

Hidden-Line -Lets you select one of

three modes for displaying objects in

the Display screen: No hidden lines,

quick and approximate or slow and

exact.

Central projection-Lets you select

whether to display your object in

parallel projection or with a vanish-

ing point (central projection), to give

a sense of perspective to the obser-

vor. Selecting central projection (and

confirming its choice) actually

changes the shape of the object. If

you don't want to do this perma-

nently, copy the object into the ob-

ject buffer before selecting Central

projection.

Vanishing point- Lets you select a

vanishing point for central projec-

tion. The default is in the center of

the screen and 1,000 pixels deep.

Centre of rotation -Lets you choose

between the default center of rota-

tion (the center of "gravity," or com-

puted center of mass of the object)

and an arbitrary center of rotation

that you can select.

Light source-Lets you choose the lo-

cation of the light source used to

shade objects in the Display screen.

Default is X=l, Y=l, Z=l, placing

the light to the left, below and to the

front of the object. Values of X=-l,

Y=-l, Z=-l places the light to the

right, above and to the rear of the

object.

The Mod + Block Menu
• Load module-Lets you load a mod-

ule (an object) into a special buffer

so that you can use it to create com-

plex objects.

" Show module -Lets you display the

module in the main window to in-

sure that the module is the one you

wan t.

Kotate profile is

like using a lathe to

turn wood or metal.

Merge module-Lets you move the

module into the Edit Field and

merge it with the current object.

Step-by-step instructions will appear

in the upper right-hand comer of the

screen to guide you through this.

Object buffer- Lets you store the

current object in a temporary buffer.

Change over- Lets you swap the con-

tents of the object buffer with the

object in the Edit Field.

Mark block-Just as in word process-

ing, Mark block lets you select all or

a portion of the current object for

later manipulation. Again, step-by-

step instructions will appear in the

upper right-hand corner of the

screen to guide you through this.

• Show block- Once you have marked

a block, it will be shown by heavy,

black points. If you then change the

Z-location, the block will no longer

be shown. Show block restores the

heavy marks so that you can see

what you've marked.

• Block as module-Lets you place a

block in the module buffer, so that

you can "copy" portions of an object

back onto that object repeatedly.

Placing a block in the module buffer

will replace whatever is alrady in the

module buffer.

• Rotate block-Lets you enter rotation

values (in degrees) to rotate a

marked block.

• Displace block-Lets you displace

(move) a marked block, by entering

values (in pixels or the current unit

of measurement).

• Change block size-Lets you change

the size of a marked block, similar to

changing the size of an object.

" Delete block- Lets you delete a

marked block, along with all edges

running to points in the block.

The Options Menu
• Set units of measure -Lets you name

and define an alternate unit of meas-

urement, instead of the pixel used as

a default. The new unit of measure-

ment can be anywhere between 10

and 100 pixels in length.

• Blend in scale -Displays a scale

along the bottom and left edges of

the Edit Field. It is on by default.

• Blend in grid -Toggles a grid on and

off in the Edit Field to aid you in

locating components of an object.

• Help windows-Whenever you make

a change in the object or the Z-
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location of the Edit Field, the Help

windows are redrawn along with the

Edit Field. If you find that the time

that this takes is burdensome, you

may switch off the Help windows by

selecting this option. To restore

them, reselect this option.

Rotate profile-Similar to Spin in

CAD-3D and Cyber Sculpt, this op-

tion lets you define a profile and ro-

tate it around a center axis to create

an object. This operation is like us-

ing a lathe to turn wood or metal. If

you have an object in the Edit Field

with fewer than 50 points, you may

use it as the rotation template. In any

case, creating a rotated object will

replce whatever is in the Edit Field.

Be sure to save or buffer any object

you wish to keep before rotating a

profile. The screen for the Rotate

profile function is self-explanatory;

experiment with this function to get

a feel what it can do. Just remember

that when you are satisfied with the

settings, click on the Rotation-

parameter OK box to reach the Edit

Field for the Rotate profile function

and when you have placed all of

your desired points for the profile,

right-click to create the object.

Translate profile-Similar to the ex-

trude function, this option lets you

"squeeze out" an object, like tooth-

paste from a tube. You define the

shape of the opening of the tube

with 20 or fewer points, tell the pro-

gram how many sections you want

to squeeze out and how far apart

they should be. Operation of the

Translate profile function is quite

similar to that of the Rotate profile

function; switch the various settings

by left-clicking on them and then

click on the Trans late-parameter ok

box to reach the translate profile edit

field. After defining the profile by

left-clicking to set up to 20 points,

right-click to create the object. Again,

this will replace any object in the

Edit Field.

Pic background -In Display mode,

lets you load in a DEGAS ,PI2 (or

Doodle) image to use as a back-

ground for your object. (If you have

selected background in the Hidden-

Line dialog boxes, you won't see your

picture. Be sure that you say "no" to

background if you want to load in a

picture.

GFA-DRAFT plus \.MAC-Lets you

save a two-dimensional projection of

an object as macro-data for use in

Desk hie Edit Ubject Mod+block BUiUMiB
Set unit? of HEJsurs

Rotate profile
Translate profile

PIC background
:

" I'l f. RC " 1 ;;lu: -..Mill

:--ii-iifi-:C \.GET

Printer
'

the GFA Draft Plus CADD program.

• GFA BASIC \.GET- Lets you cut part

of the Display screen and save it as a

GFA BASIC Get file. You can then use

the PUT command to load it into

your program.

• Printer- Lets you choose drivers for

9- or 24-pin printers and print out

an image of the screen.

Extras

We've also included on your START disk

an animator program that does two

things: First, it lets you convert your

GFA Object .OBJ files into .DAT vector

files so that you can load them into GFA

Vector and GFA BASIC as objects. Sec-

ond, it lets you experiment with anima-

tion of any object with fewer than 1,024

points. Now, you can get a feel for how

your object will look in motion.

The Animator program is called

ANIMATOR.PRG; you will also need to

have ANIMATOR.CHN in the same

directory to run Animator These two

files are contained in a separate ARC file

named ANIMATOR.ARC. To use Anima-

tor. un-ARC ANIMATOR.ARC following

the Disk Instructions located elsewhere

in this issue and then double-click

on ANIMATOR.PRG in either medium

(color) or high (monochrome) reso-

lution.

Figure 2. You can

choose a number of

options for the Dis-

play screen. For ex-

ample, you can
choose to hide the

lines ot the back of

an object, set a

vanishing point and
apply perspective

ond define (he loca-

tion of the light

Also, on an upcoming START disk,

we will present a file converter program

to convert GFA Object files to CAD-3D

format and vice-versa. Watch for it!

Finally, we have available a limited

number of the original 150-page

manuals for GFA Object. The price for

the manual is $12.95, plus $3.50 ship-

ping and handling. For VISA and

MasterCard orders, simply call the Disk

Desk toll-free at (800) 234-7001 and

ask for #TH0002 or send your check or

money order in the amount of $16.45

to: GFA Object Book Offer, 544 Second

Street, San Francisco, CA 94107.

Remember, the number of manuals is

limited, so act fast!

If you would like to buy the original GFA

Object manual, see page 54 for details
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NOW! RUN THE MOST POPULAR IBM
PROGRAMS ON YOUR ATARI ST!

"'A Best Buy' I'm impressed"
David H. Ahl, Atari Explorer, Nov-Dec 1987

"If you've got an Atari, you probably need this program."
Jerry Pournell, Byte Magazine, October 1987

"Converting the 1040ST to an MS-DOS machine with pc-ditto

software is a breeze"
John Wolfskill, PC Resource, October 1988

"This is the product we have been looking for."

Donna Wesolowski, ST Informer, August 1987

"This truly incredible software emulator really works."
Mike Gibbons, Current Notes, September 1987

pc-ditto is a software-only utility which taps the power of our Atari ST to imitate an IBM PC XT.

No extra hardware is required (an optional 5.25-inch drive may be required for 5.25-inch disks).

Progams such as Lotus 1-2-3, Framework, Symphony, dBase II, II, III+, Sidekick, Turbo Pascal,

and hundreds more, will work "out-of-the-box".

We also recommend the 5.25-inch IB Drive by IB Computers (503-297-8425), and
Drive Master, the floppy drive switchbox, by Practical Solutions, (602-884-9612).

pc-ditto features include:

All ST models supported (520, 1040, & Mega)

up to 703K usable memory (1040 & Mega)

not copy-protected ~ installable on hard disk

imitates IBM monochrome and IBM color graphics adapters

access to hard disk, if hard disk used

optionally boots DOS from hard disk

parallel and serial ports fully supported

supports 3.5-inch 720K format and 360K single-sided formats

supports optional 5.25-inch 40-track drives

System requirements:

• IBM PC-DOS or Compaq MS-DOS version 3.2

or above recommended

optional 5.25-inch drive is required to use

5.25-inch disks

• 3.5-inch 720K DOS disks require a double-sided

drive (Atari SF314 or equivalent)

See pc-ditto today at an Atari dealer near you

or write for free information.

$89.95

pc-ditto
Avant-Garde Systems
381 Pablo Point Drive

Jacksonville, FL 32225
(904) 221-2904

CIRCLE 003 ON READER SERVICE CARD

¥es. Please send me more information!

Avant-Garde Systems, 381 Pablo Point

Jacksonville, Florida 32225

K'ame

Address

City _st_ _Zip_
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Using True BASIC:

Subroutines, Functions,

Modules

Convert numbers from any base to

any other. This program, with

sample source code in ASCII

format, is in BASCNVRT.ARC on
your START disk.

In the February 1989 issue of START we

introduced a continuing series on True

BASIC. This issue, take a look at how

True BASICs subroutines, functions and

modules are structured. If you own True

BASIC, brush up on these concepts and

follow along with the sample program

on disk. If you're just curious about

True BASIC, read on to see if this full-

powered, interpreted language will meet

your needs.

We All Live in a Yellow Subroutine

In True BASIC the definition of a

subroutine starts with the keyword Sub

and ends with End Sub.

Sub Name(Parml, Parm2,. . . )

Body of Subroutine

End Sub

A subroutine is invoked by the

statement

Call Name(Valuel, Value2,. . .)

where Name is the name of the subrou-

tine and Valuel, Value2,. . . correspond

to Parml, Parm2,. . . respectively. For

example, Parml in the subroutine has as

BY DELMAR SEARLS

its initial value Valuel from the Call

statement.

The purpose of a subroutine is to ex-

ecute a group of commands. The pri-

mary purpose of a function, on the

other hand, is to return a single result.

The definition of a function begins with

Def and ends with End Def.

Def Name(Parml, Parm2,. . . )

Body of Function

Let Name = Result

End Def

Somewhere within the definition,

Name must be assigned a value. In the

example, the assignment came at the

end of the function. While this is often

the case, the assignment can be made

anywhere within the function.

A function is used just as if it were a

variable name.

Let X = 3 * Cuberoot(A)

Print Average(Numlist)

In the first example Cuberoot is a

function with one numeric parameter

In the second, Average has an array pa-

rameter and returns the average of the

numbers in the list. This value will be

printed on the display device.

Parameters and Arguments

In the definitions above, Parml,

Parm2,. . , are parameters. Valuel,

Value2,. . . are values (variables, cons-

tants or expressions) and are called ar-

guments. When a subroutine or function

is used, Parml takes on Valuel, Parm2

takes on Value2 and so on. The

parameters and arguments must agree

in number and each pair (e.g. Parml

and Valuel) must be of the same type

(either numeric or string).

The arguments of a function are

passed by value. The value of each argu-

ment is passed to the function and co-

pied into a temporary storage location

(corresponding to the name of the pa-

rameter). If a parameter is altered, it does

not affect the actual argument since only

the copy was altered.

However, the arguments of a subrou-

tine are passed by reference. The ad-

dress of the argument is passed to the

subroutine. If the argument name is X

and the parameter name is Num, both

X and Num identify the same storage lo-

cation in memory. Consequently if Num
is altered within the subroutine, the

value of X is also altered because they

both refer to the same location.

Passing by reference is limited to

variable arguments. If the argument of a

subroutine is a constant or an expres-
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sion, then a temporary storage location

is created and its address passed to the

subroutine. True BASIC can be tricked

into passing even a variable argument

by value rather than reference.

Call Do_it(A, B)

This statement invokes the subrou-

tine Do_it and passes the addresses of

variables A and B.

Call Do_it(A, (B))

This statement invokes the same

subroutine and passes the address of A.

However, because the variable B is in

parentheses True BASIC thinks it is

evaluating an expression. Consequently

a temporary storage location is created

and the value of B is placed in it. The

address of this temporary location is

passed to the subroutine. Thus any

changes made to the corresponding pa-

rameter in the subroutine will not affect

the value of B, only the value in the

temporary location.

One final observation needs to be

noted. Arrays can only passed by refer-

ence to subroutines since there are no

array expressions in True BASIC. Pass-

ing arrays to functions is time-

consuming because a local copy of the

entire array must be made each time the

function is invoked.

Internal Versus External

An internal function or subroutine is

one which appears before the End

statement in a True BASIC program. All

of the variables in an internal program

unit are global. For example suppose

that the variable Index is used in the

main program and in an internal

subroutine. They would both refer to

the same memory location. Any change

to Index m the subroutine would

change the value of Index in the main

program as well. (Note that we are not

talking about parameters here, just

about variables that are used in a

subroutine or function.)

An external function or subroutine

follows the End statement. All variables

used in external program units are local.

That is, they are known only within the

unit. Suppose Index is used in the main

program and in an external function.

They refer to two different memoiy lo-

cations. When the function is invoked a

temporary storage location is created

and identified by Index. Any use of In-

dex in the function refers to that tem-

porary location. When the function ter-

minates, this temporary location is

released. References to Index in the

main program will refer to the storage

location created by the main program

itself.

The definition of

a subroutine starts

with the keyword

Sub and ends with

End Sub.

Generally spHLkk-t external subrou

tines and functions are preferred to in-

ternal ones. The main reason is that the

variables in external units are local.

Many a programmer has wasted hours

searching for the cause of a program er-

ror only to discover that a variable

identifier (in a global environment) was

inadvertently used for two different

purposes.

True BASIC Modules

A True BASIC module is a collection of

external subroutines and functions hav-

ing two distinct properties. First, the

subroutines and functions can share

data (including arrays) that are stored

independently of the main program and

that cannot even be accessed by the

main program directly. The only access

allowed by the main program is through

the subroutines and functions in the

module

Normally, external functions and

subroutines allocate space for local stor-

age when invoked and release the stor-

age when they are done. In a module,

however, data storage (for shared data)

is permanently allocated.

Furthermore you can specify which

subroutines and functions in a module

can be accessed from outside and

which cannot. Those declared to be pri-

vate can only be accessed by subrou-

tines and functions within the module

itself. Thus the programmer is able to

limit access to the module to only a

limited number of subroutines and

functions.

Consider a program that maintains

its own data stack. In BASIC the stack

would normally be implemented as an

array. Subroutines to Push values onto

the stack or Pull values from the stack

would either have to be internal (access-

ing the stack as a global variable) or ex-

ternal (passing the stack as an argu-

ment). Using internal program units to

access the stack requires additional care

in choosing the names of variables

since all the variables would be global.

Incorporating the stack (and the rou-

tines that directly manipulate it) within

a module allows us the best of both

worlds. We can use external subrou-

tines, with their local variables, to ac-

cess the stack without passing the stack

as a parameter. We can hide the details

of the stack and worry only about the

logical operations Push and Pull. The

details are handled by the module, in-

advertent changes to the stack are all

but impossible. Finally, once a module

is written, it can be freely incorporated

into any program needing its services

with a minimum of effort.

Base Conversion

The program BASCNVRTTRU illustrates

the use of subroutines, functions and

modules in True BASIC Copy

BASCNVRTARC and ARCX.TTP onto a

blank, formatted disk and un-ARC the

file, following the Disk Instructions else-
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where in this issue. BASCNVRT is ex-

tensively documented so I won't go into

details here. It allows you to convert

numbers in any base (2 to 16) to any

other base. You can execute the runtime

version, BASCNVRT.PRG, from the

Desktop even if you don't own True

BASIC.

Watch this column For more on True

BASIC. Next up: Using True BASIC to

write great, portable graphics

programs.

Delmar Searls is the author ofGrapher

in the Fall 1987 issue ofSTART and See

Sorts in the Deceinber 1988 issue of

START.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

True BASIC language sys-

tem and runtime package,

$99.95. True BASIC Inc.,

45 Theodore Fremd Avenue,

Rye, NY 10580,(800)872-
2742; technical support;

1603) 298-5655.

True BASIC Libraries:

Making Your Life Easier

External subroutines and modules

are efficient because once written

they can be used in any program.

The True BASIC people know that,

so they made available a collection of

libraries. Many of the subroutines in

these libraries are external; others

combine to make up modules, but

they all save you time.

DATEL 800-782-9110
COMPUTERS

CUST SERV/TECH

702-454-7700

'ORDERS ONLY MON-SAT 8AM-6PM (PST) TU-SA 10AM-6PM

CALL US FOR LOWEST PRICES ON OTHER SOFTWARE i HARDWARE

ST DEEP SCAN BURST
NIBBLER- ONLY $49.99
Copy entire disk - even highly protected
programs in under 60 seconds!!

"Works with one drive or two "Multiple
copy option allows many backups from one
original 'Copy 1 or 2 sides up to 85 tracks

and 1 1 sectors "Works on 520 or 1 024 ST-
color or mono "Special format parameters
for non standard formats "Unique "INFO
ANALYSER" displays vital disc parameters
including sector distribution, dispersion,

interleave, etc *Easy to use Icon driven
program takes the mystery out of Disc
back up.

3.5" EXTERNAL 1 MEG
DRIVE -ONLY $179.99

"Slimline extra low profile unit - only 6" long

"Top quality drive mechanism "Fully com-
patible - 1 meg unformatted capacity "Can

be formatted to

I 85 tracks and
I I 1 sectors
"Complete with

I power supply
I and connecting
I cable - No more
| to buy

GENISCAN ST - only$324.99
'An easy to handle Handy Scanner teaiuring 105 mm
scanning width 8 400dpi resolution enables you lo

reproduce graphics S text on your computer screen
'Adjustable swilches tor brightness & contrast "Cut &
pasl9 editing of images "Save images as Degas, Neo, etc

PRO SAMPLE STUDIO - $109.99

'Sequencer (or playback via keyboard
npling
rMIDI

ST SUPER TOOLKIT -

ONLY 24.99 (mono monitor only)

"A powerful package of utilities for all ST
models.

"Read up to 85 tracks and 255 sectors!
'Find/Replace function will scan for value
and replace it automatically "Info mode
displays vital disc information "3 different

editor modes-Drive, Disk or File "Direct

select function for Bootsector, Directory
sector 'Fully Menu/Icon driven HEX/ACSII
edit modes - directly on the disk "Unique 2

disk compare function - scans both disks

and reports on differences. .perfect for the

disk hacker! "Full printer support

1 MEG INTERNAL DRIVE
UPGRADE - ONLY $1 29.99

'Replace internal 500K drive with a full 1

Meg unit 'Top quality drive Easily fitted

"Full instructions 'Direct plug in replace-
1 ment 'No spe-
I c i al skills
|
needed "Minor
modification to

enclosure is re-

. quired "Rem-
ber, quality is

most important

VIDEO DIGITISER- ONLY $139.99
'On-board 32k ot RAM allows real-time frame grabbing
'Capture pictures into detlned wlndow'Multl-window
display 'Accepts Input from camera or VCR 'Cut and
paste ediiing facility 'Up lo 10 screens can be stored al

one lime for animation, etc.

EPROM BOARD - ONLY $24.99
'Complete Eprom Board 8 case 'Accepts up to 4
27256 Eproms 'Mapped inlo the cartridge are
Attractively styled case 'High grade PCS ' 64K or 1 2(

TRACKMASTER - ONLY $ 59.99
'A rrsusl for the disk hacker 'Plugs into disk drive port of

Ihe ST -Displays track numbei
Status as the head moves along uiu uisk i wu-uryn
displays up to B5 tracks 'Works on int. or est. drives

ST TIMEKEEPER - ONLY $49.99
"Simple plug-In battery-backed calendar clock cariridge

and read/write "Fits Inlo cartridge port "On-board clock chip "Lithium
battery backed lasts up to 5 years'Aulomatically adjusts
tor leap year etc 'Exact time, date available on power up.

REPLACEMENT MOUSE - ONLY $44.99 FULLY COMPATIBLE

CALL US FOR THE BEST PRICES ON ALL YOUR SOFTWARE/HARDWARE NEEDS

DATEL COMPUTERS 'add!
MSB E. TROPICANA #67 ppo 'aP
LAS VEGAS, NV 89121 orders ad

hipping/ Handling in rhu

: f.7 i'lC- PR. VI. AK.HI,
lili- Caiuda / Mex: C.O.D.

CIRCLE 012 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Here is a list of the libraries available,

for $69.95 each, from True BASIC.

Advanced String Library

3-D Graphics Library

Business Graphics Library

Developer's toolkit

Mathematician's toolkit

Scientific Graphics Toolkit

Sotting and Searching Library

Reader Service Is Back!

If you are interested in receiving on the enclosed Reader Service

more information about a product Card, complete the rest of the card

you see mentioned in a START arti- and drop it in the mailbox. The

cle or advertised in START, it's easy advertisers will send the informa-

to do. tion you want directly to you.

Simply circle the number listed It's that easy!
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Software Discounters
of America c._ : „,„

USA/Canada Orders—1-800-225-7638

PA Orders—1-800-223-7784

Customer Service 412-361-5291

• Free shipping on orders

over $100 in continental USA
• No Surcharge for VISA/MasterCard

• Your Card is not charged until we ship

ORDER LINE HOURS: Mon.-Thurs. 9:00 AM-9:00 PM Fri. 9:00 AM-7:00 PM Sat. 10:00 AM-4:00 PM Easte

Can one Hack writer,

two Yale co-eds & a

stale loaf of french

bread save the world

from a galactic

conspiracy?

P.O. BOX 111327— DEPT. ST—BLAWNOX, PA 15238

please Read The Following Ordering Ter

& Company rhetks. allow J weeks dear,

orders. Canada & Puerto Rico-add S7.50 <

lurchasctl within bO days iron S.D.ol

>e repined with the same mcrchandi
iroduct purchased & r<

Your Order: Order- with cashiers dli

U.S.A.-Orders under $100 add S3; li

"1 all orders. Surry, no oilier In tenia! id rial or lie;- ,n i tpled! PA residents add 6

AM-iJOHM l-.isliTM lime. Kt AMISS IOH CAM INC, 1 l .Si OMER SERVICE—
is dcietlive. please rail for a return authorization nuiuhei. We will not pro.

nly. Other returns subjert lo a 20% rcsloi kirn; < li.iri'c: inei i,ll day-, from \

ilacturer. Customer servile will not accept trilled r,ills or calls on S.D.

:e shipping on orders over SI (HI. Ak. II!. li'O, Al'O-add $5 on all

, sales tax on (lie 1ot.il amount oi order iiHlodini; shipping charges.
12-361-5291 tllSlalus of order or hack order {2)ii any merchandise
ess a return without a return aulh. «! defective merchandise will

lur purchase dale, please refer to the warranty in.. hided with the

2 ON READER SERVICE CARD



CALAMUS
Powerful Desktop Publishing Software from ISD

BY DANIEL FRUCHEY

Figure /. Calamus
features a unique

nested icon menu
structure (on the

left) and an Intuitive

design that makes
its power a pleasure

to use. While the

screen fonts are not

perfect, Calamus'
use of vector fonts

akes lase

ispandc
output

In the desktop publishing world, two

products have traditionally lead the

pack: Aldus Pagemaker and Ventura

Publisher. These programs have main-

tained a stranglehold on the publishing

market that, up to now, has seemed in-

violate. Things are about to change.

ISD Marketing has released Calamus,

a versatile program that redefines the

desktop publishing metaphor It is a

serious contender that could bring new

attention to "Power Without The Price"

publishing on Atari computers. The

user's manual describes Calamus as a

"third -generation DTP program that has

pushed development significantly for-

ward." By any standard it is a revolu-

tionary new product that could pro-

foundly change the publishing market.

I first saw Calamus in September,

1988 at the Seybold Desktop Publishing

Exposition in Santa Clara, California.

No Atari developer made a bigger im-

pression there than ISD Marketing. Na-

than Potechin, president of ISD, spent

the Expo surrounded by enthusiastic

customers and envious developers as

they watched him put Calamus through

its paces.

The expressions on the faces of

those who viewed Calamus varied from

sheer delight to jealous surprise. Macin-

tosh and IBM users alike, intent on

ridiculing Atari publishing, retreated

from the attack to injured defense of

their favorite publishing software. One

gentleman who spent a great deal of

rime attempting to find fault with Cala-

mus finally commented, "1 always knew

that Atari IdevelopersI would get it to-

gether someday and produce a decent

product."

Background and System Requirements

Calamus is the latest software coup ex-

ecuted by ISD Marketing. The Canadian

firm has also marketed other well-

known ST and Mega products including

DynaCadd, VIP Professional and

Masterplan. ISD obtained the English

language rights for Calamus from Ditek

International, a German software com-

pany. ISD completely revised the man-

ual for Calamus and will soon be offer-

ing a wide range of new fonts. (Editor's

note: See the announcement in News,

Notes and Quotes in the April, 1989 issue

ofSTART.)

Calamus is an advanced publishing

tool that uses all the speed and flexibil-

ity yourST/Mega can muster. Though

ISD recommends you use the program

with a Mega 4 and an Atari SLM804 la-

ser printer, the minimum system re-

quirements are a monochrome monitor,

one megabyte of RAM, a double-sided

disk drive and a dot matrix printer-

well within almost everyone's reach.
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General Description

The Calamus package includes the

manual and two disks. The well-written

manual is spiral-bound and was actu-

ally created with Calamus. It includes

tutorials on program use and detailed

information on desktop publishing. The

disks contain the program, help and re-

source files, 12 fonts, utilities and sam-

ple files.

Calamus utilizes actual WYSIWYG
screen output. The familiar mouse, win-

dows and drop-down menus used by

GEM are all available. But additionally,

there are icon-oriented menus below

the menu bar and to the side of the

editing window These menus allow ac-

cess to many layers of powerful options

and also provide information on actions

within the editing window,

Calamus can be divided into four

basic modes which I will cover in-

dividually: Page Setup, Frames, Text and

Graphics. The integrated format of the

program allows many of these functions

to overlap to make operation more ver-

satile.

Page Setup

The Page Setup menu lets you create,

copy, edit, insert, delete and save lay-

outs, pages and documents. Eight

predefined page sizes are available and

special page sizes can be defined. Pages

can be created in portrait or landscape

orientation.

You can create documents from

scratch or use page layouts automati-

cally stripped from previous docu-

ments. Any number of pages can be in-

serted anywhere in a document with or

without predefined layouts. Pages can

be moved or deleted without disrupting

the continuity of a document. There is

no traditional "master page" option

available, but changes in the format on

one page can be transmitted to all the

other pages automatically.

Calamus
PRINTER TEST

IftrfinafeMr- ATARI SLM804 in 300 dpi

This text is

printed in 20 point

font size.

This text

is printed

in 45

point font

size.

Rgu
doa .nt-the

the screen in Figure

1—was printed with

a Mega ST4 on an
Atari SLM804 Laser

Printer. This is on
excellent desktop

publishing set-up,

combining good
quality, reasonable

cost and high-speed

output.

Frames

Frames are used to enclose each com-

ponent placed on a page. Whether it's a

stretch of text or a simple graphic, a

placement frame surrounds every ob-

ject. Markers surround objects so that

they can be moved, stretched, resized or

proportioned. Each frame is identified

by an icon in its upper left-hand corner

that indicates whether the frame should

contain text, rotated text, indexes,

headers, footers, lines, boxes, raster

graphics or vector graphics.

Once a frame is defined, you can fill

it with text or graphics that have been

created with Calamus or imported from

a word processor or graphics program.

The ability to manipulate the contents

of these frames varies according to their

contents.

Calamus can group frames so that

they will retain their relationship to one

another when moved. Frames can be

locked to a particular size or location,

layered, copied or optimized for screen

and printer use. Frames can also be

saved separately from pages so that

their contents can be used or edited

later This allows creation of a frame

"clip art" library.

Frames are especially powerful for

manipulating text. Frame functions are

used to map text routes when graphics,

text columns and additional pages are

encountered. Text flow (referred to as

piping) can be adjusted automatically to

indicate the direction text should flow.

Commands are available that lock text

to a page and keep it from being pulled

into previous pages when changes are

made. Pages and frames can be added to

or deleted from a layout without break-

ing text chains. And text can be flowed

across graphics and to either or both

sides of them.

Alignment tools including grids,

rulers and guidelines are accessed via

the frames menu. You can adjust these

placement aids freely to any size or

measurement system, and frames can

be snapped to the grids and guidelines.
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Figure 3. Calamus'

printer controls are

both precise and
controllable. This is

the print screen with

the Atari Laser print-

er driver loaded.

The program is de-

signed to monitor

printer status and
will report any

printer malfunctions

in alert boxes, as

Instead of cut-and-paste options, Cala-

mus contains Jive clipboards for storing

frames and groups of frames.

Text

Calamus includes an integrated text edi-

tor that will import text in ASCII, 1st

Word/lst Word Plus, Word Writer and

Microsoft Write formats. An updated

version soon will allow importation of

WordPerfect files.

The text editor actually acts more

like a word processor. It has functions

to insert chapter and page numbers,

dates and times directly into your docu-

ment. The editor also includes an edita-

ble dictionary that allows the insertion

of discretionary hyphens in blocks of

text. Reference marks can be placed in

the text to access other pages or chap-

ters in a document. Text can be moved

or copied the clipboards and recalled

whenever necessary.

You can add an endless number of

rulers to documents to adjust margins,

indentation, tabulation, line spacing

(leading), paragraph spacing, kerning

and text formatting (flushed left/right,

justified or centered).

Some ot these options will not be

visible until text is placed in a frame in

the editing window. Once text is placed

in a frame, you can recall it to the editor

for additional spell-checking or editing.

Text can be saved in ASCII, Calamus

frame or page-layout formats.

Text can be outlined, shadowed, un-

derlined, super/subscript or any combi-

nation of these features. Calamus pro-

vides separate fonts for italic and bold

characters and it uses versatile vector

fonts for both screen and printer out-

put. The fonts that appear on screen are

the same ones used for printing. Vector

fonts consume less memory and over-

come the size limitations imposed by

bit-mapped (GDOS) fonts. Text is end-

lessly resizable from 1 to 999 points in

1/10-point increments.

The text menu includes a series of

powerful, user-definable macros that

speed up page editing considerably. You

can save virtually any command or se-

ries of commands as a macro and save

or recall any number of macros as

needed.

Graphics

The current version of Calamus cannot

create vector or raster graphics, but it

can import graphics from most formats

including DEGAS, DEGAS Elite, IMG,

GFA block, IFF, STAD and GEM. Addi-

tional import formats are in the works

and pictures can also be scanned

directly into Calamus from several

different scanners.

Calamus will create lines using many

patterns and any user-defined point

size. You can change the lines to arcs

and right angles or adjust them at will.

You can also select a wide variety of

predefined frames and fill them with

many different patterns. Frames and

lines can be shadowed in any direction,

made transparent or opaque, color

separated, etc.

Additional Options

The visible area in the editing window

is user-definable You can view a full

page or any percentage of the page you

wish, allowing an endless variety of

zoom levels for detail work.

Calamus will save backup copies of

your files automatically, show statistics

and remember up to 11 different paths

for saving resource files, fonts, text,

documents and graphics.

Printing

Calamus has a quick and versatile print

option. Many printer drivers are in-

cluded and the program makes full use

of printer options. You can select the

appropriate resolution setting, paper

feed method (tray, cassette, form feed or I

gilding

Figure 4.

seem like

lily, but Calamus
even has built-in

facilities for control-

within the program.
If you're in the mid-

dle of laying out a

document and need
to scan in a

graphic, you don't

have to exit

Calamus-an
extremely nice

professional touch.
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Review Calami is

single sheet) and output port (Parallel,

Serial or DMA). You can also choose the

number of pages to print as well as che

scaling for a document (Calamus acts

like a reducing and enlarging device,

too!). Finally, you can indicate the sort-

ing order of pages and whether they

should be mirrored or inverted; you can

even select the density of pixels using a

raster function.

Tests for this review were performed

using an Atari SLM804 laser printer.

Calamus prints as fast as GDOS pro-

grams with an average print speed of 30

to 45 seconds. The fonts are cached in

available RAM until they are ready for

use-

Calamus will even let 1040ST users

access the laser printer using a print-to-

disk option. A creative print utility

directs all system memory toward print-

ing a 300 dpi page with only one mega-

byte of RAM available!

Calamus vs.

Pagemaker and Ventura Publisher

How does Calamus stack up to the "big

guns" on other computers? Option for

option, Calamus is comparable to, or

surpasses, the desktop publishing com-

petition.

Pagemaker can't rotate text or group

frames and has no clipboards available

for moving objects. Ventura Publisher

lacks versatility in font sizing and con-

sumes more RAM and disk space in

fonts alone than the entire Calamus

program. Ventura's screen output lacks

detail, screen refreshes are slow and

only three zoom levels are available.

Both Pagemaker and Ventura Pub-

lisher print much more slowly than

Calamus (at 30 minutes a page, we

nearly gave up). They are more expen-

sive and bound by some of the basic

GEM rules that Calamus circumvents.

Wrap-Up

Without a doubt, Calamus is the most

daring entry into the desktop publish-

ing market in years. It's a powerful pro-

gram that incorporates all the best fea-

tures of existing publishing products

into a fast, easy-to-use product. ISD

Marketing is committed to the Atari

market and to support of this program.

They have already fixed every bug I en-

countered in testing the program and

additional options are planned for fu-

ture releases.

Dan Fruchey, formally the desktop

publishing columnist for ST Applica-

tions, works as a paramedic in Santa

Rosa, California and runs a small clip-

art business on the side.
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Calamus, $299.95. ISD

Marketing, Inc., 2651 John

Street, Unit #3, Markham,
Ontario, Canada L3R 2W5,
(416) 479-1990.
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Starglider II S 32.95

;r"C" 5149.96

5 37.95

Typhon Thompson $ 25.95

Scruples $ 29.95

First Word Plus 5 74.95

LB. Golf Double Pak S 18.95

Road Runnei $ 37.95

P.C. Board Designer $1 35.00

Test Drive $ 27.00

Cyber Studio W/Cad 3D $ 60.00

Copy II ST S 26.00

d'sTale S 32.00

lite $ 32.00

Marble Madness

Zanv Golf

Chessmaster 2000
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing S 35.

Advanced Dungeon fi Dragon;;- Hcimns ol the LanceS 29.

Phantasie 1 . 2 or 3 each $ 25.

Questron II S 32.

5 25.

Police Quest

Certificate Maker .

Flight Simulator II

Dark Castle

WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF SOFTWARE & ACCESSORIES - CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES

.hi:..,-, 70.30/60 Meg. Driv

ACCESSORIES
. . . .CALL ZTimrj (520 STI

CALL Z-Tima (520 STFM/1040 ST)

. .
. CALL ST Series Mouse

520 ST Power Supply

. .S 99.00 EpyxBQQ XJ Joystick 515.

Handle Joysii

4.00 Wico I'tl-

r; brtJO SlIC loysticl

. . S22.

Order Line

1-800-282-0333

DUST COVERS
520 ST Computer
520 STFM/1040 ST Computer

. .

SF 354/314 Disk Drive

SC 1224 Monitor .
. .

SM 124 fvlonil

: 10120 P
10" Printers

RIBBONS
SMM8Q4
Slar SG10X. SG-10
Slar NXiiML'NP-10

Star NX-1000. NX-100R
Slar NX 100 Rainbow 14-Color'

Nee 8023. C-ITOH8510
Epson MX/RXffX-70. 80, 85 .

Epson EXSOOnOOO, LG 2500

10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday

11 S. Wright Avenue, Fairborn, OH 46324

tomer Sei
& Ohio Residents

1-513-879-9699

iADER SERVICE CARD
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Break On Through

to the Other Side

BY JIM PIERSON-PERRY

Default configura-

tion for Gen Patch

ST showing instru-

ments It can access

directly. Additional

ones can be created

easily for any MIDI
equipment.

You might have thought Christmas was

in December, but musicians know it

really comes one month later with the

winter NAMM (National Association of

Music Merchants) trade show. Although

most companies are saving their new

product releases [or NAMM, there are a

couple of new goodies to tell you about.

Look to next month's issue of START for

an in-depth report on the NAMM show

by our frequent MIDI contributor Jan

Paul Moorhead.

This month we will take a look at

MIDI files, what they are and why you

would want to use them. The newly en-

dorsed standard MIDI file format may

be the needed Rosetta stone to allow

programs from different developers to

work on or with the same music files.

Imagine laying down some tracks with

your sequencer, then sending the file

around the world to collaborators-who

use different sequencing programs and

even different computers'

Update on Updates

What better way to start the new year

than by upgrading your workhorse soft-

ware? New versions of SST Super

Sequencer (version 2.0) and Superscore

(version 1.3) have been released by

Sonus. Hybrid Arts is also in the spirit

with new versions oi their MIDItrack

sequencer programs, now including

MIDI file compatibility, and ADAP I ver-

sion 1.3.

The Copyist scoring software from

Dr T now comes in three flavors. The

new version (1.6, now shipping) is

available in entry level, standard and

advanced models: Copyist Level I, II, 111.

A menu bar has been added for access-

ing program commands. All three ver-

sions can run under Dr. T's proprietary

multi-program environment (MFE),

sharing data with the Keyboard Con-

trolled Sequencer and other compatible

programs. The Level III version can ex-

port scores in several formats suitable

for desktop publishing applications

(such as EPS, TIFF) and comes with the

Sonata font for Postscript: output. Sam-

plemaker, the sample synthesis and

editing program also from Dr T, now

supports the Ensoniq EPS.

Bank Deposits

A librarian program is one of the un-

sung heroes of the MIDI age. Unlike its

more flashy siblings, like sequencers or

patch editors, the librarian is a fairly

passive beast. It takes in whatever MIDI

data you feed it (patch banks, sample

dumps, sysex info, etc.) and spits it

back on demand. Typically, a single

librarian file can hold all the data to

configure your entire MIDI setup at

once.
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Sample score from

Copyist Level III

showing the variety

of print options

available from the

GenPatch ST from Hybrid Arts has

long dominated the ST librarian pro-

gram niche. It comes ready to use for a

host of different MIDI equipment; and

can be programmed to handle those not

already covered. Numerous configura-

tion and synthesizer patch data files in

GenPatch ST format can be found on

MIDI bulletin boards that attest to its

popularity.

Two new programs that may change

the ST librarian balance of power are

Omni-Banker ST from Paradigm Soft-

ware Products and Super Librarian from

Pixel Publishing. Both of these can work

as desk accessories and come ready to

handle almost all common MIDI instru-

ments and effects devices (expandable

to add new ones). Showing faith in its

ability to meet your needs, Omni-

Banker ST even comes with a 30-day

money-back guarantee on direct orders.

New on the Block

Passport will port Encore, their Macin-

tosh scoring program, to the ST. Fully

compatible with their Master Tracks se-

quencers, Encore can also read standard

MIDI files, accept live MIDI input or

work from the mouse in step-time. Dr. T

has added two more patch editors to

the extensive Caged Artist line These

new ones are for the Yamaha DX7II

(and compatibles) and Korg Ml

Those looking for something a bit

different should check out Laurie Spie-

gel's Music Mouse. This program turns

the mouse controller into a real-time

performing music instrument. Offered

by Aesthetic Engineering, this port of

the popular Macintosh program offers a

number of enhancements over the origi-

nal version.

Making Use of MIDI Files

Back in the old days (last year), picking

a sequencer program was a bit like get-

M1DI files came about as a way to

bridge these chasms between users and

between programs. They are largely the

brain child of Dave Oppenheim from

Opcode Systems, a major Macintosh

MIDI software developer. He proposed a

standardized format for storing se-

quencer music data that could be

shared between programs across all

computers. The preliminary standard

was put forward in 1986 and, slowly

but surely, picked up by other de-

velopers. The finalized version was

adopted last June by the MIDI Manufac-

turers Association and became part of

the standard MIDI specification.

The standard MIDI file format pro-

vides for three levels of complexity.

Type is the simplest and has all MIDI

data contained as a single linear track.

Type 1 files allow for multiple linear

tracks while type 2 files can handle

multiple tracks of multiple independent

sequences (patterns). Depending on

Super Librarian

from Pixel Publish-

ing can work as a

desk accessory and

handle almost all

common MIDI in-

struments and ef-

fects devices (ex-

pandable to add

ting married. You tried to find the one

program offering most of the features

you needed and learned to overlook (or

work around) its flaws. If you were

really lucky, there were compatible pro-

grams available to take care of addi-

tional functions like scoring, algorithmic

composing or librarian functions. Musi-

cians were divided into camps, sepa-

rated by both the computer and the

software they chose.

their sophistication, not all sequencers

will recognize all the information con-

tained in the MIDI files. Virtually every

major ST sequencer and composing

program can recognize type MIDI

files, either directly or through a conver-

sion utility. Hybrid Arts sequencers are

the only holdouts at present; however,

new, compatible versions should be

available by the time you read this.

A MIDI file is made up of data
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chunks. There are two types of chunks:

header and track. Header chunks define

the file type (0, 1 or 2), number of

tracks in the file and the time base.

Actual sequencer data are represented

in track chunks through three types of

activities: normal MIDf events, sysex

events and a new entity, meta-events.

MIDI events operate at the note level

(note on, change program, etc.), sysex

events are for the instrument level (load

a patch file, change internal settings,

etc.) and meta-events are for the appli-

cation program level (time signature, key

signature, lyrics, etc.).

What can we do with MIDI files? For

starters, you can exchange music files

using your sequencer on an ST with

someone across the country who uses a

different sequencer on a Macintosh,

Amiga or IBM. You are no longer tied to

software from only one developer If you

love your sequencer but covet a scoring

program from a different company, fill

your needs with MIDI files! Better yet,

be a MIDI connoisseur and use the best

parts from several different programs.

Lay down some starting tracks with a

sequencer. Feed them into an algorith-

mic composing program and take the

combined output into another se-

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

quencer that has advanced editing

capabilities. Finally, send the whole

shebang into a primo scoring program

to document your masterpiece.

Well, okay, maybe you can't blithely

run hither and yon among all programs

yet but the pieces are falling into place.

By way of real-world testing, I success-

fully created a drum part with Music-

Soft's MIDI Drummer in MIDI file for-

mat and imported it into Dr. T's

Keyboard Controlled Sequencer and

The Copyist. Worked like a charm.

Just as MIDI redefined our approach

to musical instruments, MIDI files will

offer new ways to work with software

tools. For those interested, copies of

the MIDI file format (along with the

detailed MIDI specification itself) are

available from the International MIDI

Association.

START Contributing Editor Jim Pierson-

Perry is a research chemist and semi-

professional musician who lives in

Elkton, Maryland.

Have any questions, comments or

new product information? Drop Jim

a line care of START, or through

electronic mail: PIERSONPERRY on
PAN, REMO on GEnie or

73617,1300 on CompuServe.

Music Mouse, $79
Aesthetic Engineering, 175

Duane Street, New York, NY
10013-3309.

(IRCIE 15! ON READER SERVICE CARD

Copyist I, $V9
;
Copyist

II, $249; Copyist III, $399;

Keyboard Controlled
Sequencer version 1.6,

$249; Samplemaker,
$299. Dr. T's Music Soft-

ware, 220 Boylston Street,

Suite 306, Chestnut Hill, MA
02167,(617)244-6954.
CIRCLE 153 OK READER SERVICE CARD

ADAP I version 1.3,

$1,995, GenPatch ST,

Sl49
;
SynchtrackST,

$375; SMPTE Track ST,

$575. Hybrid Arts, Inc.,

11920 West Olympic Blvd.,

Los Angeles, CA 90064,
(213)826-3777.

CIRCIE154 ON HEADER SERVICE CARD

International MIDI As-
sociation, 5316 West 57th

Street, Los Angeles, CA
90056, [213)649-6464,
CIRCLE IS5 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MIDI Drummer, $99 .95.

MusicSoft, 1560 Meadow-
brook, Altadena, CA 91001,

(818) 794-4098.

Omni-Banker ST, $95.

Paradigm Software Products,

1369 Concord Place, Suite

3-B, Kalamazoo, Ml 49009,
(616) 372-5972, extension

752.

CIRCLE 157 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Encore, $495 (Macintosh);

Master Tracks Jr.,

$129.95; MasterTracks Pro

version 2.0, $349.95; Pass-

port Designs, Inc., 625
Miramonfes Street, Half

Moon Boy, CA 94019, (415)

726-0280.

CIRCLE tSEJ ON READER SERVICE CARD

Super Librarian version

2, $149. Pixel Publishing,

1573 Eglinton Avenue West,

Toronto, Ontario M6E 2G9,
Canada, (416) 785-3036.
CIRCLE 159 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SST Sequencer version

2.0, $149.50; Superstore
version 1.3, $299. Sonus
Corp., 21430 Strathern

Street, Suite H, Canoga
Park, CA 91304, (818)

702-0992.

CIRCLE 160 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ADVERTISEMENT

-^« Scenery Disk # 9 Update - Chicago

has never looked this good before! Ves, the city is

included with f-Tght Simulator I. Hut the Scenery

Disk #9 version of Chicago, Illinois is greatly

improved over that earlier rendition, with many

writs

iftion halls, interstate:

freeways, boulevards, stadiums, waterways and

other visual cues. Meigs Field, O'Hare International,

and Midway airpo:'. :unway B now feature threshold

riiiirkiruj:-;. f:xed d- stance riarkir'(-,s. and touchdown

tone markers \o f-'AA speci'icatiur's

The Gateway

skyline :h.s

Mississippi Riv-

Mis-

through the Quad Cities to south of Dyersburg,

Tennessee. St. Louis Lambert is just one of over a

coteri airports eqj ppL'd with the V sua! Approach

Slope Indioa'o:- i V".SI) andi'iy I rjht system You'll

[ealiy appreciate '.his feature if you've ever had

trouble landing with Flight Simulator.

Lunken are two of the over one hundred airports

•hat support irstrumrrt jpproac-es of one kind or

another. All radio nav-aid transmitters (ILS, VOR,

MDB| are thoroughly flight tested for accuracy. In

total. Scenery Disk #9 covers more than three

hundred thousand squae miles of the m.dwestem

Clnited States with enough nav-aids, flying

challenges and scenery surprises to keep you

exploring for a long time.

Top Selling Scenery Disks This Month:

1. "Western European Tour" Scenery Disk

2.San Francisco Scenery Disk

3. Scenery Disk # 3 - U.S. South Pacific

4. Scenery Disk # 1 - (J.S. Eastern Seaboard

5. Scenery Disk # 4 - U.S. North West

eyour o pure i- Suhl OGIC products,

y charge card at (800]

call (217) 359-8482.

SubLOGIC Corporation

501 Kenyon Road

Champaign, IL 61820

CIRCLE 045 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Atari Goes to College

BY MARD NAMAN
START CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

A typical work station in the Cogswell College Music

Engineering Technology tab.

A Four-Year Degree-In MIDI
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Cogswell College's innovative Music Engi-

neering Technology program has drawn stu-

dents from all over the world. Here, junior

student Johann Kristjonnson assists at the

Open House.

Eric Peterson speaks with the

enthusiasm and conviction of

a true believer "1 know the

market is ready for a MIDI

College," he says. "Electronic musical

instruments did S300 million in sales

last year. Who's going to fix that stuff?

Who's going to write software for it?

Who's going to provide technical

support?"

If Peterson has his way, the answer to

all of the above questions will be the

graduates of the West Coast's first four-

year degree program in Music Engineer-

ing Technology. The program is being

offered by Cogswell College in Cuper-

tino, California, and Peterson is the

director

To help get this pioneering program

off the ground, Atari has donated 10 STs

for use in the college's MIDI lab. Stu-

dents will leam exclusively on the

STs-which, of course, is the way it

should be, because there is no finer

computer for making music. MIDI pros

like Peterson are unreserved in their

praise "I'm an enthusiastic promoter of

those things I think are the best in the

world, so my attitude toward Atari is

one of extreme enthusiasm," he says.

"My allegiance is wholehearted. I use it

professionally; I use it here at the

school. I vastly prefer Atari for music

over Macintosh -it eats Mac alive. And

Atari software is written right.

"

Future career opportunities will be

Lookingfor a new career? Are you a com-

puter nut who likes music? Or a music nut

who likes computers? Now there's a college

program that's perfectfor you. Cogswell

College in Cupertino, California is offering

the West Coast'sfirstfour-year degree pro-

gram in Music Engineering Technology—
and the computer of choice is the Atari ST.

If you're interested

in MIDI, music or

STs, then Cogswell

College in Cuper-

tino, Californio is

the place to be.

Harold Johnson,

ior at Cogswell in

the Music Engineer-

ing Technology

Program.

plentiful for MIDI-literate people. They

will be doing everything trom music

sales to software design to hardware

technical support. They will hold jobs

ranging from recording studio engineers

to customer service representatives,

from service technicians to music com-

posers, from MIDI systems design con-

sultants to rock stars. And Atari is there

on the ground floor to help train them.

It's Happening Now

What's surprising is how fast this is

happening. "A few years ago it would

have been unimaginable that enough

people would have entered the field of

high-tech music to open a college," says

Peterson. "Today it seems like a logical

extension." Indeed.

As affordable MIDI instruments have

exploded on the scene in the last two

years, the one missing element has been

a systematic approach to teaching all

there is to know. Until now, people have

been forced to leam in a hit-or-miss

fashion. However, by combining exper-

tise in music technology, computer

engineering and electronics, the Cog-

swell program plans to give students the

skills to not only function, but thrive in

the music and computer industries. Per-

haps the need for this school is best ex-

pressed by Dave Kusek, president of

Passport Designs. "I wish there'd been a
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College

program like this years ago," he says.

"We sure would have had an easier time

staffing our company." But the price for

this training will not be cheap. Tuition

for full-time students will be $3,000 per

semester.

To introduce the program last

November, the College held an open

house and invited many representatives

from the electronic music Industry, In

addition to Atari, representatives from

Yamaha Pro, Passport Designs, E-mu

and DigiDesign demonstrated the latest

hardware and software products.

At the open house, two things were

immediately obvious. First, it's a hands-

sequencers from E-mu (the Emax) and

Casio (the FZ-1). There are only 10 stu-

dents so far and Peterson is the only in-

structor. With 10 MIDI stations in their

current lab, each student basically has

his or her own equipment to use at all

times. "I'd like to see up to 20 students

this year," says Peterson. "One to a sta-

tion is great, but 1 know it can work

with two." The plan is to expand the

program over the next two or three

years to a maximum of 185 students.

They would then have 10 lab rooms

and eight full-time instructors. "It's am-

bitious," says Peterson, "but I'm con-

vinced that the market is there"

Ted Bahos of Digidesign (for right) demonstrates the latest MIDI software to Tom Bunkei

of Kurzweil Music Systems and Mord Naman, START Contributing Editor.

on, very practical program with a lab

component to every class. "We make

engineers," says Peterson. "We don't

have a football team. We don't have a

TV station. This is all we do: create

technical engineers with practical skills

for the job market. It's like the Japanese

style of instruction, which generates

practical technology more than research

and development. In reality, that's what

we need in this country. Japan's got 400

engineers per 10,000 people. We've got

70. Our goal here is to close the gap."

Secondly, the program is very small

now, though it may grow rapidly. In ad-

dition to the STs, the lab has benefited

from the donation of great samplers and

Cogswell is over 100 years old and

already offers degrees in computer

science, electronics and mechanical

engineering. Their track record in these

fields is very good indeed: according to

Peterson, 95 percent ot Cogswell's

graduates are working in their field after

four months.

The music technology program does

not have to be a four-year commitment.

The school offers a one-year certificate

program. In both cases, students can ei-

ther go two days a week, or if they have

a day job, three nights a week.

The first semester alone gives stu-

dents a solid grounding in MIDI. It in-

cludes four courses, starting with MIDI

Fundamentals, which teaches MIDI

vocabulary and practical application of

MIDI theory, including systems dia-

grams. Next comes Sound Analysis and

Design, which covers how to program

synthesizers and develop samples on

samplers. Students edit sound libraries,

learn analog and digital synthesizer pro-

gramming and explore sound creation

and alteration. Music Technology exa-

mines the historical impact of technol-

ogy on music style and performance

and looks at basic audio recording prin-

ciples and techniques. Music Skills

teaches musicanship, keyboard and ear

training proficiency. As Peterson says,

"An engineer with a pack of pens needs

to know the difference between Bach

and rock. He needs to be able to create

stuff on his own."

The second semester is equally am-

bitious. Students learn system design,

time code compatibility and sound ac-

companiment for video and audio post-

production. They learn digital signal

processing in multi-track recording,

software-assisted recording technique,

automated mixing and applied sound

design for MIDI composition and song

production.

If it sounds very technical, that's be-

cause it is. "In one year, every student

should be a MIDI monster, because he's

working six hours a day- two classes,

each with two hours of guided lab work

and one hour lectures," says Peterson,

"At the end of the second semester,

we're going to have industry people

come in and look into the crystal ball

for us. Each student will walk out of

here with his feet on the ground. He'll

be equipped to go into the field and

start working. A retail store or studio

will jump to hire someone like this be-

cause he'll be qualified."

This Side of the Screen

If the first year teaches what Peterson

likes to call "this side of the screen,"

years two and three take students deep

inside the machines. He says, "We're go-
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ing to catch up on DC and AC circuits,

structural programming, microcomputer

programming, digital principles. It's all

way inside the screen. These lectures

will have the same content as normal

computer classes, but when we get to

the lab, students will build a musical

device Instead of building a generic

modem, they'll build a MIDI interface.

After four years, a guy could tear the

board apart, do digital repair or any

kind of troubleshooting." In the fourth

year, says Peterson, "We'll have agree-

ments with recording studios so that we

can send students out and offer credit

for field work."

Class Schedules

The school's curriculum was carefully

developed with the help of an advisor)'

board made up of respected electronic

music industry leaders. They include

Scott Wedge, president of E-mu Sys-

tems, Dave Kusek, president of Passport

Designs, Peter Gotcher, president of

DigiDesign and Dominic Milano, editor

of Keyboard Magazine.

At the open house, advisory board

members made themselves available to

answer prospective students' questions.

DigiDesign showed off its hot new No-

tator sequencing program that runs on

the Atari 1040ST and can do everything

in real time. Passport Designs demon-

strated its Master Tracks Pro sequencing

program and E-mu put its excellent

Etnax sampler through its paces. Back

in the MIDI lab, five students made mu-

sic and talked with prospective

students.

The first few students might be a

microcosm of the range of people

potentially interested in this program.

There's a guy who works in the com-

puter industry but wants to get specific

music skills. There's a professional mu-

sician who has some free morning time

and wants to learn MIDI. Another stu-

dent is from Iceland and is studying to

be an engineer and another, Robert

Lewis, is an aspiring record producer

Before coming to Cogswell, Lewis had

enrolled in a recording studio program

in San Francisco, but found it lacking.

"It just scratched the surface," says

Lewis. "I wanted to get much more in

depth than that."

"This is exactly what I want to do,"

he says. "I love electronics, computers

and music and this program is the per-

fect blend of all three for me- When I

get out, my options will be unlimited."

Lewis says the program so far has

been "really hard core. You really have

to want to do it. A year ago I would have

said, 'What do 1 need this stuff for?'

Now I know what I didn't know, and

that makes me want to learn more. I

want to get inside the machine."

Music Redefined

Outside the lab, advisory board mem-

ber Scott Wedge talked about the need

for MIDI education for musicians. "The

entire process of making music is being

totally redefined," he says. "We're now

dealing with instruments that are com-

pletely orchestral in capabilities. Where

does a musician learn how to play an

orchestra? Until now, the answer has

been word of mouth, or they asked a

buddy or they went to a store and the

store didn't know. It's time for this

school."

Wedge says that while MIDI instru-

ments make life easier for musicians in

some ways, in other ways they make life

more challenging. Says Wedge, "Now,

not only does the musician simply play

the piano, but since he can play piano

and drums and strings at the same time,

how does he make it sound good? He

can be the composer, arranger, orches-

trator and conductor all in one. So we

have basic courses in how to use these

tools to make interesting music."

"Digital sampling allows these instru-

ments to duplicate musical sounds ex-

actly. It's completely natural and possi-

ble to work in any musical medium. I

don't mean to say it replaces the sym-

phony orchestra at all, because musi-

cianship and keyboardship are precious

art forms and it would kill me to see

them hurt. But for a composition stu-

dent, sitting down with a sequencing

program and a sampler, it's like being

the orchestra. It's the way all the musi-

cal scores are done for movies, TV,

records and commercials. It's just the

way music is being made now-with

MIDI studios, often never going to paper

at all. Yet we still need the classical

knowledge of how to arrange instru-

ments. What is music? What sounds

good and what doesn't? We have to

bridge that gap. With this program 1

think we can do just that."

"These instruments have only been

available at affordable prices for two

years," adds Wedge "Traditional music

programs are totally unequipped to

really teach electronic music technology.

Most schools are still in the stone ages.

They don't have a MIDI lab; they don't

have personal computer labs; their in-

structors don't have a place to go to

learn this material; they can't introduce

these tools to their students because

their instructors don't know about it.

They only know traditional composi-

tional tools."

So Wedge's goal is not only to teach

students but to teach teachers. "I hope

to see teachers enrolling here-piano

teachers, instructors at music schools-

because that's when we'll really get the

By creating this ambitious program

that serves the serious musician, the

engineer and the teacher alike, Cogswell

has gone a long way toward establishing

educational standards for the new and

rapidly growing field of MIDI music. "I

want the industry to see that we're

leaders," says Peterson. "What we're do-

ing here can be used as a model for

other schools that will open. We're pi-

oneering a model so people will say,

'They're doing it right at Cogswell"'

Mard Naman is a freelance magazine

and television writer and a Contributing

Editor ofSTART.
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Start Recording Music

ForA Song!

MasterTracksJr. 1" For the Mac, Atari ST,

IBM PC and Apple IIGS

[fyou've got the desire to play, record or compose music—
but fear the start-up costs will break the bank— take note.

With Master TracksJr., an affordable, easy-to-use software

sequencer, you can record and edil your music at home.

Justhook up aMO* keyboardtoyourcomputerandyou're
ready to go. When you play a song, Master Tracks Jr.

will record your performance and display it on the screen.

Now, you're ready to create virtually endless variations

ofyour song.

A Personal Recording Studio

Because Master Tracks Jr. combines professional record-

ing features with easy operation, you're free to experiment

and increase the complexity of your music. 64 -track

recording lets you record live, or enter songs note by note

in step time. The transport controls work like a tape recorder.

You can move through the song and record or play from any

point, or punch-in to correct mistakes. Master Tracks Jr.

also gives you independent track looping — and much more!

Unique Graphic Display for Easy Editing
The Song Editor graphically displays your music

and lets you "build" songs. With editing commands
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including cut, paste, mix
and copy, you can visually

edit the song and remove
or insert time. The con-

ductor track lets you change

meter and tempos. Addi-

tional features make it easy

to change key, m.\l\

expression or correct playing errors.

Passport to the Future
Master Tracksjr. is compatible with an integrated series

of products including Encore™ which prints your song

files in standard music notation. When you're ready for

more sequencing power and features, upgrade Master

Tracksjr. to Master Tracks Pro™ Because Master Tracksjr.

and Pro are MIDI file compatible, you can easily transfer

all your sequences from one music program to another.

See Your Local Dealer. Or Call For Our Free Catalog!

PASSPORT
(415)726-0280 625 MiramontesSL.Half Moon Bay, California 94019
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brings you two grtat add-ons for yourST

Standalone or RS232 FAX mid 200 dpi SCANNER I

7Hs Com&'rid.g. zSS

e Included with It

jortnblc notebook

programs of your ow..! i'lmluclmimha CM-
mm 4 32V cjtra RAM. $599 + 5 & H. TMa
ur ST. nnd for £G0 you can hook il righl up to

-100. Z-

Hie TEFAX by TECO.
A lightweight multi-

function FAX machine
that also will SCAN
images into your ST
for use with art

and desktop publishing
programs, or as fax
From or to your ST.

$1295 + S & H

To order call STPlus
(800)759-1110

We have all ST
products at 30% off
software, and 20% off

hardware. Join our
Game of the Month
Club for $10 & save
extra 5% off the
hottest new game.
Win $100 credit if you
are a 1000th buyer.
WE DO HAVE IT ALL!

/en has an EPR0M slot for putting

1-.S& H.CM-lOI.Z-ttBwfth 32k

ox for use Wit«l you're nwoy from
CIRCLE 046 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BRAID 5TDRIT)
HARD DISK SYJTEmS

' 30 or 60 megabyte hard disk

' 5.25" 360k PC type or
' 3.5" 720k floppy disk

' Real time clock
' 1200 or 2400 bps modem
' Monitor A/B switch

4 AC outlets in back
' AC control in front

' Surge protector

* Cooling fan

Cables included k
' Software included I

14" multisync monllor runs all resolutions $575.00

30 megabyte hard disk plus 5.25" or 3.5" [loppy disk JB45.00

60 megabyte hard dis:<. c'js 5 25 di 3 5" lonpy disk S1 145.00

2420 bps Internal modem - $1B5.M

second internal (loppy - includes A'

VOID PRODUCTIONS
11400 Center Road, Hayden Lake, IDAHO 83835

208} 772-0537
VISA/MASTERCARD ORDERS WELCOME
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NeoDesk
The Desktop Alternative

New Version 2.00!!
The Powerful Desktop Alternative for

all Atari ST Personal Computers!!
Features Include:

High-Speed File S Disk Operations Editable Icons (Icon Editor Included)

20-30% Faster • Install Application that Works Replace Desktop with any

Picture • Batch File Support Improved Disk Formatting New flubberband Box

Support tor Owners of Color & Monochrome Monitors • Takes Up as Utile as

24K of HAM Auto-Execute any Program and/or Batch File • Editable 20

Character Volume Name (Displayed at the Bottom of all Windows) Separate

Hard Disk, Floppy, HamDisk, Batch File, and Printer Icons Support (or Future

ROM Releases • Replacement Control Panel with Corner Clock, Screen Saver,

and Blitter Control Keyboard Reset from Inside any Program Printer Queue (Up

to 10 files at Once) Complete Illustrated Manual • Keyboard Equivalents for Most

Commands • File Templates • Environmental Variables Place Icons on Desktop

For Only = $49.95

Gx-xtonxf Software

CIRCLE 015 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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When it comes to publishing on the ST, no one does it

Better than Fleet Street and YOU!
Your wait for a full featured bug-free Desk

Top Publishing program ended when you

discovered Fleet Street Publisher 2.0. Now
your publications can have the extraordinary

impact that only a Professional Desk Top Pub-

lishing program can give them.

You can begin creating impressive newslet-

ters, advertisements, business reports, bulletins

immediaily with the most advanced DeskTop
Publishing program available for the Atari ST.

Fleet Street Publisher 2.0 has the features you

want at a price you won't believe (Read about

MichTron's Special Introductory Offer be-

low!!}.

Fleet Street Publisher 2.0 allows such ad-

vanced text features as the ability to type di-

rectly onto the page, or to load text from any

ASCII word-processing file. This includes files

created on IBMs and compatibles. Word proc-

essing control codes can be stripped out auto-

matically.

Automatic Hyphenation (by algorithm),

paragraph and columnjustification, text kerning,

variable selectable leading, and proportional

spacing make text manipulation a breeze. There

is also a search and replace feature. Adding to

your layout potential are line and box drawing

tools that aliow multiple line weights and shades.

You can evencombine these with variable back-

ground tones and shadings.

You may utilize the included typefaces in

varying sizes from4 to 21 6 points with 1 Meg of

memory. The package includes a complete li-

brary of ready-to-use images, or you can easily

import graphic screens and scanned images

from other software products. There is also a

Pixel Editor forcreating, adapting, and/or touch-

ing-up existing art work. A number of printer

drivers from postscript to dot matrix printers

provide excellent final copies of your finished

work.

Now MiciiTron makes an extraordinary

offer. We know that many of you have already

purchased DeskTop Publishing programs; we

also know that you deserve and want tire besi

available. So, until March 3 1,1989, ifyou send

us the Copyright page from any Desk Top Pub-

lishing program manual, we will send a copy of

Fleet Street Publisher 2.0 for only $50.00, a

$149.95 value for only $50.00. Don't wait,

order your copy today!

Michlrori
S7;\S.Te! r;:r.jr h, 1',,-ni i,n:. M! 4Kni

Orderi and Information (311) 334-S70C
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A DIFFERENT KIND OF DEAL
Aussie Joker Poker's $100,000 Contest

REVIEWED BY GREGG
START ASSISTANT

P E A R L M A N

EDITOR

Try implementing

your own rules with

Aussie Joker Poker,

such as "must hit on
two pair and must

stay on three of

a kind."

Australia's Joker Software certainly takes

its games seriously. They're offering a

$200,000 contest and all you have to do

is play Aussie Joker Poker, enter the

contest and be one of the 20 finalists.

When the smoke clears, you'll be $1,000

to $100,000 richer Don't forget, however;

that final entries must be received by April

30, 1989.

Aussie Joker Poker is the first game

ever released in six computer formats

at once It resembles casino poker

machines, but plays more like blackjack

than poker because you can continually

hit (draw cards) to improve your hand.

In fact, if you hit, you must improve

your hand-if not, you go bust.

Gameplay

In Aussie Joker Poker you can limit the

deck size so that the lowest card can be

anywhere from two to 10. You receive

1,000 points for a pair, 2,000 for two

pair and so on-and nothing if you

bust- Each player can play up to 99

hands, and you can impose some fun

variations of your own. You can set bets

ranging from a penny to $9,999.99 per

hand and the game keeps track of win-

ners and losers.

Look and Feel

Aussie Joker Poker is potentially addic-

tive, but the sound effects and flickering

cursor arrow might work your nerves

after a while, and you can't exit a game

in progress without turning off your

computer.

At this writing, the game still has one

or two bugs, but I'm confident that by

the time you read this. Joker Software

will have eliminated them. Also, despite

what the package says, Aussie Joker

Poker works on color monitors only

Wrap-Up

Overall, Aussie Joker Poker is a fun

example ol its genre. While it can be

played by up to 90 people at once, the

truth is that Joker Poker works better as

a game for one or a few players. It's hard

to imagine a room full of people -say, at

a party-gathering around the monitor

and jostling for position, to play a

single-computer, multi-player game. But

if you like computer card games with a

difference and want to try to win the

big jackpot, look for Aussie Joker

Poker.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Aussie Joker Poker,
$49.95. Joker Software In-

ternational, P.O. Box 22380,
Gilroy, CA 95021-2380,

(8001 24-JOKER.
CIRCIE 175 ON READER SERVICE [ARD
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ProCopy »£g
You can't backup your software
because copy protection locks

you out. ProCopy is the key!

Protects against the accidental loss of

expensive software

Works with all Atari STs

Copies both S/S & D/S disks

Use with 1 or 2 disk drives

Not copy protected
FREE shipping and handling

TOLL-FREE telephone number
Updates are only S12 with return

Orders shipped same day
Disk analyze function included

Dealer
Inquiries
Welcome

and C.O.D.
orders 5 34-95

Call (800) 843-1223
Send check lor S34.95 (overseas add S2.00 for air moil) to

PROCO PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 665. CHEPACHET, RHODE ISLAND 02814 USA

(401) 568-8459

Available the moving finger co.
Internationally Building 2

in Europe . Shamrock Quay

and
Australasia

Southampton, SOI-1QL
England

Tel 0703-227274

TECH-SOFT
COMPUTER WHOLESALE

|
324 Stirling Highway

Claremont
Western Australio 6010|

Tel. 09-385-188:
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GOT A MERCEDES THAT WON'T TURN LEFT?

. .. or a great database with a killer limitation or bug? Now there's an 8-BIT

irogram that works, and does all those things required in a small
-ANTIC Awards 'E

Turbobase. $179.

"IBM power without the price . . . I really can't think ol any leature associated with

running a business that has been lett out-except for the huge prices charged tor

comparable software on MS-DOS computers. " -ANTIC, Dec. '87

"... the most time consuming review I have ever done, due to the number of fea-

tures. . .Turbobase finally gives what 8-bit owners have been clamoring for foryears;

true, powerful business software ...set up a fully capable business system for less

than $1,000 . .
. customer support is superb . . .

Practicality-excellent. Documenta-
tion-excellent.

"
-COMPUTER SHOPPER, Aug. 67

Why settle (or mere IBM performance when you can get that on an 8-bit with

Turbobase? Designed by the author of Turbobase to maximize ST database
performance, we present . .

.

Ultrabase. ST a
The ultimate in power/flexibility without learning a programming language!

Requires B:W moniior— lull use of the superior definition ol U'u B W screen provides lea-

lures no! available with c^ = wsiwo .::<[ :;-.. -.'ar/high-res illustrations make cam-
:>!p* nr.T.aiseasyl

Preset integrated app Icalfons lor -naihrg G. °S AM AP'statements COGE ;agingesti-
maling/order enlfyUPS I (bins coer m; .nvenlo'y vaiualions/WIPSchedulingteachers
grades ws.d.'palient reg si -'i*imi MtfM MMMM j'.'Oib. Review'modify these with over-

— :—

,

s /any n ihR' faros Siand.irfl BTS mil iters from other programs 'remole
stalioni

This *ie simplesl progra
!h complete busme
is than 100 pages.

iBlroi

(407) 857-6014

MICROMISER SOFTWARE, 1635-A HOLDEN AVE., ORLANDO, FL 32809

*«
>$^ VDOS ProQueue™

The Wave Of The Future is

Here Today!

Now ATARI ST owners can experience the

ultimate personal computer POWER environment! If

a Fantastic Software Librarian that is bundled with

over 50 Disk Operating System Utilities all in one
package interests you, Read On! You can own this

innovative software product and a I 70+ page vinyl

bound owner's manual for the amazing introductory

price of only $69.95 plus $2.00 shipping in the U.S.

and Canada; shipping is $7.50 elsewhere. Virginia

Residents please add 4.5% Sales Tax.

A dual drive 520ST, single drive Mega or

I040ST, or any ST model with a hard disk is

recommended. ProQueue only requires 42K RAM in

optimal configurations. Please let us send you an

informative FREE Brochure about ProQueue Today!

At Marathon Computer Press We Go The Distance!

Marathon Computer Press

P.O. Box 68503
Virginia Beach, Virginia 23455-9433

CIRCLE 035 ON READER SERVICE CARD

An Illustrated Text Adventure

for the

Atari ST $49.95
J3.00 Shipping & Handling

SAS SOFTWARE
1 495 Monterey Boulevard
San Francisco, CA 94127

(415) 665-6566
ON READER SERVICE CARD
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VARIATIONS ON A THEME
Algorithmic Composing With Tunesmith

BY JIM PIERSON-PERRY

A number of MIDI software programs

have been designed as replacements for

musical equipment or standard opera-

tions. Some classic examples are se-

quencers, patch editors, echo effects

and scoring programs. The end result

could be achieved by hand if needed;

the computer acts mainly to improve

ease of use for the operation rather than

contributing to the musical process.

An altogether different situation oc-

curs when software approaches are

used to produce music or effects that

could not be done in any other way.

Synthesizing sounds from first princi-

ples, remapping MIDI note and con-

troller information in real time and edit-

ing sequencer data to create special

effects are all instances where the com-

puter is an integral part of the creative

process.

Algorithmic composing is one of the

best examples of using computers in a

musically creative setting. The basic

idea involves constructing musical parts

according to a set of predefined rules

(even picking random pitches still

counts as a rule). The algorithms can

apply to the actual note selection, music

performance or both. The idea is not

new to the computer age; selecting

notes with respect to star charts was

THEME ! MRZHTIIII PflRWETERS
Hkrobeat < 6> First Hotc

There Length < 3Z> Pitch Loop
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Best Probability < a> Low Hoto
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Variant < 1> Haxinun Leat

Haxinun Repeats <
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working screen.

Parameters that

control the theme
and variation

generation are at

the top. The actual

theme selector box

is mid screen on the

right. Accompani-

ment generator

parameters for the

six output voices

are at the screen

bottom.

one ofJohn Cage's approaches. Even

Mozart wrote a series of short sketches

where the order of performance was de-

termined in real time by rolling dice.

The Ghost in the Machine

Enter Tunesmith, a second-generation

algorithmic composing program, devel-

oped by jim Johnson, that can assist

with both music creation and perfor-

mance. The original version was part of

the Algorithmic Composer program

from Dr. T's for the Commodore 64.

This program took on legendary

proportions alter being endorsed en-

thusiastically by synthesistjan Hammer,

who bought a C64 system just to run

the Algorithmic Composer as a front

end to his $80,000-plus Fairlight Series

III sampler/sequencer.

As good as its predecessor was,

Tunesmith surpasses it by both extend-

ing the original concepts and adding

numerous new features. In its current

format, Tunesmith can generate musical

themes and derive accompaniments or

variations based on your own music or

as a performing instrument of sorts.

Even better, it can run as a part of Dr.

T's multi-program environment (MPE)

and seamlessly trade musical parts back

and forth with the Keyboard Controlled

Sequencer (KCS). I've come to feel quite

at home having my ghostly collaborator

kick in some ideas when my own muse

deserts me.
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Review Variations

As is typical for a Dr T program,

Tunesmith uses key disk copy protec-

tion. It can be backed up or installed on

a hard drive but you must insert the

master disk in drive A during the initial

load. A real pain, however, is that it

locks out your computer if it detects any

desk accessories (other than the Con-

trol Panel), memory resident programs

or RAM disks. This means that you

must reboot twice: once to restore the

ST and turn off (or delete) the offending

programs and a second time to actually

load Tunesmith. Standard GEM is

bypassed for proprietary screen and

mouse routines that run very quickly.

Several help screens can be accessed

through the Help button, even while the

program is pumping out music. The

manual is in the new Dr. T format:

readable print, clear writing, plenty of

illustrations and an index. Good job!

Structured Programming

The core idea of Tunesmith is to gener-

ate a single monophonic phrase of mu-

sic (theme) based on user-specified

parameters and develop it, with five

derived accompaniment parts, into six-

part output music. Along the way, you

can control virtually every aspect of the

composing and performance processes,

either as preprogrammed control se-

quences or in real time. Many changes

are made with the mouse by clicking on

some of the myriad onscreen buttons.

Other controls come in from the ST

keyboard, or optionally via MIDI key-

board input. Provision is made for

receiving control MIDI input on a sepa-

rate channel from that used to play

along with the program.

There are five main components in

the music generation process: theme

generation, theme/variation selection,

accompaniment generation, tonality

controls and performance controls. A

separate module, the arranger, can act as

a general overseer and control the other

modules through a command sequence.

An initially confusing aspect is that

the composing algorithms do not

directly generate customary note data.

All pitches selected are with respect to a

generalized seven-note scale. The actual

conversion to real MIDI note data

comes when the pitches are processed

through the tonality controls.

A Winning Theme

Themes are created with respect to a set

of parameters that put boundaries on

rhythm and pitch data. Examples of

these include the note range, number of

notes to generate, maximum distance

between consecutive notes, base timing

interval and probability of drawing a

rest. The user also selects which of six

algorithms to use for composing the

theme's rhythmic backbone. Descrip-

I've come to feel

quite at home

having my ghostly

collaborator kick in

some ideas when my

own muse

deserts me.

tions of these algorithms are given to

aid your choice. A variation is a spinoff

from a theme, based on one each from

four rhythm and four pitch variation al-

gorithms.

At any time, Tunesmith can supply

five themes with three variations of

each. These are indexed in the selector

box as TA (Theme A), VB2 (Variation 2

of Theme B), etc., and chosen by click-

ing on the name. Themes and variations

are computed on the fly, when selected

for the first time, from the current pa-

rameter values. Clicking on a name with

the right mouse button erases any exist-

ing phrase and generates a new theme

or variation in its place. Parameter

changes only take effect when a new

theme or variation is selected and do

not affect music in progress. Current

parameter settings may be memorized

as a preset. Up to 26 presets may be

kept in memory and recalled at any

time with a click of the mouse— that's

right, also in real time. Presets may be

saved or loaded as independent disk

files.

One Gets You Five

The accompaniment generator section

of the program takes the current theme

and comes up with five accompanying

voices. This works with respect to a set

of accompaniment parameters, analo-

gous to the theme parameters for theme

generation. Unlike their theme counter-

parts, accompaniment parameter

changes take effect immediately Each

voice has an independent set of

parameters to specify the rhythm and

harmony algorithms used to create it.

The entire parameter set may be stored

to one of 26 accompaniment presets

and recalled at any time. These presets

can be saved or loaded as disk files.

Twelve rhythm and 16 harmony

algorithms are available. Harmony al-

gorithms are subdivided into 11 for mu-

sical voices (e.g.: synths, samplers) and

five for drum parts. Each algorithm is

described along with a music transcrip-

tion example in the manual. Some of

the more interesting harmony styles are

contrary motion, parallel movement

and different types of arpeggiation. In-

dividual voice rhythms can be further

modulated with a divide parameter that

specifies what fraction of notes are to

be played. On the harmony side, each

voice can be independently transposed

up or down.

Drums are handled somewhat differ-

ently, as drum sounds are locked into

specific MIDI note assignments. Their

voice parts need to be kept stable with



respect to final MIDI note output while

other standard synth parts are free to

transpose and modulate up and down

the keyboards. This is done by drawing

drum notes from a set of drum tables

that can be tailored for each user's drum

machine or equivalent. Once set up,

these tables can be saved and loaded as

disk files.

Performance Controls

These settings add in various MIDI con-

trol information to the six output

voices: MIDI channel, program number,

octave, velocity, mute/unmute, articula-

tion algorithm and delay time. Actually,

these are considered by Tunesmith to

be part of the accompaniment

parameters and are saved, loaded and

changed like the others. I found it con-

ceptually easier to separate them out

from the program actions that create the

additional voices.

Tunesmith handles velocity in a

limited fashion. Notes can be at a base

EDIT SCALES

EE
- D - E - F - B - 58- b

-

CB DO ED F! GO 5»D BO Scale Key I

CI Dl El F 1 5 1 081 B 1

C 2 D2 E2 FZ CI GHZ B I Hatie HrnnkHajt-
E 3 D 3 E 3 F 3 G 3 683 B 3

C 4 1 E 4 F 4 G 4 GS4 B 4 SELECT SCALE
C5 D 5 E 5 F 5 G S GB5 B 5

C fi E E 6 F 6 G t G86 BE COPY OCIfiUE

C 7 D 7 F 7 F 7 5 7 GB7 7

C B 18 E B F B 5 B GH8 OB COPY SCALE

:>: « < * > » K OK CANCEL LOUD SflUE

Typical dialog box

for editing one of

the 46 available

scales used by

Tunesmith to con-

vert internal note

representations to

actual output MIDI
data. Each scale

holds 10 octaves of

seven pitches eoch.

The example shown

is for the default

scale.

velocity or have an accent velocity value

added or subtracted from the base

value. The theme generator determines

which of the three velocity levels a note

will have. While individual voices can

be changed separately, the ST keypad

cursor arrows act as master controls for

all voices and do real-time fade-in and

fade-out effects. Taking the idea an extra

step, particular voices can be exempted

from the master fader controls. There

are lots of possibilities here.

The articulation algorithms, eight of

them, determine individual note lengths

(e.g.: staccato, legato and all in between).

Individual voices can be turned on or

off by muting or soloing them. A MIDI

channel reassign map can be activated

from the main program menu that

reroutes the MIDI channel number

shown in the accompaniment parame-

ter box to any desired destination chan-

J*] True Stereo/3D Sound n j^
Not a Stereo Simulator!

(Atari has 3 channels of sound already locked up inside your ST.)

• crystal clear, full range output

• compatible with all ST's and ST software

• fantastic in stereo or use all 3 channels
for a new sound dimension

• easy, solderless internal installation

$59»s
plus shipping

and handling

CIRCLE 033 ON RfcADER SERVICE CARD
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nel. This is useful if you change your

MIDI configuration and don't want to

edit all the accompaniment presets to

reflect the changes-a very thoughtful

feature.

Setting the Tone

And now for the musical nuts and bolts,

how does Tunesmith translate its insu-

lated mathematical perambulations into

actual notes? The answer is through the

tonality controls: scale, mode, key and

octave. Each of these controls can be

changed while Tunesmith is playing or

programmed to change at specific times

with the arranger module.

A scale is a series of 70 defined

pitches (or, more properly, pitch inter-

vals) running the gauntlet from the bot-

tom to the top of a keyboard. More

specifically, these pitches are broken

into 10 octaves, each with seven

pitches. Tunesmith can draw on any of

46 scales and comes with 38

predefined that represent all possible

normal scales. These start with familiar

classics like the major and minor, then

lead off into the unknown. Some seem

to have a certain ethnic tinge associated

with them and are correspondingly

named-Oriental, Persian, etc. For the

experimentally inclined, all 46 of the

scales can be changed at will and saved.

Mode refers to which of the seven

possible notes in an octave that the

scale should start from. Within a given

scale, a modal change can have a pro-

nounced effect on the flavor of the mu-

sic. Key is the root note of the chosen

scale. Keeping to a major scale and

changing the key through C, F and G
would let Tunesmith come up with its

own version of "Louie, Louie! Octave is

a transposition factor that affects all of

Tunesmith's output voices at once

Putting it All Together

Until now we have looked at the proc-

ess Tunesmith uses to create music and

ways to interact with it in real-time -

essentially playing it like a computer

musical instrument. An alternative ap-

proach is to set up a list of presets, to-

nality controls and the times to change

them in a master control file, the ar-

ranger. This is just like invoking a con-

trol sequence from Dr. Ts KCS. Starting

the arranger lets it drive Tunesmith,

making whatever changes you pro-

grammed at the proper times. This gives

you a way to build large song sequences

from the smaller themes and variations.

Keeping to a major

scale and (hanging

the key through C, F

and G would let

Tunesmith come up

with its own version

of "Louie, Louie".

The control list can be spelled out

before starting to play or it can record

your actions and create a matching con-

trol list. The latter is similar to having a

spreadsheet learn a macro by recording

your actions. Needless to say just be-

cause you use the arranger doesn't mean

you are locked into it. You have the abil-

ity to force it into looping while you

break into a spontaneous solo, prevent

it from making particular parameter

changes or change any of the pro-

grammed steps on the fly.

Odds, Ends and Other Goodies

Tunesmith provides a number of other

features and creature comforts designed

to make composing fun and easy. Files

can be saved in Dr. T format and used

as input to the KCS. Other sequencer

users can use a Dr. T to MIDI file con-

version program available at better MIDI

bulletin boards everywhere or from Dr.

T directly. A notepad screen can be

called up to jot notes during your play-

ing session or to document those all im-

portant preset, scale or drum files.

Several predefined MIDI control mes-

sages Call notes off, local control, omni

status, poly/mono) can be sent to any

or all MIDI channels with a single

mouse click. A vanety of global options

can be set: internal clock rate, default

disk drive, ST keyboard debounce time,

support MIDI merge (no rechanneliza-

tion), metronome, etc.

Wrap-Up

I strongly recommend this program. An

excellent example of a musical applica-

tion that can only be realized through

software, it succeeds on several fronts:

it's musically interesting, educational

and fun. After even just a little time with

Tunesmith, you also realize it was

crafted by a musician who uses it exten-

sively. Sure, it can be intimidating with

the screens full of numbers, but despite

all its power, it's still very simple to use

and start making music. On the hip

side, its sheer depth guarantees that

even confirmed techno-weenies will be

kept busy for a long time before ex-

hausting its potential.

I have long respected programmer

Jim Johnson's coding and writing abili-

ties. After working with the many facets

of Tunesmith, I'm now equally im-

pressed with his organizational skills-

how did he ever keep track of every-

thing that went into it?

START Contributing Editor Jim Piersoti-

Perry is a semi-professional musician

and research chemist who lives in

Elkton, MD,

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Tunesmith version 1.05,

$149. Dr. T's Music Software,

220 Boylston Street, Suite

306, Chestnut Hill, MA
02167, (617(244-6954.
C1RCIE 153 OH READER SERVICE CARD
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Reader Service Is

Back!
If you are interested in receiving

more information about a product

you see mentioned in a START arti-

cle or advertised in START, it's easy

to do.

If a product is mentioned in an

article, it will generally be listed at

the end of the article, together with

a Reader's Service Number. If you

want more information about a

product that is advertised in START,

all you have to do is turn to the

Advertiser's Index at the back of the

magazine and then find the Readers

Service Number that corresponds to

the advertisements that interest you.

Then simply circle the number

on the enclosed Reader Service

Card, complete the rest of the card

and drop it in the mailbox. The

advertisers will send the informa-

tion you want directly to you.

It's that easy!

Megatouch
Keyboard Stiffeners

Firm your Atari 520 or 1 040 ST
computer keyboard to fee! like

a Mega ST! Megatouch solves
the mushy feeling, only $11 .95.

P.O. Box 14628

Long Beach. CA908C3-1208 USA
(213) 439-9664 • FAX (213) 434-2310

CIRCLE 039 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CHICAGO'S
LARGEST ATARI
ST DEALER!

BIGGEST SOFTWARE
SELECTION INCLUDING

IMPORT TITLES S MAGAZINES
3 STORES TO SERVE YOU

SOFTWARE PLUS
COMPUTERS

WHEELING 520-1717

CHICAGO 338-6100

HANOVER PK 837-6900

CIRCLE 04d ON READER SERVICE CARD

Want Color For Under $100?

Unlock the Power

VlPEOKEY
RGB to color composite converter for the Atari ST

With VideoKey, now you, too, can experience the fantastic

color and sound of Atari's games and graphics on any
television, big screen or composite monitor! Its design

provides the highest quality color composite video and RF
output possible for any Atari ST, not just those that are RF
equipped. Standard RCA jacks allow for easy hook-up.

Optimized for low resolution use.

i
*plus shipping

and handling

Practical

Solution/
602-322-6100

1 135 N. Jones Blvd., Tucson. AZ 35716 CIRCLE 034 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TIME FOR

TAXES!
START'S 1988 Federal Tax Templates

BY TOM CHANDLER AND ANDREW REESE

Get ready to buckle down and
finish those tax forms, April 15 isn't

far off! File TAX88.ARC on your

START disk.

Tearing your hair out doing your taxes?

Almost ready to hire a CPA? Before you

go bald or broke, try loading our 1988

Tax Templates into a Lotus-compatible

spreadsheet program. These templates

will help you prepare the following

forms:

1988 Form 1040 (Long Form)

Schedule A (Itemized Deductions)

Schedule B (Interest and Dividend

Income)

Schedule E (Supplemental Income

Schedule)

Form 2106 (Employee Business

Expenses)

Getting Started

STARTs 1988 Tax Templates require an

ST or Mega with at least one megabyte

of memory; a Lotus-compatible spread-

sheet program, such as VIP Professional

by 1SD or LDW Power from Logical De-

sign Works; your 1988 Form 1040

Once again it's time to file those tax returns

with the Internal Revenue Service. Well, we

can't help you pay your taxes, but we can

sure help you figure them out correctly. On

your START disk is template for use with

Lotus 1-2-3-compatible spreadsheets, such as

VIP Professional and LDW Power. If you have

one of these programs and a megabyte of

memory or more, you're all set to get your

return in on time and avoid those penalties.

Forms and Instructions; and your

START disk.

For further tax assistance there are a

number of books available at bookstores

and newsstand, or you can pick up a

free copy of Publication 17, Your Federal

Income Tax, from the IRS. You may also

want to have a printer connected to

your ST, so that you can print out your

completed templates.

To get started, you'll need to un-ARC

the START 1988 Tax Templates. Copy

the files TAX88ARC and ARCXTTP

from your START disk to a blank, for-

matted disk and un-ARC TAX88.ARC

following the Disk Instructions else-
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13B8 Intone Tax Spreadsheet: Fnrn

Filing Status
1 Single
7 HARRIED FILINE JOINT.

J HARRIED FILING SEPARATE RETURN.

4 HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD.

5 QUALIFYING UIDDUler) ^/dependent C

Enter filing 5

6 Enter total

7 Wages, salar

isTHXIIBLE inte

bTajrexertji i

START'S onnual Tax

Templates are a

proven aid in the

long hours spent

ala mg yoi

yearly income fax.

The 1988 version

works with any
spreadsheet pro-

gram that will ac-

cept Lotus .WKS
templates.

where in this issue. When you're

finished, you'll find the file named

TAX88.WKS.

Now, start up VIP Professional, LDVV

Power or any other spreadsheet pro-

gram that can accept Lotus .WKS

spreadsheet templates. Load in

TAX88.WKS and you're ready lo begin.

Spreadsheets and Taxes

Spreadsheet programs are sophisticated

calculation tools, ideal for preparing tax

returns. You provide your income, ex-

pense and exemption information by

entering them into the spreadsheet and

then built-in Formulas instruct the pro-

gram how to crunch the numbers. But

the sophistication of a spreadsheet pro-

gram means that it has a wealth of com-

mands and formats. Don't leave learning

how to use one until the last minute

and then try to learn it as you do your

taxes.

Each piece ofinformation is entered

in a spreadsheet cell-similar to the

lines and columns on your tax forms.

We've already derived and included the

formulas you'll need. If your data

changes (you find another stack of

receipts, for instance) go to the appro-

priate location, change the number

there to the correct figure and the rele-

vant portions of your tax return will be

recalculated.

Many different taxpayers can use the

same tax template. If you're using LDW
Power, for example, you can save your

own template out to disk under the

name MYOWN.LDW and then reload

the blank template for your brother to

use. He can then save his to disk under

the name BROTHER.LDW, and your

aunt can then use the blank template

Keep your IRS Forms and Instruc-

tions booklet nearby while you're

preparing your taxes. While we have

identified every line on the template

with the line number from the forms,

we couldn't include all of the notes,

references and cautions on the original

forms. You'll need the instructions to

decide how to treat some of your in-

come and expenses.

If you need to complete forms that

are not a part of this template, you'll

have to complete them manually and

then transfer your figures from them

into the spreadsheet. The program and

template can take over from there.

You'll have to compute your own tax;

we just couldn't include all of the Tax

Tables and Tax Rates without ballooning

the size of the template substantially

Once you've completed Form 1040

down to Line 37, Taxable Income, follow

the instructions from the IRS to calcu-

late your tax and enter it on Line 38.

When you have completed your

template and arrived at a correct figure

for Line 62 or Line 65, save your tem-

plate to disk! Then, follow the instruc-

tions that came with your spreadsheet

program to print out a copy. For exam-

ple, LDW Power comes with a utility

that lets you print spreadsheets side-

ways, enabling you to fit wider printouts

on a page. See the appendices to the

LDW Power manual for directions.

Remember that the IRS will not accept

your printed spreadsheet in lieu of

completed forms; you'll have to manu-

ally copy the figures onto your official

return.

As with any complex and important

project, be sure to save your work often.

Think of the fun you'll have if you ha-

ven't saved your work and your dog

knocks the computer power cable from

the wall at 11:30 p.m. on April 15!

Examine your results with great care

If something doesn't look right, check

your figures carefully and if you can't

find any errors, seek the advice of a

professional tax preparer The most

common errors reported by the IRS are

incorrect data entry and arithmetic er-

rors. To the extent possible, we've in-

cluded formulas that will make correct

calculations, but you're responsible for

entering your information correctly.

Note: START cannot be held responsiblefor

any mistakes that might be made in your

tax calculations as a result of using this

template.

Good luck! And remember: tax

avoidance is not a crime, but tax eva-

sion is!

Andrew Reese is (he Editor ofSTART

and a former attorney and tax preparer.

Tom Chandler is an accountant in the

San Francisco Bay Area.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

VIP Professional Ver.

1.2, $149.95. ISD Market-

ing, 2651 John St., Unit 3,

Markham Industrial Station,

Markhom, Ontario, Canada,
L3R2W5, [416)479-1990.

CIRCLE t50 OK READER SERVICE CARD

LDW Power, $149 95
Logical Design Works, Inc.,

780 Montague Expressway,

Suite 205, Son Jose, Califor-

nia 95131, (408) 435-1445.
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V
SIFT That File

STMT'S Instant File Ihtnslator

BY BRUCE D. NOONAN, M.D

SIFT converts text

files from Word

Writer, 1ST Word or

WordPerfect into ST

Writer Elite—and

from ST Writer Elite

into any of the other

three. This program

has become an essen-

tial here at START,

and we knew that if

we needed it, lots of

our readers would,

too—especially those

who create flyers,

newsletters, etc.
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Convert text files to the word
processor format you like best. File

SIFT.ARCon your START disk.

On television many years ago, I saw an

entertaining demonstration. Seven men,

each of whom spoke two and only two

languages, were asked to translate a

humorous story from one language to

the next. The first spoke English and

Polish, the second Polish and German,

the third German and Slovenian, etc.,

and the last spoke Spanish and English.

Each translator in turn repeated the

story and the last man interpreted it

back into English. As you might expect,

the final version of the story bore little

resemblance to the original. The hu-

morous aspects had been distorted so

much that the humor now lay in how

badly the story had been mangled

rather than in its punchline

Even with this in mind, I was excited

when START asked me to write a pro-

gram which would translate files from

one word processor format into another

The result is START'S Instant File Trans-

lator (SIFT). With this handy utility, you

can convert files from Word Writer, 1ST

Word and WordPerfect into ST Writer

Elite format-or from ST Writer format

to one of the other three. But what if, for

instance, you want to convert a Word

Writer file to WordPerfect format? Sim-

ple just convert it to ST Writer format

first; then convert the new ST Writer file

to WordPerfect format.

To run the program, copy SIFTARC

and ARCX.TTP onto a blank, formatted

disk and un-ARC the file following the

Disk Instructions elsewhere in this is-

sue Double-click on SIFT.PRG, then

choose the direction for the translation:

either TO STWE or FROM STWE. Next,

select the format for conversion: 1ST

Word, WordPerfect, or Word Writer

Now you'll select the names of the input

and output files using the item selector.

You will be told when the translation is

complete and then asked if you wish to

convert another file. If "Yes," the pro-

cess is repeated. If "'No," you are return-

ed to the Desktop.

Roadblocks

Each of the word processors has fea-

tures that the others don't- and for

which there are no translations. 1ST

Word and Word Writer both have a

light text feature not found in ST Writer

or WordPerfect-and WordPerfect has a

strike-out or overstrike feature not

found in the other three. In fact, Word-

Perfect has so many extra features not

MERCEDES McDONALD

found in any of the other three word

processors -such as footnotes, math

columns, indexing and table of contents

generation-that clearly no translation

(or even approximation) was possible

In these cases, only straight text move-

ment was performed.

I translated as many features of each

word processor as 1 could. Conse-

quently, WordPerfect translations take

the longest to convert. My file of the ST

Writer Elite manual (over 100K) took 1

minute, 48 seconds to convert to 1ST

Word or Word Writer format, but 4

minutes, 13 seconds to WordPerfect.

1ST Word makes no

allowance for

writing text in

any pitch other

than Pica.

I was glad to be able to use the out-

line features of both WordPerfect and

ST Writer and swap them without los-

ing information. Likewise, 1 was able to

do this with the outdenting features of

all four programs.

When transferring a file to ST Writer,

the beginnings of paragraphs are mark-

ed with the Control-P character, and if

the first line of the paragraph is in-

dented, the paragraph indentation is set

with Control-1-if the indentation has

changed since the last paragraph. Trans-

ferring from ST Writer reverses the pro-

cedure.

The centering and right-justification

functions of 1ST Word and Word

Writer caused a problem. The WYSI-

WYG text files created in these pro-

grams are formatted before they're

saved, and a lot of indent spaces and
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variable spaces are used in front of the

text being centered or right-justified. ST

Writer, on the other hand, uses one

Control-C character to mark centered

text and two Control-C characters to

mark right-justified text. (ST Writer

doesn't center or right-justify the text

until you print it.) 1 elected to remove

the space padding from 1ST Word and

Word Writer files when translating to or

from ST Writer format. After translation,

you'll need to inspect the file and alter

centering and pagination as needed.

WordPerfect files did not present this

difficulty and centering and justification

translated just fine.

1ST Word makes no allowance for

writing text in any pitch other than Pica

(10 pitch), while Word Writer, which is

very similar in file structure, lets you

change pitch by embedding printer con-

trols directly in the text. WordPerfect al-

lows Pica, Elite (12 pitch) and con-

densed (15 pitch) typefaces, but not

expanded print, unless you set up a

font to represent expanded print. I ar-

bitrarily assigned ST Writer's expanded

print to font 2 of WordPerfect and vice

versa.

As you can see, if you translated a

WordPerfect file to 5T Writer, then to

1ST Word, to ST Writer again, then to

Word Writer, to ST Writer once more

and then back to WordPerfect, it might

look very different than it did at the

beginning.

Finally you can

exchange your

files between ST

Writer, 1ST Word,
Word Writer ST and
WordPerfect. Sim-

ply select whether

to convert from or

to ST Writer format,

click on the current

(ar destination) for-

mat and then enter

the appropriate file

names. SIFT does

the rest!

On-The-Fly Translation

1 ran into several limitations while writ-

ing S1FT.PRG. One is the Fact that ST

memory configurations vary, ranging

from 256K 520STs with TOS on disk to

Each of the word

processors has

features that the

others don't.

Mega 4s. To make the program more

widely acceptable, I had it read the file

into RAM and write the translation to

disk. This lets SIFT use the maximum

amount of memory for files to be con-

verted, but it also means that it must do

linear translations -that is, "on the fly,"

without being able to go back and insert

a particular code or text segment in

front of text that had already been writ-

ten to disk. An example could involve

writing an ST Writer header into 1ST

Word format. 1ST Word writes its

header text in a formatting segment

which precedes the normal text in the

file. If the header occurs later in the ST

Writer file after some text has been writ-

ten to the disk, it cannot be placed in

the 1ST Word file To fit it in would re-

quire moving the disk drive read/write

head to the appropriate disk sector and

byte, then pushing text aside to squeeze

it in. This could be done in RAM, but

not on disk. Therefore, when converting

ST Writer files to Word Writer or 1ST

Word, be sure the header and footer

lines are written directly after the format

line at the top and before any text.

Headers and footers occurring later in

the ST Writer file will not appear in 1ST

Word or Word Writer translations.

Wrap-Up

SIFT is a great utility if you have a RAM
disk; if you put your input files on it,

you'll save wear and tear on your floppy

drives-converting a large WordPerfect

will not only take forever, but it will

keep your floppy drive's moving parts

moving continuously.

The source code was written entirely

in C and compiled with the Megamax

Laser C compiler

Bruce Noonan is an opthamologist who

lives in Seattle, Washington and is the

godfather of Atari's public domain ST

Writer.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Word Writer ST, $79.95.
Timeworks, 444 Lake Cook
Road, Deerfield, 11 60015,

(312)948-9200.

CIRCLE 169 ON DEADER SERVICE (ARO

WordPerfect for the
ST, $395. WordPerfect

Corp., 288 West Center

Street, Oram, UT 84057,

(801)227-4010.

CIRCLE 170 DN READER SERVICE CARO

1ST Word, Atari Corp.

$19.95. 1196 Borregas Ave.,

Sunnyvale, CA 94088 (408)

745-2000.

ST Writer Elite ver. 3.0,

April 1989 issue of START.

544 Second St., San Fran-

cisco, CA 94107, (800)
234-7001.
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From the Forties

to the Future

In this issue we look at three games that

test your skill and nerve as you fight for

your own survival. In Captain Blood

you've been cloned and you must find

all your copies before the alotted time

expires. In Spitfire 40 it's you against the

Germans in the Battle of Britain. And in

Space Racer you take on the galaxy's best

racers in a battle for the championship.

CAPTAIN BLOOD

reviewed by George Miller

Spectacular graphics highlighted by

fractal landscapes and meticulous atten-

tion to detail make Captain Blood a

one-of-a-kind game The interesting

thing about Captain Blood is that you

not only get involved with the game,

you actually become a part of it.

As the scenario goes, you're a cyborg

who has been cloned many times over

The clones are draining your energy

and if you don't find them all soon

you'll die. The clones are hiding some-

where within the 32,768 planets of the

vast Hydra galaxy, and you've got to find

them all.

Given enough time, you could visit

each planet and eventually find and dis-

ln Captain Blood,

from Mindscape,

you're a cyborg

and you've been

over. Somehow oil

of your copies have
escaped and have

hidden themselves

within one of the

more than 32,000

planets in the Hydra
galaxy. Find them

all or you die.

integrate the clones in your ship's iridgi-

torium, but time is one thing you don't

have You have about two and a half

hours of real time to find the first clone

and get back some vital fluid before

your arm becomes completely uncon-

trollable If you do find the first clone

you've got about another two and a half

hours to find the next one

Getting Started

Control gameplay from the Control

Panel. Most of the options are selected

by moving your mechanical hand to the

appropriate buttons.

So, how do you locate the clones?

Simple! Just ask. Some planets are in-

habited. Many more planets are not.

Fortunately, the first planet that appears

always contains intelligent life. Just land

and talk to the inhabitants.

Actually, it's not all that simple. You

must guide your OORXX, a friendly lit-

tle creature designed for reconnaissance

missions to the planets of Hydra. The

OORXX are your eyes and ears. For-
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For the Fun of It

tunately, you have an unlimited number

of OORXXes available, because you'll

soon discover that a fractal landscape is

not an easy place to land. When you do

land successfully, you'll use the UPCOM
(Universal Protocol of Communication)

Icon system to communicate. This

unique feature lets you point at Icons to

communicate with the planets inhabi-

tants by building sentences.

Interactive Gameplay

The various races of planets' inhabitants

have various personalities to match.

You'll ultimately need to interact with

many different types. 5ometimes logic

and reason will provide a clue. Some-

times bribes or threats work best. Some

will even agree to be teleported aboard

your ship.

Navigate through the universe by

locating your destination on your

Hydra-galaxy map, then activating

hyperspace to travel at approximately

twice the speed of light. At this speed,

you can expect to see a few optical illu-

sions. As you approach your destina-

tion, your speed will decrease and you'll

be able to use your instruments to con-

duct a limited reconnaissance of the

planet. You can then launch an OORXX
to investigate further

Recommendation

Captain Blood is both an exciting

arcade action game and a challenging

adventure game No matter which type

of game you prefer, you'll find some-

thing to suit your taste. The Hydra gal-

axy is huge Use your best judgment as

you search for your clones, and be pre-

pared for the adventure of a lifetime!

SPITFIRE 40

reviewed by Wolf Griffey

Ever wondered what kind of exhilara-

tion an English Spitfire pilot might have

felt? Ever tried to guess what it might

have been like sitting in that cockpit,

Avalon Hill's Spitfire

40 lets you live the

bygone days of

World War II air

combat. With
authentic graphics

and real-time up-

dating, Spitfire 40

lets you choose be-

tween the Gome
and Simulation

mode.

with a roaring engine up front? Have

you wanted to capture some of the thrill

of racing across the English countryside

in search of reported enemy aicraft? Is

shooting down a Me-109 fighter or a

group of Stuka bombers the type of

action you crave?

If your answer is yes to any these

questions, you'll like Spitfire 40 from

Avalon hill. Now it's your turn to experi-

ence the sounds, speed and thrill of

World War 11 air combat.

Piece of the Past

In 1931 the Supermarine Company won

a contract from the Royal Air Force to

design a new fighter plane. Based on

their champion racing designs, Super-

marine produced the soon-to-be-

famous Spitfire It incorporated the un-

tried Merlin engine in the smallest air-

frame that could be wrapped around it.

By 1940 the Germans were staging

air raids over England. The new Spitfire

was being flown off of many small

airfields by young and mostly inex-

perienced pilots. Experienced or not,

however, those pilots scored victory af-

ter victory.

Spitfire 40 returns to this period and

that aircraft. The player/pilot is placed

at the controls of the Spitfire IA and

with a choice ol either Game or Simula-

tion enters the realm of World War II air

combat. The best part is that the

authors put their time into making the

handling and action of the simulated

aircraft very realistic.

Spitfire I

A

As with a real Spitfire IA, the player

quickly discovers all the joys and sor-

rows that come from flying a true

propeller-driven aircraft. The speed de-

cays as it should in climbs and turns.

Rolls and dives are also true to the na-

ture of the beast. Used properly, these

characteristics will help to maintain the

position needed for the victory.

The controls, instruments and han-

dling found in Spitfire 40 follow the

lines of the actual aircraft. If it was

necessary for flight in 1940, you'll find

it in this game. The same characteristics

are here: faster in level flight, much

quicker on the tum and overall more

maneuverable than its German coun-

Authenticity

From the beginning. Spitfire 40 has a

very authentic feel. The instructions are

printed in the form of a working pilot's

manual from the period. Called Pilot's

Notes, this "rulebook" covers important

items in the following sections; Pilot's

Controls and Equipment, Navigation

and Handling and Flying Notes For Pi-
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lot. Here the new pilot finds out where

everthing is, what it does and how to

use it. Each section goes into excellent

detail to provide the pilot with more

than a basic understanding how to fly a

Spitfire.

The Pilot's Controls and Equipment

section has incredibly complete instruc-

tions for aircraft control functions and

their proper uses. Not only is the player

told the possible reaction to activating a

given item, but also what can happen if

it is not used properly. Warnings appear

throughout this section.

The Navigation section explains how

to use the map. Since the action can

take place anywhere over England, it's

important to know where the bad guys

are. The pilot can find the locations of

his Spitfire and the target on the map at

any time Whether in Game or Simula-

tion mode, it is most important to learn

to read and use the map. Lost pilots

don't find targets-or worse, the targets

find them first, which can mean a vic-

tory for the other side.

Takeoff, air maneuvers and landing

instruction are found here in the sec-

tion called Handling and Flying the

Spitfire Unlike some manuals that as-

sume that you'll find the proper speeds

and altitudes to complete things like

rolls, loops and a split S, the notes give

you the recommended control inputs

and speeds to look for.

Game or Simulation

Spitfire 40 starts with two main selec-

tions, Game or Simulation. Common to

both are the cockpit (controls/instru-

ment screen and front-view screen) and

map mode.

Game mode gives you time to

sharpen air combat skills prior to

recording actual sorties in simulated

raids. Or you can just go there for the

fun of destroying target after target (until

you've been shot down three times.) Al-

though there are no actual skill levels

involved, as air combat time increases

the skill of the enemy pilots you face

will increase also.

Simulation is the heart of Spitfire 40.

Here you have two options: Practice or

Combat. Select practice and work with

the controls until they become second

nature. With propeller-driven aircraft,

handling is very different from the more

advanced jet fighters you may be used

to in other flight simulations.

In combat you begin with a sortie

message providing the number of air-

craft, direction and altitude. After

takeoff, it's up to you to find the incom-

ing aircraft, score the victory and land.

Each flight is recorded in the flight

log with a small entry regarding the re-

sults. Some embarrassed pilots have

been know to quit before saving their

logs.

In both the Game and Simulation,

into the simulation. Because of just that,

I think that Spitfire 40 will attain the

same status as the Spitfire itself Well

done, Avalon Hill, well done

SPACERACER

reviewed by Scot Timlin

It's the 25th century, and neither war

nor disease are to be found anywhere in

the galaxy. The only excitement left is

the Space Race Tournament. Every three

years the best racers from each planet

compete for the title of Space Racer

Champ. You've been selected to repre-

sent Earth. Your honor is at stake-and

so is your life So goes the premise for

SpaceRacer, the latest creation from

Broderbund.
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SpaceRacer from

Broderbund. It's the

25th century and
war has been eradi-

cated throughout

the galaxy. Where
can you goto find

violence and let off

a little steam? The
famous Space

Races, of course.

your goal is the same as it would have

been 1940; patrol the English skies and

shoot down incoming German fighters

and bombers.

Well Done

The Spitfire IA was a combination of

timely work and some necessary com-

promises. It went on to become a leg-

end in aviation. Although Spitfire 40

may not have the full, more colorful

graphics that other programs have.

Spitfire 40 authors put a lot of work

The Space Races

In SpaceRacer, there are four races to

complete: three world races and one

championship race Each race has its

own course and its own challenges. The

courses are rife with tight turns, fast

Straights, high hills and low valleys.

A power track runs along the center

of each course and gives your cycle

energy. Obstacles appear on each side

of the course Take a turn too wide, and

watch out! Obstacles also appear on the

course; some give you energy, others
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For the Tun ol It

can ruin your day by killing you.

Riding the Cycle

With the joystick or keyboard, you can

make your cycle turn, climb or dive. A
quick double-press of the trigger fires

the laser cannon. Hold down the trigger

to move the cycle forward. Three func-

tion keys give the distance to the finish

line, pause the game and invert the

up/down controls.

In Broderbund's

SpaceRater, your

honor is at stake—

and so is your life.

Gameplay

As your cycle moves, a shadow is cast

on the surface of the track. Keeping the

shadow on the power track adds energy

to your cycle. Moving off the track or

climbing too high slows your cycle

down. Once you learn the course, turn-

ing is a breeze and you'll be leaning

with the best of them.

Signs, billboards and powerlines

appear on each side of the course.

Bump into a sign an you'll put your

cycle in a temporary spin. Regain con-

trol and get going; remember your rac-

ing against time! Hit a billboard, and

splat!—you're a pancake. Hit a powerline,

and zap! -you're history.

Along the way you'll meet the

galaxy's finest racers; run them off the

road. That's right, follow them into a

turn, bump them into a powerline and

don't look back. If they get stubborn,

shoot them with your laser cannon.

(The manual says that using the cannon

will drain your power. That's fine by

me; I prefer the bump-and-run tactic

anyway!)
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Wrap-Up

SpaceRacer is fun. The race courses are

challenging but not intimidating. The

clever animated sequences (especially

during crashes) are Broderbund

classics.

1 think Broderbund should have

used a different approach for accelera-

tion control, though. The trig-

ger/accelerator control causes thumb fa-

tigue. Applying less pressure on the

trigger relieves some of the discomfort.

SpaceRacer comes on two disks.

When booted, the program asks you to

insert disk B, even if you have a two-

drive system. The program should look

for the number of drives installed and

go directly to disk B if a second drive is

attached.

SpaceRacer takes race simulators to a

new level. If you're a fan of Test Drive,

Supercycle or games of that nature, then

SpaceRacer is for you.

George Miller is Director of Product

Supportfor MichTron, Inc. Wolf Griffey

is a former Marine Corps fighter pilot

and works in the Customer Service

Department at Antic Software Scot

Tumlin is Direct Mail Sales and Support

Supervisorfor Antic Software
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Captain Blood, $49 .95.

Mindscape, Inc., 3444
Dundee Road, Northbrook,

IL 60062, (800)221-9884.
CIRCLE !71 ON RfADfR SERVICE CARD

Spitfire 40, $35. Avalon

Hill Microcomputer Games,
4517 Harford Road, Balti-

more, MD 21214, (800)

638-9292.
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SpaceRacer, $29.95.

Broderbund Software, Inc.,

17 Paul Drive, San Rafael,

CA 94903, (800) 527-6263.
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NO
START
DISK?

Every issue. START features great

programs on disk. If you bought this

issue of START without the disk,

you're missing out!

START is available with the disk

for $14.95, but for those of you who

want to read START first, it's available

without the disk for $4.

If you want thejull version of

START, you can order the companion

disk by calling the Disk Desk toll-

free at (800) 234-7001. Our Cus-

tomer Service specialists are on duty

from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Pacific-

time. Or you can order your disk by

mail using the order form inserted

into this issue. Each disk is $10.95

plus $2.00 shipping and handling.

CALL (800)
234-7001

!



Itnif imj Software,

Five years ;i«|o,

we were ahead of

our time.

Haven't Yon

Caught ll|i Yet?

WEDGWOOD RENTAL
5316Woodwav Drive j4

Fori Worth, Texas 76133
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-a4tfUI=FI-Be-5E-
By Charles F. Johnson

UNLIMITED DESK ACCESSORY POWER FOR THE ATARI ST

• Load and immediately use any standard ST desk accessory
at any time.. .even while a program is running!

• Install as many accessories as memory will allow.. .using only
one drop-down menu slot!

• Load groups of up to 32 desk accessories with a click of the
mouse button, or automatically at bootup!

• Run desk accessories as if they were programs! $29.95

Gx-V7/jU1
By John EidSVOOg and Charles F. Johnson

A POWERFUL AND COMPLETE REPLACEMENT FOR GDOS

• Totally compatible with GDOS, and all current programs that

use GDOS.
• Load fonts and device drivers without rebooting.
• Solid polyline mode speeds up
• Absolutely no system slowdown.
• Automatically load the correct ASSIGN files for each program

y0U USe -

$34.95

Also available!

CodeHead Utilities FatBack
A collection of programs and An intelligent (and fast) hard
desk accessories, for all kinds disk backup program.
of purposes! $29.9S $34.95

Call us for Visa, Mastercard.
AmEx. and COD orders, or

send a check or money order
tor the amount indicated plus

$2.00 shipping. CA residents
please add 6.5% sales tax.

CodeHead Software
P.O. Box 4336
N. Hollywood, CA 91607 ,

Tel: (213)386-5735

CIRCLE 008 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Computer Garden
Wilkcs-Barre & ScrantoiTs Favorite Computer Store

Abaci
Ifi/Ml

SI A.HKeinHro $39
Accolade
Pinball Wizard $?3
Issl Drive $?b
Alpha
Swilchhank $5f
Antic
Spectrum BIZ tAA
CybM Studio $59
Cyber Control $39
Cyber Sculpt $(>0

Cyber Paul *"

i'vUrr VCH
Atari
'v'iloll >.'

10*61
Mnj] ;':_][

W.(y.fi -lb I

W.iy.jihli::«:

Cinemaware GFA

Sill $33
Stead $33
Digital Vision
ConpuleieyesW9
Epyx
Arl&FIImDir $55
loww rupplei $33
FTL
Dungeonmsier $25
Oids $23
Sundofl $?5
HP

I Dt;5k|ol $699 |

» ICO Hard Drive I

fa st ?o m $599 i

b&Q $65 Monitor Maslr $45
t/A $95 UouscWasler $35
ph WrJeeKej $80
aw Stib Proco
ois $33 ProcopyieO $30
:k1 $?b Progressive

$30 SuprbasPro $??a
%/') Psygnosis

Pro Draw Atl $39 Menace $20
Scan ah $33 Captain Fiz? $23
Siinorohnrgod IJaal $?0

I asydraw $95 ChtonoQuesI $33
tekDrawArtl $20 rerrorpods $?5
loui;h-uji $IJ9 Obliit

I \ ;r h-l IriiwAr!
'

d $33 I

HI
$70

SOill

SCall

Avant Garde
PC Dilto SCall

Avatex
I^OCn; (irxKan $/9
SMOOmorJem $169
Mxton cablo £Kj

Botkemeyer

Free Catalog
with every purchase!

$33 Seymor-Radix
IMG-Scan $/9
Sierra

:;!)<.'-

$33

Interlink $?t

Revolve; $33
j

ISO Marketing
SI Accounts? $95 ,

VIP Pro!

Ciitimrs

i vk:ai!.;
LOW
LDWPowo

liriijrl limner
;;h;i(lnw(JHl(!

$189 Neocept

:a $33 Sott Logrk
j-jj, P;iunSiream $119

$33 Supra
$33 Mxlr-iwM:.!!! $VJ!J

$33 Cable $15

Timeworks
$33 i);ii,-.nn:i;i(;r;.' $<!<)

$33 iJcsKlupPut) $(!(

$25

$129

$19 Wrsdwriloi $49
Trio Eng.

llSOiprnilor $199 Digispec $36
IGMprinta $3?9 utiispec SIS
Printer cahle $15 Si Control $!i!i

Prac.Solution VersasoIt
l>rv<!MaRlor $45 Db Man 5 S1?ifJ

Order toll-free: 1-800-456-5689
For information call 1-717-823-4025. Mail orders: send check or
money order to COMPUTER GARDEN. lOB W. CAREV St, PLAINS. PA 18705
Be sure to Include sufficient postage [Overpayments are promptly refunded)

61. tax. Cash COD's OK. 3% charge for VISA- MC-AMEX.
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WORLD OF ATARI

APRIL 22-23, 1989
DISNEYLAND HOTEL

ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA

JUNE 24-2 5 1989
HYATT REGENCY

DEARBORN, MICHIGAN

Watch for future show dates for
Dayton, OH; Seattle, WA; San
Jose, CA; Dallas, TX; and Salt
Lake City, TJT.

For additional show informa-
tion and tickets contact:

ST WORLD

(503)673-2259

CIRCLE 0J3ON READER SERVICE CARE)
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Advertising Deadlinesfor the August 1989 Issue

Insertions: May I

Ad Copy Due: May 8
On Sale: July I, 1989

Be sure fo mention START when contacting these advertisers—all of whom support the Atari ST Computer.

Advertising Sales

West Coast

Advertising Sales Repi

AUSTIN HOLIAN
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

(415) 957-0886

Address all advertising materials to:

KATE MURPHY
Advertising Production Coordinator

START

544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

East Coast

Advertising Sales Representative:

DENNY RILEY

544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

(415) 957-0886



MENACE
This is a pure arcade game— a fast action packed

journey through six very different worlds where
lightning fast reflexes and furious fire button

action are your only hope of survival.

Your mission orders are simple, you must destroy
the planet Draconia. In theory possible, in

practice . , ,

The planet Draconia, an unnatural planet, has

been formed over many centuries by six of the

most feared rulers that have ever existed. These
rulers, exiled from their home galaxy, have
ravaged and plundered space, using the worlds

they have destroved and the life forms they have

created to build this planet of feer and death.

Now an end must be put to their reign of terror. A
large scale attack will prove too costly to our

space fleets, Draconia has many orbiting defence

systems, the sacrifice may be in thousands of

lives. A single fighter craft, approaching

undetected, may have a chance to avenge those

who have perished, by destroying Draconia, You
have thai chance . , .

Screen Shots are from the Amiga version

AVAILABLE NOW ON THE PSYCLAPSE LABEL

CHRONO-QUEST
This is the first of a new generation of adventure
games from Psygnosis. An adventure game in the

Your quest begins in your fathers chateau circa

1 920, there you find (or should find) your fathers
latest invention; a fantastic time machine. Your
father is dead, murdered, you are the prime
suspect. A letter left by your fether leads you to

think the real culprit was Flichard, his not so
faithful servant. But he has escaped to the future
using the time machine . . . who will believe your
fantastic story ... do you believe it?

You will be presented with many objectives;

ultimately you will have to travel through time to

collect the fragments of magnetic card to drive
the Time Machine into the future. There you will

have to. . Meanwhile, the immediate objective is

to find the time machine . . . Sorry, a more
immediate objective is to find the room with the
time machine in it. But its dark . . . Very sorry, an
even more immediate objective is to be able to
see where you are going ... 3 hours and 250
minutes and even more immediate objectives
later, you are standing In the hallway thinking . .

,

he I Ipppp II 1

1

Screen Shots from the Atari ST version

AVAILABLE NOW ON THE PSYGNOSIS LABEL

BAAL
* An addictive mixture of strategy and arcade

action featuring:

* 8 way ultra-smooth scrolling through 3

distinctive domains containing multiple

* Over 250 highly detailed screens, superb
graphics and sound effects.

* More than 100 monsters and 400 traps.

The future of the world lies in thehendsof an elite

squadron of men. YOU are the leederof the Time
Warriors. Can you save the earth from the evil

BAAL?

His army of undead have stolen an awesome
weapon of destruction, a War Machine.

As leader of the ultimate battle fighters, your

quest is to invada BAAL's domain, fighting off his

monstrous demonic beasts to retrieve the War
Machine . . . but . . . you must kill BAAL in the

process.

Can you succeed? There is no option ... the
alternative is literally 'Helt on Earth'.

Screen Shots from the Atari ST version

AVAILABLE NOW ON THE PSYCLAPSE LABEL

Computer Software Service
2150 Executive Drive

Addison Illinois 60101

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4912

In Illinois: 1-800-331-SOFT



The Future of Programming: \ I
/ / / f-f

HiSoft BASIC and HiSoft BASIC Professional

s +

The BASICS designed with the user in mind.
They're incredibly fast, and work from the easy,

interactive GEM editor in all resolutions. Unlike

interpreted languages, HiSoft BASICS compile

to get the lightning speed you want in your

programs.

HiSoft BASICS give you access to all GEM,
AES and VDI routines, as well as BIOS, XBIOS,

and GEMDOS. Now you can write programs
that fully utilize the GEM environment. Built In

functions are provided forthe mouse, joysticks,

sound, and MIDI ports.

HiSoft BASICS are destined to become the

standard by which others will be judged. They
are compatible with Microsoft QuickBASIC3™
on the PC, which is widely recognized as the

premier BASIC language. They also compile

ST BASIC "-
; programs. Instructions are

provided on how to convert other BASIC
programs to run under HiSoft BASIC.

A version of HiSoft BASIC is all you need to

start programming efficientlyon your AtariST.

Unlike other BASICS, you can even use HiSoft

BASIC Professional tocreatedesk accessories.

These advanced BASIC languages allow total

accesstoyourmachine'soperating system-yet

they're still incredibly fast.

The two variations of this fabulous BASIC
are HiSoft BASIC, the fundamental version,

which is priced at only $79.95, and HiSoft

BASIC Professional, with many advanced
features, which Is just $159,951 Call NOW to

order your copy!

INichYron
576 S. Telegraph. Pm


